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Simplest 
way yet 
to get a 

'411 
channel FM head-end 

ANDER F 
• Low cost per channel 

• Variable tuning—input and 
output 

• Crystal control option—input 
and output 

• Common power supply and post 
amplifier for up to 14 channels 

by Jerrold 
Give your CATV subscribers a broad 
choice of FM programs with Commander 
FM. Order from your Jerrold CATV sales-
man, or write, phone, or TWX Jerrold 
Electronics Corporation, CATV Systems 
Division, 401 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, 
Pa. 19105. Phone: (215) 925-9870. TWX: 
710-670-0263. 

JE111101,11 FIRST IN CATV 

a GENERAL INSTRUMENT company 



What a way to grow! 
System expansion with TeleMation 
Whether your needs are single camera 
programming or complex full studio applications, 
TeleMation, believes that systematic expansion 
of your CATV equipment is the only way to grow. 

TeleMation builds strong systems in a dozen 
different ways. 

We planned it that way so you could build your local 
origination system one step at a time, or in one 
giant step, without fear of obsolescence at any point. 

All TeleMation origination gear is production 
oriented, provides integrated broadcast 
quality, operates at the highest performance 
standards and is easily expandable. 

Talk to TeleMation. 
It's good for your system. 

(al 
TELE MATION 

The Total System Supplier 

2275 South West Temple 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 
(801) 48E-7564 

A 3 Bay Console housing studio control equipment. 
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new technology to CAW: 

ICROELECTRONICV 
The industry's  first hybrid  
thin-film integrated circuit,  I 
push-pull, plug-in modularized, 
5-300 MHz, versatile, 
bidirectional, 43-channel, 
broadband cable 
communications amplifier. 

We developed it. 
We field-tested it for a year. 
We designed a complete line. 
We introduced it at 
the 1970 NCTA Convention. 

Century Series 
The New Technology from 

ANACONDA electronics 
305 North Muller Street, Anaheim, California 92801 
And in Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia 

"THE HEART OF THE MATTER" 

*The thin-film integrated circuit (shown actual 
size) is the heart of the new Century Series 
amp ifier. By eliminating discrete components 
and reducing lead lengths, it sets a new stand-
ard or CATV amplifier performance, reliabil-
ity, and stability under all conditions. 
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We wouldn1 say "Free" 
if we didrit mean it. 

No matter where you are—when you order 
anythingfrom Pruzan that weighs 200 pounds 
or more—we pay the freight in the U.S. 
Anything: cable, tools, wire, electronics, 
hardware, drop materials, pole-line hard-
ware, anything in our huge catalog. 

"Would an old scout—tell 
you a falsehood?" 

Anywhere: Atlantic Seaboard, Gult Coast, 
Midwest, West Coast, High Rockies, Lake 
States or you name it. We ship it. Free. If 
your order totals 200 pounds. Regardless of 
the points of origin or the number of ship-
ments. Others talk about service, too. We put 
our money where our mouth is. 

Pruzan Company / 1963 - 1st Avenue S. / Seattle, Washington 98134 / (206) 624-6505 

COMMUNICATIONS, CATV & POWER LINE SUPPLIES 

One of the ANIKEI companies 

PRI/ZAN 
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Cable 
Local origination is no longer a 
future possibility—it's a here-and-
now necessity. 
If you are about to invest in an 

origination system, look first to RCA. 

We have a full complement of 
"cable mates" to meet your pres-
ent and future needs—including 

v 
f 

lir -7. 

an exciting line of equip-
ment that makes color orig-
ination both inexpensive and 
uncomplicated. At the heart of 
our cablecaster's color system 
is the world's first single-tube color 
camera ... the PK-730. Its simplified 
design keeps controls to a minimum. 
And keeps the cost under $10,000. 

8 September, 1970 



Mates 
And depending on how elab-

orate a system you need, or can 
afford at this time, you can mate 
your RCA color camera to other 
low-cost, easy-to-use origination 
equipment. Like a film system, 
video tape recorder, professional 

control center, monitors. 
Or a new monochrome camera that 
can be converted to color at any time! 
Each piece of equipment in the RCA color 

system assures you of quality color. 
And you can add to your system 

without fear of obso-
leting your original 
investment. Because 
every component is 
designed to match 
perfectly with every 
other one ... electroni-

cally, mechanically and in 
styling. For the full story on 
how to get started with RCA's 
cable mates, color or even-
lower-cost monochrome, write 
RCA Cable Systems Depart-
ment, Building 15-5, Camden, 
New Jersey 08102. 

"CA 
TV Communications 9 



Everyone in CAW talks 
about trouble-free 
operation, but only 
SKI. makes system 
check-out easy. 

The SKL/7224 12-channel oscillator offers a new method of 
system check-out. It generates signal anywhere in the sys-
tem. The SKL/7224 accurately measures cross-modulation 
components to NCTA Standards, tests transmission and 
measures cumulative distortion. This 12-channel unit, each 

with individual level control, provides a source for all VHF television picture carrierfrequencies. 
Modules contain a crystal-controlled R F oscillator. Portable or can be rack-mounted. Price: 
$5225 for full 12 channels and cabinet. For complete information, write: s ku  
Spencer-Kennedy Laboratories, Inc., 2 Lowell Ave., Winchester, Mass. 01890. 
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The TVC Vie wpoint 

EDITORI AL 

Facts About Impact 
More encouraging sounds from the 

direction of FCC — the research staff 
of the Broadcast Bureau has just 
released the results of a study of the 
impact of CATV on broadcasting. 
Findings were no surprise to anyone 
— except those who really believed 
cable would destroy "free" television. 
The  basic  conclusion:  CATV 

importing signals in a major market 
will probably dilute station profit-
ability some, but of a magnitude so 
small that no one but borderline U's 
will really be affected — and even that 
is not certain. UHF stations will be 
bolstered by the ability of CATV 
transmission  to  put  them  "on 
channel" and by the commercial inser-
tion provision of the Public Dividend 
Plan — if enacted. 
Audience  fragmentation  in San 

Diego (the city under study) is much 
less than many would expect. Local 
stations get 74% of the San Diego 
cable  audience.  Imported  L.A. 
independents draw off only 26%. 
Using San Diego as a model, audience 
losses for V's would range from 
13%-20% in other cities calculated for. 
UHF  audiences  are  predicted  to 
increase as much as 50% as a direct 
result of CATV penetration in some 
cities. 
The research staff estimates net-

work revenues would only drop 4-5% 
by 1975 if the nation is 25% wired by 
then — hardly a drop in the bucket for 
an industry whose revenues in 1969 
increased by nearly 13% with an 
increase in profit of more than 64%! 
The  staff  concludes  that  the 

Robert A. Seerle 
Editor 

At Last! 
problem of impact may completely 
disappear, assuming the commercial 
substitution proposal is practical — a 
conjecture which is disturbing to say 
the least to those who claim cable will 
destroy "free" TV. 
The findings of the San Diego study 

are  factual.  They  are  rock-solid 
findings based on careful research and 
are by no means unsound. And they 
are largely representative of the situa-
tion as it exists across the nation. And 
the FCC has given them due weight. 
This is highly encouraging. 
Those of us in this industry who 

shuddered to see the Commission 
reject the Philadelphia and Goshen 
impact studies can take considerable 
encouragement. Today's FCC does 
not appear to be afraid of the facts — 
regardless of their effects on vested 
interests. 
This is another reason why the 

CATV industry should work hard to 
be responsive and responsible before 
this Commission. 
CATV's responsibility is to keep 

the facts before the Commission and 
Congress. Now is the time to capital-
ize on the certainty that your voice 
will be heard. Now is the time to write 
the Commission and legislators about 
the issues which affect cable. Now is 
the time to stand behind the Political 
Action Committee for Cable Tele-
vision and NCTA with your full 
support. 
The time for bringing pressure and 

education to bear has never been 
better — and it has never been more 
critical. 

TV Communications  11 





COMM /SCOPE 
TYPE CA 
COAXIAL CABLES 
WITH COPPER-
CLAD ALUMINUM 
CENTER 
CONDUCTOR! 
IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE 
DELIVERY! 
Order now! We can give you immediate 
delivery on all sizes (412, 500, 750) 
of Comm/ScopeType CA Coaxial Cables. 
Type CA Coaxials feature a center 

conductor of copper-clad aluminum. 
It gives the same attenuation and same 
return loss as coaxials with solid copper 

A SUPERIOR C ONTI NE NTAL C O MPANY 

conductor. But Type CA Coaxials 
cost up to 10% less! 
They're available now in Comm/Scope's 

exclusive Alumagard® and Coppergard® 
constructions for aerial or direct burial 
installations. 
And they're covered by Comm/Scope's 

exclusive five-year guarantee! 
For all of your coaxial cable needs, 

call on Comm/Scope. 

For information and prices, write or call: 

COMM/SCOPE 
CORPORATION 
P. 0. Box 2406 Hickory, North Carolina 28601 
Phone 704/328-5271 
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Perspective 
on the ne ws 

B. Milton Bryan 
Executive Editor 

Cable television is rapidly becoming a popular topic of business discussion. Increasing 

numbers of studies to determine the long-term implications of CATV are prcphesying an 

extremely bright future. Beating the cable drum in unison with researchers are the popular 

and trade press. Everyone is expecting a lot. 

However, don't be too quick to build your future on the specific conclusions developed 
through extensive research projects. Although all prognosticators agree that cable has a bright 

future, their specific conclusions regarding the size and nature of that future vary considerably. 

Problem is, different researchers begin their research and consequently develop their con-

clusions on the basis of certain assumptions, which may or may not be true. 

One of the most important assumptions is that CATV will be allowed a future in the top 

television markets, an opportunity which is not yet ours. Without liberty to develop a market-

able service in the top-100, all CATV has is a promising technology with limited applications. 

Nothing is certain, least of all the future of our industry in the hands of an agency which 

has done nothing but oppress it. Although there are some encouraging signs (numerous permits 

to import signals into top markets but outside the 35-mile limit is a good example) the FCC 

has yet to give the industry something solid to grow on. 

All we have to date is talk. And there is frequently a great gap between political talk and 

legislative or regulatory performance. The Public Dividend Plan, which apparently hinges on 

Congressional approval of a new copyright bill, is probably dead until next session of Congress, 

along with the copyright bill itself. 

There has been some talk of an "alternate plan" if the Public Dividend fails, but at this 

point, it is only more conversation. Nothing specific has come forth. Increasing pressure from 

the cable camp is seriously needed if the governmental restraints are to be significantly affected 
in the immediate future. 

14  September, 1970 



Our "D" series terminal housing 
works both sides of the street. 

Telephone cables! CATV compo-
nents! Both at the same time! 
Outside you have a compact, low-

profile housing of sturdy, weatherproof 
construction. It is made of heavy 12 
and 14 gauge steel, and is protected 
with a heavy zinc coating from the 
IS&W hot-dip galvanized-after-forming 
process. 
Inside you have more space than 

you would think possible with so com-
pact an exterior. A 3/4"  Marine-grade 
plywood internal separator finished 
with weatherproof polyurethane dou-
bles as a surface for equipment mount-
ing, and as a divider for the interior 
space between Cable TV and telephone 

terminals. 
Here is what you can put into our 

Series "D" housings: 
Model D-1 Up to 200 pairs of splic-

ing*; up to 75 pairs of loading and up 
to 18 pairs of termination. Plus CATV 
component space of 12" x 18". 
Model D-2 Up to 400 pairs of splic-

ing*; up to 100 pairs of loading and up 
to 18 pairs of termination. Plus CATV 
component space of 18" x 18". 
Model D-3 Up to 600 pairs of splic-

ing*; up to 150 pairs of loading and up 
to 18 pairs of termination. Plus CATV 
component space of 24" x 18". 
There are four more good reasons 

for ordering the Model "D" from IS&W: 

Single stake mounting for faster in-
stallation; locking facilities to prevent 
tampering; upper and lower covers are 
quickly and independently removable 
for easy access; a full 9 inches of space 
for pressurization equipment. 
B̀ased on 22 gauge cable for average ratings. 

INDIANA STEEL & WIRE COMPANY 
Division of General Cable Corporation 
730 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017. 

200-25 

General 
cable 
INDIANA STEEL & WIRE 

DIVISION 
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Generator Left Out 

• "Meet  the  Sync Generator: 
Heart of CATV Originations" by 
Jack Rickel, which appeared in 
your June issue, was undoubtedly 
of great interest to the many 
CATV operators striving to meet 
the January 1, 1971 deadline. 
In  a closing paragraph  Mr. 

Rickel listed several sync genera-
tor manufacturers; regretfully he 
omitted Tektronix, Inc. of Beaver-
ton,  Oregon.  Tektronix,  the 
world's largest manufacturer of 
oscilloscopes,  is also a prime 
supplier of television broadcast 
equipment,  sync  generator 
included. The type 140 NTSC 
signal generator provides: color 
bars, modulated staircase, con-
vergence crosshatch and vertical 
interval test signals. It is also a 

complete EIA Color Standard and 
Sync Generator with outputs of: 
subcarrier, composite sync and 
blanking, vertical and horizontal 
drive, and burst. Price $1,800. 
In August 1970 we will be 

announcing a new generator that 
is similar to the type 140 and 
designed specifically for CATV. 
One of the additional features it 
provides is a unique composite 
color test pattern. 
Ron Wambolt 
Advertising Dept. 
Tektronix, Inc. 
Beaverton, Oregon 

The reader is invited to turn to 
page  25  for  information  on 
Tektronix's new generator.—Ed. 

Getting Acquainted 

• I am interested in finding out 
about the major cable television 
companies  throughout  the 
country and who some of their 
key personnel are. I would appre-
ciate it if you could forward me 
what information you can, or a 

PRESTIGE CONNECTORS 

the REAL WINNER 
Our new prestige line of seized-
center-conductor connectors was 
designed to return profits to you 
through quality, reliability and 
ease of installation. 

3700 North 36th Avenue 
Phoenix, Arizona 85019 
Phone: (602) 272-6Ft/177 

directory with such information. 
In recent months I have been 

reading about the great growth 
and potential of cable television. 
It strikes me as an area of com-
munications that may well offer 
new and demanding opportunities 
to those of us already in the 
television industry. 
Consequently, I would like to 

establish  contact  with  various 
cable corporations and see how 
and where I can fit into CATV 
with my background — most of 
which has been in programming 
and production and has been 
acquired in network, educational, 
and local television. 
William L. Cooper 
New York, New York 

We are always glad to welcome 
newcomers to CATV. You should 
find our two directories — The 
Systems  Directory  and  Map 
Service and  The Directory of 
Equipment, Services and Manu-
facturers — very helpful in getting 
acquainted. — Ed. 

• I find your magazine very help-
ful in keeping up with current 
trends in broadcasting since I am 
presently responsible for making 
recommendations for both closed-
circuit and studio television equip-
ment. 
R. J. Pafford, III 
Production Manager 
KUSD-TV, Channel 2 
Vermillion, South Dakota 

Article Requested 

• Please send a copy of George 
Green's article, "Preparation of a 
CATV Cash  Flow Projection," 
that appeared in the January 1966 
issue of TV Communications to 
my attention at the above address. 
Michael T. Heigle 
Credit Manager 
Craftsman Electronic Products 
Manlius, New York 

A copy of the article is on its 
way. Photocopies and/or reprints 
of special articles are available 
from past issues of TVC. Com-
munications Publishing also offers 
Cash Flow Projection books at a 
nominal cost.—Ed. 

16 September, 1970 
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less 

more 
Less signal distortion, less 

interference, less noise and less 
maintenance result in a more 

profitable operation with Scientific-Atlanta 
equipment Consider these examples: 

Demodulators have phase-locked 
synchronous detectors Quadrature 

distortion is eliminated. Differential 
gain and phase distortion are reduced 
to the lowest levels in the industry. 

-solid state signal processors have crystal 
controlled converters with FET circuitry 
70 minimize cross-modulation Modular 
design reduces system down time. 

Cavity-tuned VHF preamplifiers in weatherproof 
enclosures minimize adjacent channel 
interference, noise, and maintenance. 

Rugged oroadband antennas, 
designed for optimum electrical 
r -I, characteristics, have demonstrated 

co-channel interierence, less 
-4 maintenance and maximum gain. 

See what we mean. 
P- • i; I Your subscribers will. 

r4 P i 

_Oil * 

gf4 

For more on less, contact 
Dick Walters, Marketing 
Manager, Commercial 
Communications, Scientific-
Atlanta, Inc. P.O. Box 13654, 
Atlanta, Georgia 30324. 
Phone 404-448-8499. 

Scientific-Atlanta 



If We 
Were 
Name 
Droppers 

We would drop 

300 of our clients 

names in this space 

because we have 

FINANCED 

THE TOP 

COMPANIES 

IN CATV 

In communications financing, 
there is no substitute for 

experience. Call us collect today. 

AA 

ECONOMY 
FINANCE 

COMMUNICATIONS FINANCE DIV. 
108 East Washington Street 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204 
AREA CODE 317, 638-1331 

Management Guidelines 

D. Stuart MacPhail 

Managing Editor 

Winning Employee Confidence 

Directing people is the most 
important job of management; 
the highest man on the totem 
pole couldn't succeed without 
the support of those below him. 
People simply refuse to follow a 
man  who  doesn't  fit their 
concept of a leader; they will 
work and do only what they 
have to, without enthusiasm, 
initiative or effort. Quantity 
and quality will suffer, and so 
will a company's profits. All the 
threats,  promises,  rewards, 
coercion and entreaties won't 
make  employees  follow  an 
insincere, ineffectual manager. 
From the manager's view-

point, a "no confidence" vote 
from  his  subordinates  will 
lessen his chances for promo-
tion. He must secure their will-
ing  cooperation.  Supervisory 
qualities are a flexible thing, 
depending upon the group and 
situation. For this reason, the 
intelligent  leader  must  be 
flexible. 
A  supervisor  is  usually 

observed pretty closely.  His 
words and his mood are subject 
to employee interpretation, or 
misinterpretation. 
It is your job to instill 

confidence in your people. So 
you  must be sure in your 
methods, decisive in order and 
confident  in  your  actions. 
Employees can be hard judges. 
If you habitually vacillate; go 
forward then pull back, issue 
directions  then countermand 
them, reveal by your actions 
that you are muddling through 
an assignment, you will lose the 
respect of those who report to 
you. The confidence they have 

in themselves depends on their 
confidence in you, for they 
know that the success of the 
group effort is in your hands. 
If you want loyalty of your 

people, you must be consider-
ate of their feelings, their time 
and their ability. This means 
you  must  have  sensitivity, 
because an unthinking, unfeel-
ing person can be inconsiderate 
and never even realize it. 
Your  employees  write  a 

tough job description for a 
boss, much tougher than the 
one management writes. You 
must  understand what they 
demand of your leadership and 
you must do your best to give it 
to them. 
They expect you to keep 

them informed on the work of 
the department and its objec-
tives. They expect you to tell 
each one how he is measuring 
up to his job. They expect you 
to go to bat for them in matters 
that affect the department or 
their interests. They expect you 
to give credit for jobs well 
done. 
They  expect  constructive 

criticism,  but  they  resent 
arbitrary, unfair or spur-of-the 
moment comments on their 
performance. They expect you 
to show a sympathetic interest 
in their problems. They expect 
you  to encourage them to 
greater efforts.  They expect 
you to plan their time well, and 
to coordinate their activities. 
Above all, they expect you 

to be a leader. Next month we 
will take a look at the subject 
of delegation of authority and 
responsibility. 

18 September, 1970 



WERE REBUILD 
& EXPANSION 
SPECIALISTS 

Now is the prime time to begin construction on your 
new system, or to up-date or expand your present 
system. CATV technology continues to grow at a 
phenominal pace, and more families than ever want 
the advantages of cable television. 
Communication Systems Corporation offers 8 years' 
nationwide experience in CATV system design, con-
struction, rebuild and expansion, both aerial and 
underground. We're specialists and we're experi-
enced—we know your problems and what it takes 
to build maximum profitability into your system. 
• CSC utilizes its own professional engineering 
department to serve you better. Total integration 
of system design and construction, including com-
plete head-end surveys, assures efficiency in build-
ing plus highest system performance. 
• CSC advanced rebuilding techniques keep sys-
tem down-time to an absolute minimum. CSC com-
pletely overbuilds the existing operating system . . . 
makes the changeover quickly, only after the newly 
completed system has been finished and tested. 
Your bonus: Continuing good public relations. 
• CSC handles the entire system design and con-
struction project for you. This includes all liaison 
with telephone and power companies to determine 
pole-line re-arrangements. Total CATV experience 
guarantees you superior service and workmanship 
in every phase of construction. 
If you're planning to rebuild, expand, or build a new 
system, let CSC handle your project. . . we'll make 
your problems our problems. 

CO MPLETE 

SYSTE M 

CAPABILITIES 

COMMUNICATION SY 
140 EAST M AIN STREET  •  HUNTINGTON' N O Yi n '11/43 E (516) 

ION 
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FINANCIAL 
R EPO RTS 

Cypress Communications Corp. 
reports the results of its opera-
tions for the three months and 
nine months ending March 31, 
1970. In the nine months ended 
March 31, 1970, Cypress' revenues 
increased to $4,085,370 compared 
to $3,398,838 in the correspond-
ing period of the preceding year. 
Net earnings were $48,395, or 
$.03 per share, compared to a loss 
of $27,951 or $.02 per share, in 
1969. In the three months ended 
March  31,  Cypress  reported 
revenues of $1,387,098 and net 
earnings of $86,450, or $.05 per 
share. 

Burnup & Sims, Inc. reports per 
share earnings of $.90 for the year 
ending  April  30,  1970.  This 
compares with per share earnings 

of $.59 for the corresponding 
period of the preceding year. 
Earnings figures are based on net 
earnings of $715,200 for 1970 
and $423,000 for 1969. Revenues 
were  $26,984,600  and 
$17,090,100 for the two periods 
respectively. 

Kaufman and Broad reports per 
share earnings of $.24 for the 
quarter ending May 31, 1970. This 
compares with per share earnings 
of $.17 for the corresponding 
period of the preceding year. 
Earnings figures are based on a net 
income of $2,740,000 for 1970 
and $1,865,000 for 1969. Sales 
were  $30,764,000  and 
$21,737,000 for the two periods 
respectively. Also reported were 
figures for the six-month period 

Are you going to 
need announcers? 
Write me. 

Miss Marijo Rison 
Job Placement Department 

Hundreds of CATV systems are 
soon going to need announcers. 
The best come from Columbia 
School of Broadcasting. We have 
nearly 500 announcers on the air 
in radio and TV. Simply write your 
requirements for a complete 
resume and photo. Free service 
to CATVs. We have students coast 
to coast - we'll select one from 
your part of the country. 

Write: Job Placement Director 
Columbia School 
of Broadcasting 
4444 Geary Boulevard 
San Francisco 94118 

(Not affiliated with CBS, Inc. or any other 
InstitutIon) 

meetings 
• business 
✓ trainee 
• conference 
v group 

• Friendly relaxed atmosphere with 
excellent dining and meeting room 
facilities. 

• Complete privacy yet only  10 
minutes south of the loop. 

• Services include free parking. 
beautiful pool, free courtesy car, 
free TV, free ice, write or call for 
complete details and rates. 

56th & South Shore Drive 
(FACING LAKE MICHIGAN) 

CHICAGO, ILL. 

Chicago  o ils  

50.  

rr 
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ending May 31, 1970. Per share 
earnings for this period were $.48 
as compared with $.34 for the 
same period the preceding year. 
Net incomes for the two periods 
were $2,802,000 and $1,898,000, 
based on sales of $59,338,000 for 
1970 and $41,733,000 for 1969. 

Tektronix,  Inc.  reports  per 
share earnings of $1.76 for the 
year ending May 31, 1970. This 
compares with per share earnings 
of $1.75 for the corresponding 
period of the preceding year. 
Earnings figures are based on a net 
income of $14,254,000 for 1970 
and $14,089,000 for 1969. Sales 
were  $165,205,000  and 
$148,857,000 for the two periods 
respectively. 

General  Instrument  Corp. 
reports per share earnings of $.17 
for the quarter ending May 31, 
1970. This compares with per 
share earnings of $.12 for the 
corresponding  period  of  the 
preceding year. Earnings figures 
are based on a net income of 
$1,462,698  for  1970  and 
$1,100,689 for 1969. Sales were 
$64,993,347 and $60,105,609 for 
the two periods respectively. 

Communications  Satellite 
reports per share earnings of $.40 
for the quarter ending June 30, 
1970. This compares with per 
share earnings of $.20 for the 
corresponding  period  of  the 
preceding year. Earnings figures 
are based on a net income of 
$3,974,000  for  1970  and 
$1,976,000 for 1969. Revenues 
were  $16,793,000  and 
$11,546,000 for the two periods 
respectively. Also reported were 
figures for the six-month period 
ending June 30, 1970. Per share 
earnings for this period were $.73 
as compared with $.35 for the 
same period the preceding year. 

Fuqua Industries, Inc. reports 
per share earnings of $.22 for the 
quarter ending March 31, 1970. 
This compares with per share 
earnings  of  $.24  for  the 
corresponding  period  of  the 
preceding year. Earnings figures 
are based on a net income of 
$1,484,000  for  1970  and 
$1,569,000 for 1969. Sales were 
$68,646,000 and $75,640,000 for 
the two periods respectively.  ea 
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1. Q. 

WE ARE NOW SHIPPING A GREATLY IMPROVED MODEL OF THIS POPULAR 
FILTER. MATCH (RL) IS 6 DB HIGHER, INSERTION LOSS IS LESS THAN HALF, 
AND RESPONSE IS ALMOS- COMPLETELY INDEPENDENT OF LOAD. YOU CAN 
CASCADE UP TO THREE 3HANNEL 2 FILTERS, FOR EXAMPLE, WITH LESS 
THAN 1 DB INSERTION LOSS. 

QUESTIONS MOST FREQUENTLY ASKED 

ABOUT HAMLIN BAND PASS FILTERS... 

Why the sudden interest in Band Pass 
Filters? 

A. Cost. They used to cost about $75.00. This 
meant $1800.00 to clean up a 12 Channel 
Head End. Now they are $12.00 and it 
costs only $288.00 to put them at input 
and output. 

2. Q. Where are they necessary? 
A. Primarily at Head End Signal Processors, 
at both input and output. 

3. Q. Why at outputs? 

A. To eliminate "leakage" of 45.75 IF and 
local channel oscillators. 

4. Q. How can 45.75 harm the pictures? 

A. Because of loose "tolerances". 

5. Q. How does that affect the matter? 

A. Plus or minus 100 KC means up to twelve 
different "45.75's", varying from 45.65 to 
45.85. 

6. Q. So what? 
A. They "beat". 

7. Q. Then what? 

A. Their "beats" then modulate desired car-
riers". 

8. Q. Then what? 

A. A TV Receiver detects them and they 
appear as "wormy pictures" or "busy 
backgrounds"  or just plain noise. 

Only $144.00 per set of 12 channels, 2 
thru 13. Less than 12 $15.00 each. 

For additional information or 
specifications  on  Hamlin 
MINIFILTERS, wire, write, or 
phone today. 

9. Q. Back to the Head End...how do they 
beat without a Detector? 

A. They don't. 

10. Q. Where is the detector? 

A. Every non-linearity from Head End "Mix-
ing" to cascaded amplifier. 

11. Q. What's a typical example? 

A. Signal Processor outputs. They have steep 
slopes at 45.75 to minimize leakEge. When 
interconnected to other Procesiors they 
make near perfect "slope detectors" for 
45.75 MC "beats". 

12. Q. What else? 

A. Broad Band Amplifies. They also have 
steep slopes at 45.75. 

13. Q. Why are the "wormy pictures" Norse af-
ter cascading amplifiers? 

A. Because you cascade "slope" detectors. 

1L. Q. Will Hamlin B.P.F.'s at $12.00 actually 
cure this? 

A. Yes, unconditionally. 

15. Q. Have you sold many? 

A. More than 8,000. 

16. Q. Is that a lot? 

A. Probably more than sold by the whole 
Industry since 1949. 

17. Q. And what did you say the price is? 

A. Only $144.00 per set of 12 ch3nne15, 2 
thru 13. Less than 12 $15.00 ea:h. 

INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 

126-8 S.W. 153rd St. / Seattle, Wash. 98166 / (206) ;46-9330 



Sweep your entire CAN system 
with no program interference 

These two super-compact instruments do the job. 
Easier and faster than ever before. 

At the head end, a solid state 
sweep/signal generator transmits 
the signal. 

In the field, one operator with a 
single, highly-portable receiver 
completes the tests. 

Without disturbing subscriber 
reception. 

No excess baggage. No frills. No Nighttime 
tests. Because Texscan designed this system 
from scratch. Specifically for CATV. To make 
your summation sweeps easier. Faster. More 
reliable. And at a sensible cost. 

For demonstration or technical data write, or 
call collect: Texscan Corporation, 2446 N. 
Shadeland Ave., Indianapolis, Indiana 46219. 
AC 317/357-8781. Texscan 
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Late Ne ws 

FCC GIVES 5-2 APPROVAL TO H&B-TELEPROMPTER COMBINE 

The Federal Communications Commission last month approved the merger of H&B Communica-

tions and TelePrompTer Corporation by a vote of five to two. FCC approval was necessary because 

of the transfer of microwave licenses. However, the Commission was also concerned about the 

possible implications of the vast combine the merger makes possible. 

As of February 1, 1970, TPT owned, wholly or in part, 29 systems with more than 151,000 

subscribers. H&B presently operates approximately 100 systems in 23 states. The merger will 

result in the whole or part ownership by a single entity of approximately 130 systems serving 

413,500 subscribers — or about 10% of the total number now receiving cable TV service. 

The surviving company in the merger will be TelePrompTer Corporation. Hank Symons, TPT 

Vice President in charge of CATV, will head the new combine. Little replacement of existing 

personnel, if any, is expected to take place. 

At Late News closing, the merger awaited only routine Securities and Exchange Commission 

approval. 

TOPEKA, KANSAS FRANCHISE AWARDED TO CABLECOM GENERAL 

In a four-to-one vote, the city commission of Topeka, Kansas awarded the city franchise to 

Cablecom of Topeka, a subsidiary of Cablecom General. Cablecom was selected from among the 

nine applicants vying for the franchise for the city, which has a population of 130,000 and an 

estimated potential of 40,000 subscribers. 

The company's offer includes approximately 41/2 percent of gross revenues ($.20 per subscriber 

per month on a $4.40 monthly subscriber charge) to the city, and 2% of gross revenues to the local 

city-owned Washburn University ETV station. The city is to receive $150,000 immediately as advance 

payment in taxes. The ETV station gets $50,000 immediately. Both fees are to be minimums, paid 

in advance every three years. 
Subscribers will receive free connections, an extra hookup for $1.00 per month and no charge 

for reconnects. 
In all, the estimated total education contribution amounts to an immediate $200,000 benefit. 

Cablecom General, which has just relocated its offices in Denver, has 105,000 subscribers 

presently, and will soon be building systems in Amarillo and Corpus Christi, Texas. 

GORDON FUQUA RESIGNS TVC POST; SMITH NOW AT CABLE HELM 

A desire to return to the Carolinas and reduce a heavy travel schedule have led Gordon Fuqua 

to resign from his position as executive vice president of TeleVision Communications Corp. and 

head of the company's cable division. 

Fuqua will remain in CATV however, and plans to continue to be an active TVC stockholder. 

Company sources say his resignation was accepted with a great deal of reluctance. 
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Late Ne ws (Continued) 

Replacing Fuqua is Joel P. Smith, whose title will be vice president in charge of the cable 

division. In this post, Smith will be responsible for the company's CATV operating systems and 

the acquisition and development of new CATV properties. 

Assisting Smith will be newly appointed Edward J. DeMarco, who will come on board as direc-

tor of CATV system development. DeMarco will be responsible for coordinating franchise applica-

tions and system acquisitions for TVC's cable division. 

TeleVision Communications Corporation owns and operates 20 CATV systems serving approxi-

mately 80,000 subscribers in 12 states. The firm is currently building a system in Akron, Ohio, to 

serve a potential 150,000 subscribers. 

COMMUNICATIONS PROPERTIES, INC. PICKS UP 31st MARKET PERMIT 

Communications Properties, Inc., has announced that final agreement has been reached to start 

engineering study for installing a CATV system in Columbus, Ohio, whose city council has granted a 

permit to CPI's wholly-owned subsidiary, Cable Services, Inc. 

Terms of the 10-year permit, which goes into effect August 20, call for CPI to submit engineer-

ing and construction plans to the council by February, 1971. According to the franchise, construc-

tion is to start prior to August, 1971, and is dependent on Federal Communication Commission's 

approval to import distant TV signals. 
The franchise is the third granted for the top-100 city of 540,000 population, and calls for a 

6% payment of gross receipts to the city and a $5 monthly subscriber fee. 

The Columbus permit more than doubles the number of potential customers in areas franchised 

by CPI. Prior to the grant, CPI and Tower Communications had 150,000 potential subscribers in 

franchised areas. With the 165,000 homes in Columbus, there are 315,000 potential subscribers. 

SENATE COPYRIGHT REVISION BILL DEAD FOR THIS YEAR 

The copyright revision bill was officially abandoned as a possibility this year when 

Sen. John L. McClellan (D-Ark.) introduced a joint resolution extending the life of expiring 

copyrights for another year. 
McClellan, chairman of the Senate Copyright Subcommittee, noted the impasse over CATV 

regulation as being a significant factor in the inability to pass the badly needed and oft-delayed bill, 

but he cited the promises of FCC Chairman Dean Burch for new cable television rules by years end. 

McClellan also pointedly disagreed with the "CATV Public Dividend Plan". proposed by the 

Commission as part of its regulatory package. He indicated that he thinks that approach of the copy-

right bill, which relies more on exclusivity protection, is more practical. And of the proposal to have 

5% of CATV systems' revenues set aside for the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, McClellan 

said: "It is not clear why cable television should be required to subsidize public broadcasting." 
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A master sync generator for local program origination 

The TEKTRONIX 144 NTSC TEST SIGNAL GEN-
ERATOR is a source of high-quality television test 
signals for cable and broadcast TV systems. It provided 
the test signals for the composite test pattern pictured 
above. This unique pattern is of special interest to 
CATV operators. It contains up to five different signals 
in each field: CONVERGENCE (crosshatch lines and/ 
or dots), COLOR BARS, GRAY SCALE (color bar 
luminance levels only) for checking gray-scale color 
balance and luminance/chrominance registration, and 
two EXTERNAL VIDEO inputs with manual hori-
zontal wipe. By connecting TV cameras to either or 
both external video inputs, local programming such as 
time and weather may be inserted in the convergence 
pattern. The signals are displayed according to an inter-

For a demonstration call your local Tektronix field engineer 
or write: 
Tektronix, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 500 
Beaverton, Oregon 97005 

TE KTR O NI X. 
committed to technical excellence 

nally preset pattern. Each signal location and duration 
is easily programmed by the user with insulated plug-in 
jumpers. 

COLOR BARS or MODULATED STAIRCASE are 
also  available  as  full-field  and/or  VERTICAL 
INTERVAL TEST SIGNALS. 

The 144 is not just a signal generator. It is also a com-
plete EIA SYNC GENERATOR with a temperature-
controlled color standard providing excellent frequency 
stability. Digital integrated circuits are extensively used 
to achieve stability, accuracy, and reliability. Outputs 
are subcarrier frequency, composite sync and blanking, 
vertical and horizontal drive, burst, composite video and 
the convergence pattern signal. 

A choice of rackmount or cabinet configurations, com-
pact size and low power consumption (40 watts) make 
the 144 ideal for CATV or standard broadcast in either 
control room, bench testing, or field operation. 

144 NTSC Test Signal Generator   $2100 
R144 NTSC Test Signal Generator 
(includes rackmounting hardware)   $2100 

U.S. Sales Prices FOB Beaverton, Oregon 
Available in U.S. through the Tektronix lease plan 
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is A Kit* 
All! 

You bet he is.... And it's a 
lucky thing for you that he 
knows how to evaluate, plan and 

develop your complete television 
system.  From  installation  of 

your  local  origination  equip-
ment ... to the training of your 
personnel. 

With Jack A. Rickel and his 
associates in charge, you can 
relax,  you know that you're 
going to get more than your 

money's worth in skill, honesty 
and enthusiasm. Jack and his 

group have satisfied customers all 
over the world.... Give one of 

'em a call, better yet, give Jack a 
call. 

JaCIC A. Rickel 
Associates, Inc. 
COMMUNICATIONS CONSULTANTS 
500 DAVIS BL OC, , 1629 K SI REF I. N W.. W ASHIN GTON, D.C. 20006 

TELEPH ONE 714.279 4641 

Construction Reports 

Northeastern States 

Saco, Me., Coastal Cable & Antenna, Inc., strand 
mapping completed ... Leicester and Worcester, Mass., 
Parker Cablevision, S100,000 studio complex nearing 
completion ... Pittsfield-Dalton, Mass., Pittsfield-Dalton 
Cable TV, adds Channel 22, Springfield, to 12-channel 
system. 

Hampton and Glen Gardner, N.J., Washington Cable 
Co., construction under way ... Amherst, N.Y., Amherst 
Cablevision Corp., turnkey contract for 200-mile system 
with Kaiser CATV signed. 
Owego, N.Y., TV Cable Co., installs new tower, extends 

service in the village ... Milford, Pa., D.J. Cable TV Co., 
construction under way ... Dale City, Va., C.D. Hylton 
Enterprises, rebuild planned. 

Midwestern States 

Aurora, Montgomery, North Aurora, and Oswego, Ill., 
Consolidated Cable Utilities, construction under way on 
250 mile, 21-channel system ... Creston, Iowa, True Vue 
Cable, construction under way. 
Browerville and Sauk Centre, Minn., Minnesota All-

Channel Cablevision, new 250-foot tower installed ... 
North Platte, Neb., North Platte Multi Vue TV System, 
Inc., new 500-foot tower installed ... Columbus, Ohio, 
Canterbury Cablevision, Inc., construction under way. 

Southern States 

Athens, Ala., TV Cable Co., raises monthly subscriber 
rates from S5 to $6 ... Guntersville, Ala., TV Cable Co., 
expansion now under way ... Davenport, Haines City and 
Lake  Hamilton,  Fla.,  TM  Communications,  tower 
construction under way. 
Tamarac, Fla., University Video, Inc., 250-foot tower 

installed ... Vero Beach and Ft. Pierce, Fla., Florida 
Cablevision, completes 160 miles of rebuild and 148 miles 
of new plant ... Quitman, Ga., Cable TV of Quitman, 
Inc., construction now under way. 
Phenix  City, Ga., Phenix City CATV, expansion 

program planned; 40 miles of new plant to be installed by 
January ... Baird and Clyde, Tex., Callahan TV Cable 
Service, Inc., system now 90 percent complete . 
Sulpher Springs, Tex., Sulpher Springs Cable TV, 

construction continuing on rebuild of five-channel system 
... Waco, Tex., TV Cable, Inc., monthly rate hike of 
S1.25, to S6.50 monthly, with franchise fee hike to S900 
monthly plus one percent of gross receipts, or four 
percent, whichever is greater ... Temple, Tex., TV Cable, 
Inc., monthly subscriber rate raised to S6.50 monthly. 

Western and Mountain States 
Green Valley, Calif., Listronics, Inc., adds approxi-

mately four miles of new plant ... Lancaster, Calif., WGN 
Televents, Inc., hook-ups under way; 12 video channels 
plus FM offered. 
Sunnyvale, Calif., Sunnyvale Cablevision, phase II, 

consisting of construction of 40 miles of plant, now under 
way . . Ruidoso, N.M., Sierra Cable Vision, construction 

continuing; over seven miles of underground plant already 
installed. 
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Another distinction for Akron, TVC, and Kaiser CATV! 
Long-famed as the world's rubber products capi-
tal, Akron. Ohio, will soon have another claim 
to fame . . . one of the world's 
largest and finest CATV sys-
tems 0 TeleVision Communi-
cations Corporation (TVC), 
holder of the Akron franchise, 
chose Kaiser's new Phoenician 
XR (Extended Range) Series for 
this 1 .300-mile dual-cable in-
stallation after careful evaluation. The "XR" 
Series incorporates the latest in push-pull 

techniques, and is capable of carrying up to 32 
TV channels plus FM on each cable 0 This is 

•  the largest CATV equipment 
order ever placed for a single 
location! Which backs up what 
we've been saying all along: 
From the smallest system to the 
largest, Kaiser CATV can pro-
vide "just right" equipment of 

-' latest design and highest reli-
ability. 0If you're thinking small or thinking big, 
think first of Kaiser CATV. 

IcAIHER, Division of Kaiser Aerospace & Electronics Corporation 

P.O. Box 9728, Phoenix, Arizona 85020, Phone (602) 944-4411 
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Nixon Assures Burch Majority; 

Tabs Unger as FCC Commissioner 
The strong direction of FCC 
Chairman  Dean Burch will be 
strengthened even further upon 
the  Congressional  approval  of 
Sherman Unger as new FCC com-
missioner.  Nixon  nominated 
Unger  for  the  remaining  11 
months of Commissioner Wells' 
term. Wells was appointed to the 
full  seven-year term beginning 
July 1, 1970 when Ken Cox's 
term expired. 
Unger's confirmation is near 

certain, although some flak can be 
expected from the black minority 
— which has been pushing for a 
Negro on the Commission. 
With Unger on board, Burch 

will have a Republican majority 
on the Commission — the first in 
nine years. Although the Cincin-
nati attorney and present HUD 
general counsel is by no means a 
"yes man," he has been said to 
respect Chairman Burch and his 
ability. He can be expected to 
vote with the Chairman on most 
issues, but will probably have 
considerable effect on overall FCC 
direction. 
Unger, 42, was born in Chicago 

on Oct. 9, 1927. After being 
schooled in the public school 
system of Harrison, Ohio, he 
received an A.B. in public adminis-
tration from Miami University in 
Oxford,  Ohio,  in 1950, then 
attended the Cincinnati College of 
Law, from which he received a 
Juris Doctorate degree in 1953. 
Before  his  appointment  as 

general counsel of the Dept. of 
Housing and Urban Development 
shortly after President Nixon took 
office,  Unger  specialized  in 
corporate trial law with the Cin-
cinnati  law firm of Frost  & 
Jacobs. He joined that firm in 
1956 and became a partner in 
1963. 

In  Washington,  of  course, 
perhaps even more than his legal 
experience,  a man's  political 
experience counts. Unger came up 
through the  Republican ranks, 
beginning as a precinct captain in 
Ohio. He was an advance man for 
Richard  Nixon  when  he was 
campaigning for the Presidency in 
1960, and, the Unger biography 
points out, "was the key coordina-
tor in briefing the Republican 
Presidential and Vice Presidential 
candidates  during  the  1968 
campaign." Also, in 1964 Unger 
was a special assistant to the 
Republican National Chairman — 
who happened to be one Dean 
Burch — said to be a personal 
friend. 

Johnson Shuns "Activist" 

Image of Commission 

Controversial  FCC  Commis-
sioner Nicholas Johnson recently 
said that the Commission's current 
image as an "activist" agency is 
over-blown.  He  criticized  the 
Nixon Administration for apply-
ing pressures on Chairman Dean 
Burch to replace FCC general 
counsel Henry Geller and also said 
that Commissioner Kenneth A. 
Cox should be reappointed. 
Testifying  on  consumer aid 

moves before Sen. Edward M. 
Kennedy (D-Mass.) and his Senate 
Subcommittee on Administrative 
Practice and Procedure, Johnson 
said that "I have done a little 
survey of the activities of the FCC 
in the last six to eight months. 
There has been some relatively 
uninformed talk recently about 
'new activism' at the FCC. Some 
have  even  suggested that the 
agency has been moving so fast it 

needs to cool down a little and 
turn inward. 
"In fact," said Johnson, "many 

of  the  FCC's  so-called  'bold 
actions' have been in the form of 
tentative proposals — put forward 
as possible actions for the future 
— which carry with them the 
strong possibility of long delay 
and  substantive  reversal." 

Controversy Swirls 

Around Oakland Franchise 

For all intents and purposes, 
the Oakland, California, CATV 
franchise has been awarded to 
Focus Cable of Oakland, Inc. The 
firm was the low bidder (for 
subscriber fees) over other CATV 
firms:  CableCom-General,  Time 
Life, American Television Com-
munications and TelePrompTer. 
Focus won the franchise for the 

city which is the last major market 
left in California excepting Sacra-
mento, with a controversial bid of 
$1.70 per hook-up. "But the bid," 
said  Harold Farrow (California 
attorney, officer and counsel for 
Focus), "is not the rate at which 
the subscriber will be charged." 
Farrow said that after the first 

round of bidding for the franchise, 
contestants were informed by the 
city that "because the city didn't 
want  to  choose  between the 
competing firms, the city council 
and city staff would draw up a 
new set of specifications for the 
franchise."  The  new franchise 
proposal was then released for 
bidding. 
Farrow said that the council 

informed  the  contestants that 
charges for the rest of the chan-
nels and additional services would 
be subject to negotiation with the 
city. 
"That's an asinine way to do 

it," said Farrow. "My opposition 
to this whole process is on record 
over at the council for the council 
and for the staff. I think it's a 
hassle, but these rules are their 
(city council and staff) game. The 
other bidders took a look at it and 
they said 'we're not going to put 
any  faith  in what we could 
negotiate for: so we're going to 
charge enough for the 12 channels 
to recover our whole cost—and 
we'll throw in the rest of it'." 
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Manhattan, TelePrompTer Snatch 

Twenty-Year New York Franchises 
Under the terms of a new 

franchise contract with the city of 
New  York, TelePrompTer and 
Manhattan Cable Television will 
be  required  to  expand  their 
12-channel systems to 17-channel 
capacity by next July 1. The 
capacity is to be extended to 25 
channels within three years. Five 
channels are to be set aside for 
public use. 
The city is to receive 5 percent 

of  gross  revenues  from  the 
companies' CATV income, and 10 
percent of gross for revenues from 
all other services. Minimum pay-
ment if $75,000 a year. 
The contract settlement was 

touch-and-go for a while when the 
board debated the recommenda-
tions of FCC hearing examiner 
David  Kr . aushaar.  Kraushaar 
suggested the city of New York 
was overstepping its bounds in the 
regulation of cable, and recom-
mended the New York Telephone 
Co. be permitted to serve non-

franchised  cable  operators — 
namely Comtel, Inc. 
Comtel is presently operating a 

Manhattan system by using the 
services of New York Telephone 
Channel Co. The cable company 
had tried and failed to get a court 
order to block the hearing. 
A previous court ruling that 

allows Comtel to operate without 
a franchise was supported by 
K r a ushaar,  who  referred  to 
questions on the "proper division 
of responsibility and local author-
ity in the matter of CATV regula-
tion there, to say nothing again 
about the constitutional and legal 
authority of the New York City 
government to do everything it is 
trying to do. . . Essentially, the 
franchises issued by municipalities 
in the state appear by present New 
York law to be merely authoriza-
tions for the use of city streets." 
The Board of Estimates hearing 

was delayed for an- hour while the 
group went into executive session 

to consider the hearing examiner's 
recommendation.  The  city 
decided to grant the franchises 
anyway,  concluding  "that the 
recommended  FCC action was 
unsound and legally irrelevant to 
the board's decision on whether to 
approve the proposed franchise 
contracts." 
Unless there is an appeal within 

30 days, the hearing examiner's 
recommendations have the full 
effect of an FCC ruling. The 
matter goes to the FCC review 
board if appealed, and from there 
to the FCC for its consideration. 

Top-100 Leapfrogging 

Okayed in Oklahoma 

Cablevision  of  Muskogee 
(Oklahoma) has won FCC permis-
sion to carry distant signals, even 
though they leapfrog closer tele-
vision outlets not carried. 
The cable system is within the 

predicted Grade A contour of 
KTUL-TV, and Tulsa is ranked as 
the 58th market, but Cablevision 
of Muskogee is more than 35 miles 
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better protecting . . . A TIGHT SEAL RIGHT DOWN TO CABLE 

SPLICE COVERS for aerial/underground cable 
Answer to a growing demand — thickwall, heat-
shrinkable, selfsealing splice covers offering complete 
waterproofing, insulation, corrosion and abrasion resis-
tance — for connections and splices in coaxial and sec-
ondary power and communications cables. They seal 
over lead, steel, aluminum, copper and all standard 
plastic and elastomeric insulating materials and con-
duit. Thickwall toughness provides extra strain relief. 
Factory applied sealant remains flexible indefinitely. 
Installation is simple. No special skill or tools — only 
an electric hot air blower or gas torch. Slide expanded 
Sigmaform cover over one end of cable before connect-
ing. Connect cable and slide cover over splice or con-
nection area. Apply heat. When cover has shrunk to 
configuration of connection and sealant is seen to flow, 
job is done. May be removed by applying a small 

amount of heat, slitting with a knife and peeling away. 
Available in standard lengths from 2" to 12" and five 
expanded inside diameters of 0.4" to 2.0", each of 
which offers a shrinkage ratio of three to one; also in 
bulk 4' lengths (without sealant) . 

Write or call us for complete information and 
prices. There are also Sigma form cable end caps, 
molded boots, aperseal and re-entry enclosures. 

BUTEL C O 
BUCKEYE TELEPHONE & SUPPLY CO. 

1250 Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43221 

Telephone . .. Area Code 614 ... 488-0655 
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OWII this complete 
COLOR studio 



for less than the cost of 
a broadcast camera 
We can now deliver and install a complete color studio for you at an amazingly low cost. 

You get a versatile, broadcast quality studio: the new IVC COLORCASTER III studio package 
capable of live, videotape, slide or film programming. You'll own all the equipment necessary for 
television commercial and program production in color. 

We designed the COLORCASTER III package to specifically meet your needs. And there's no trick 
about the price. Most studio color cameras used in broadcast applications cost far more than our 
complete, 2-camera system. 

The COLORCASTER III package Includes two IVC-90 color cameras—one studio and one filmchain. 
These are the most widely used low-cost color cameras in television today Another major item is 
the new IVC-870 color videotape recorder, with assemble and insert editing. Also included are the: 
audio and video consoles, multiplexer, slide projector, film projector, switcher with special effects, 

and a studio lighting kit plus the sync generator, distribution amplifiers, intercom, cabling, and all 
other items necessary to give you a totally complete package. Every component has been pre-
selected for your optimum operating efficiency. Home viewers will see color pictures on your 
cable channel that match the quality of the network channels on your system. 

The COLORCASTER III package sells for $47,900. If this combination doesn't suit your needs, 
ask us about other available studio packages. 

Why an IVC System? 

Owning an IVC system provides you with three forms of insurance: (1) Insurance against incom-
patibility—all equipment has been engineered to work together. (2) Insurance against malfunction 
—an IVC cable television studio is designed for upgrading, expansion, or re-configuration to suit 
your future needs. 

We Install What We Sell 

You provide the location—IVC will han-
dle all details of system planning, installa-
tion, set-up and training. Our experienced 
personnel are part of the package, with 
systems know-how that parallels the prov-
en performance of IVC equipment. 

IVC is a pioneer in the installation of 
cameras, recorders and complete color 
systems in CATV. IVC has supplied the 
cable television industry with more color 
recorders and cameras than any other man-
ufacturer. 

Local origination of full color program-
ming is easily and economically within 
your reach, with broadcast-proven color 
cameras and videotape recorders. For com-
plete color studio systems  information 
write us in Sunnyvale or contact your 
local IVC sales office. 

This complete color studio at Peninsula TV Power, Inc., 
Sunnyvale, California is typical of studio systems designed, 
and installed by I VC. 

International Video Corporation 

675 Almanor Avenue 

Sunnyvale, California 94086 

(408) 738-3900 

The standard for color in cable television. 



from any television station, and 
therefore  will  be  allowed  to 
import  distant  signals.  Tulsa 
stations complained to the Com-
mission that an Arkansas station 
would be leapfrogged, and that 
the CATV application should be 
held up pending resolution of the 
FCC rulemaking proceedings and 
Senate consideration of a new 
copyright bill. 

The FCC, however, said that 
leapfrogging is permissible when 
the more distant signals are in-
state and the leapfrogged signal is 
not. The Commission also noted 
that the proposed operation is 
consistent with its contemplated 
CATV rules, and that no purpose 
would be served by waiting until 
the Senate finishes consideration 
of the copyright bill. 

Cable Future Bright, Geller's Dim, 

Burch Reveals at Press Conference 
Cable television was very much 

at stage center when FCC Chair-
man Dean Burch recently held his 
second press conference in the 
nine months he has held office. He 
said that CATV's future "is consis-
tent with the aims of the Commis-
sion," and he commented that "I 
personally hope cable does realize 
some of the more esoteric services 
being talked about." 

Unspecified Slot 

He  also revealed  that  FCC 
General Counsel Henry Geller and 
Broadcast Bureau Chief George 
Smith would be replaced within a 
month. He refused to name their 
successors. 

BEAVER 
TELEVISION 
ASSOCIATES 

Parabolic Antennas 

Beaver Log Antennas 

A Complete Line of 
Passive Devices 

Write for Details: 

BEAVER TELEVISION ASSOCIATES 

95 NORFINCH DRIVE 

DOWNSVIE W,  ONT. CANADA 

TELEPHONE  416-635 0320 

"I think that every Chairman is 
entitled  to  his  own  General 
Counsel," Burch said, but pulled 
out all the stops in praising Geller 
in these words: "I have not in my 
experience met with anyone with 
the intellectual capacity of Henry 
Geller." 
General  Counsel  Geller  has 

often  been  credited  as  the 
architect  of  the  Commission's 
repressive policies toward cable in 
the past. 
Although a wide range of Com-

mission activity was discussed at 
the hour-long press conference, 
which was attended by about 20 
trade and general reporters, CATV 
was the topic discussed in greatest 
detail. Early in the session, Burch 
was  asked  what  the  "most 
pressing" problem facing the FCC 

TV Communications 

System Sales 
Newly-formed Burkesville Cable-

vision,  Inc.  has  announced  the 
acquisition  of  Burkesville  Com-
munity Television, a cable system 
which  serves  approximately  400 
subscribers in Burkesville, Ky. Luther 
L. Sheperd and Kenneth Ballou were 
owners of Burkesville Community 
TV and John P. Blevens is head of 
Burkesville Cablevision. 

Community Cablevision of South 
Carolina, a subsidiary of American 
Finance System, Inc., has announced 
the  purchase  of  the  Florence, 
Sumter, Marion and Darlington, S.C. 
cable systems from Cosmos Cable-
vision Corp. 

TV  Cable Co., an affiliate of 
Thumb Video Co., has announced 
the acquisition of Booth American 
Company's  underground  cable 
system which serves a portion of Mt. 
Pleasant,  Mich.  Previously,  both 
firms were serving subscribers in the 
area, and the move was reportedly 
made to eliminate much needless 
effort and expense. 

TM  Communications, a wholly 
owned  subsidiary  of  the  Times 
Mirror  Co.,  has  announced  the 
purchase  of  Hillsborough  CATV, 
Inc., owners of a system serving Plant 
City, Fla. The purchase of the system 
is a link in establishing microwave 
relay stations across Florida, accord-
ing  TM representatives. 

This Month's Cover... 

0} 

Over a two-year period, Anaconda 

Electronics and  Hewlett-Packard 
Company cooperated in the devel-

opment of microelectronic circuit 

applications for cable television. 

The  resulting  thin-film  hybrid 

amplifier is pictured on our cover. 

Read more about this tiny giant ... 

and the implications of microelec-

tronic circuit design for future 

cable  communications ... begin-

ning on page 38.  tra 
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A: JACKET-Black IIweather PVC 
.030 nominal wrEll with a .242" 
nominal 0.D 

B: DIELECTRIC-Log loss cellula 
polyethylene witt a .180" nomi-
nal O.D. 

C: CONDUCTOR-.TE. Av/VG solid, 
annealed ba-e c.:pper. 

D DRAIN WIRES-4-28 AWG solid 
tinned coprer lJ conductors  A 
applied spirally 3nd positioned 
uniformly a-ould the circum-
ference of tr e shield. 

E: SHIELD-E elcen DUOFOIL 
100% shielc is a Dplyester filrr 
with alumirum lamination or 
both oLtside suria:es. 

BELDEN 

L'onvenient carbon 
iispenser Spool put-up 

new ide is for moving electrical energy 

BEL I N 8228 75 ohm, 82-channel 
DUOFOIL Coax 100% Sweep Tested 
The low-Er_st los; of any 0.242" 0.D., 75 ohrr coaxial cLble, by actual 
comparxtive laboratory test. Every length sweep tested to insure 
sat..sfactry performance. No signal deradation due to fallout 
resultim from periodicity. See table at botbm of page. 

LIElde3t weight for its size of similar 73 ohm coaxial cable. 

3ELDEN 8.228  RG-59/U 

2.5 lbs./1{10 ft.  3.5 lbs./100 ft. 

Foam 
RG-59/U   

3.4 lbs.,100 ft. 

Foam 
RG-1 1/U   

8.2 lbs./100 ft. 

Spiral v.rrapped drain wires provide more equal distribution stresses 
when fl.xed for longer service life, preservation 3f impedance 
values. Small diameter for space-saving installatiol in conduits 
(only 0 142" 0 D.) 

Easy to install Terminates with standard '-type connectors (Foam 
RG 6/Ti ize ccnnector with RG 59/U size crimp ring I. Available in 
100, 500 and 1C00 ft. spools or 500 ft. Convert-a-pak (ilack, white or 
rose-gray colo7s). Call your Belden distrbutor about test sample 
orders, m send us your bulk quantity order: Belden Corporation, 
P.O. Bcx 5070-A, Chicago, Illinois 60680. Phone: (312) ES 8-1000. 
8-4-9 

Nom. Attenuation ler 100 feet 

Foam Foam 
Belden 8228 RG-59/'U RG-5c./U RG-11/U 

MC db loss db los; db loss db loss 
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is, and he replied that "one of the 
most important things we have" is 
cable television. His analysis of the 
Commission's past attitude toward 
CATV was that FCC has decided 
to carve out a role for CATV that 
is competitive with broadcasting 
rather  than  merely  comple-
mentary. 

No Effect in Big Markets 

Although Cable TV might have 
an adverse economic impact on 
independent  UHF  television 
stations, he said, "My own feeling 

is that cable in the big markets 
will have no effect on the network 
affiliates." And as for the UHF-
TVs, he noted that the rules are 
designed to protect them. 

FCC Okays Delay 

In CARS Microwave Switch 

In an unusual move, FCC has 
proposed a rule that would allow 
CATV microwave stations using 
Business Radio Service portions of 
the broadcast spectrum, in the 

We just cut the cost 
of  air travel. 

With our new Man-lift*, the 
trip from ground level to 
working level costs less than 
ever before. And it takes less 
than a minute to make. The unit 
is electrically powered and fully 
accessible from the ground. It frees 

up to 800/0 of the vehicle for storage. 
And it reaches working heights of 30, 
35, or 40 feet. 
Units are available van-mounted (30' 

only), truck-mounted, or ready for 
mounting on your own vehicle. An insu-
lated basket (and third section) is optional. 
Write for detailed bulletin. 

•Patents Pending 

ALTEC MANUFACTURING CO., INC. 
1759 Vanderbilt Road • Birmingham, Alabama 35201 

12200-12700  MHz  band,  an 
additional five years to switch 
over to the Community Antenna 
Relay  Service  (CARS)  band, 
which occupies the 12700-12950 
MHz band. 
When the CARS service was 

first established in 1965, the Com-
mission gave the CATV industry 
until Feb. 1, 1971, to switch over 
from the Business Radio Service. 
Four  licensees  of  microwave 
systems in the BRS band asked 
the FCC for waivers allowing them 
to continue to operate on their 
old frequencies. 
One of the prime arguments for 

the waivers advanced by Cox 
Cablevision Corp.,  Globe-Miami 
Cable TV Inc., Garden State Tele-
vision Cable Corp. and Florida 
Antennavision Inc. was that the 
new  equipment  would be an 
extreme financial burden. Their 
old equipment would have to be 
changed  at a substantial cost 
before its useful life had expired. 

Calendar 
September  21-22.  The  Mississippi 

CATV Association will hold its annual 
meeting at the Holiday Inn, Highway 80, 
Jackson, Miss. For further information 
contact Dan L. Boyd, General Electric 
Cablevision Corp., 504 Corine St., Box 
1608, Hattiesburg, Miss. 39401 (601) 
582-1981. 

September 28-29. The Pacific North-
west Cable Television Association will 
hold its fall meeting at the Hanford 
House Convention  Center,  Richland, 
Wash. 

October 1-2. The New York State 
Cable Television Association will hold its 
annual fall meeting. For further informa-
tion contact W. Beardsley Van Etten, 
president. 

October 1-2. The Tennessee CATV 
Association will meet at the Sheraton 
Hotel, Nashville, Tenn. 

October  7-9.  The  Pennsylvania 
Community Antenna Television Associa-
tion will hold its annual fall meeting at 
the LeChateau, White Haven, Pa. 

October 4-9. The Society of Motion 
Picture and Television Engineers will 
hold a cable TV symposium at the New 
York Hilton Hotel, New York. 

October  28-30.  The  Mid-America 
CATV Association will hold its fall 
meeting at the Glenwood Manor Motel, 
Overland Park, Kan. For further infor-
mation  contact  Holland  Meacham, 
Royse and Meacham, 119 South Jeffer-
son, Elk City, Okla. 73644. 
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LEARNING TO OPERATE 
A CONVENTIONAL COLOR VIDEO CAMERA 

TAKES THREE MONTHS. 
LEARNING TO OPERATE OURS 
TAKES THREE MINUTES. 

The reas:n tor this astounding cl:sc -epa-cy lies largely 
in the diffeln: numoer of opera:Inc controls to be M 3S-

tered. TV  :oiventional colcr video :ame•  has thirty or 
more. Ours—he new Sony DXG-5004---tas jist three. 

What's T ss ng is all the cont -3l s asscciated with the 
endless se-Jp prccedu-es and read.ustrr ents called for 
by chancas in light levels and cclo - lempErature. For the 
DXC-500) -as completely auto -natic gain control and 
color terrperatute compensation. Ever a:art from these 
automati: features. tie DXC-50C0 s a marwEl of simplic ty. 
Thus it uses tw‘o tubes instead of four to produce a high-

quality picture: ore ti_be for luminance, the °ter to gen-
erate a I twee cclor signals, red, green, and blue. And 
because the camera has relatively few parts, it's reason-
ably priced_ exteemely compact and weighs a mere 
29 pounds 

And what we t-te D'iC-5000's three conl-ols? Vertical 
registration, lorizpntal registration, and ele:trcnic focus-
ing. As mans. cD1r.15, it so happens, as it -.akes minutes 
to learn to operate the camera. 

We sugg t yo  J take the full three-minite course at 
your Scny c)lor video camera dea er. 

S O N'S( 
...the better one 
SONY CORPORATION OF AMER C.: 

47-47 Jan Da m St.. Long Island City, New Yank 1110.1. 

ty.w• 



FOCUS 
. . . On People 

Systems 
TelePrompTer  Corp.  has 

recently made four new appoint-
ments. Ted Chanock has been 
named to the new position of 
Western regional manager. In his 
new position Chanock will super-
vise TelePrompTer's 11 western 
systems. Bart Swift, formerly sales 
director of TPT's Group Com-
munications Division, has been 
promoted  to  the  position of 
district manager for TPT's seven 
systems which are to be built in 
Connecticut. Sherril Schroeder has 
been appointed manager of Tele-
PrompTer's  CATV  system  in 
Liberal, Kan. J. Phil Franklin, 
formerly  director  of  systems 
operation for Entron, has been 

Cut your overhead! 

GET DOWN TO 
EARTH BY GOING 
UNDERGROUND 

SOD  ASTER 
(Division of Jacobsen Mfg. Co.) 

3456 No. Washington Ave. Minneapolis. Minn. 55412 

named manager of the new Tele-
PrompTer Island Cable TV system 
which serves Islip, R.I. 

Clearfield TV Cable Co., a Tele-
vision  Communications  Corp. 
subsidiary which serves Clearfield, 
Pa., has announced the appoint-
ment  of James Armstrong as 
manager.  He  replaces  Harvey 
Rennie who was transferred to 
Pittsfield, Mass. 

Burt  I. Harris, president of 
Cypress Communications Corp., 
has announced the appointment 
of Theodore J. Swanson as tech-
nical director. Formerly director 
of engineering of Harriscope Cable 
Corp.,  Swanson  will  now  be 
responsible for technical super-
vision of Cypress' systems which 

The fastest and most 
economical way to bury 
service wire, cable, and pipe. 
Pipe Piper reduces underground laying of 
wire, cable, and pipe to an easy one-man 
job. You save at least 80% on burial time 
and you are never concerned about custo-
mer satisfaction because, with a Pipe Piper, 
no turf or earth is removed! No trench to 
fill. No turf to replace. No damage to the 
finest lawns. 

Pipe Piper is easy to maneuver in narrow 
places, around shrubbery, and close to 
buildings. You can maintain constant burial 
depths of from 5 to 16 inches with one ini-
tial setting. Pipe Piper is available in three 
models to meet every job requirement. 

operate in approximately 80 com-
munities throughout the U.S. 

Alfred E. Anscombe, president 
of Amherst (N.Y.) CableVision, 
has announced the appointment 
of Charles C. Monde as manager, 
and  Stewart  Fraser  as  chief 
engineer. In their new positions, 
Monde will be in charge of opera-
tions and sales, and Fraser will 
supervise construction, for the 
system now being built. 

Suppliers 
Alfred L. Ginty has been named 

general  manager  of  Anaconda 
Electronics Co. Ginty was instru-
mental  in  the  formation  of 
Anaconda Electronics in 1966 and 
served as vice president, marketing 
and sales at that time. 

Kaiser CATV has announced 
the appointment of Richard L. 
Rokes as administrative assistant 
to  Robert W.  Behringer, vice 
president of Kaiser Aerospace & 
Electronics  Corp.  and  CATV 
Division  manager.  He  was 
formerly  vice  president  and 
general manager for Community 
Telecable of Seattle/Bellevue, Inc., 
a subsidiary of NBC. Kaiser CATV 
has also named Sidney A. Mills as 
manager, cable operations. 

Professional 
Robert  Searle,  President  of 

Communications  Publishing 
Corporation, has announced the 
appointment of Robert Titsch as 
Vice President-Sales for the firm. 
Titsch was most recently Sales 
Manager for National Cable Tele-
vision  Institute,  coming there 
from the post of Executive Vice 
President  for  Travelers  Motor 
Club. Prior to that, he was Sales 
Manager for CPC. In his new 
position, Titsch has responsibility 
for sales operations on all CPC 
products,  including  TV Com-
munications  and CATV maga-
zines. R. Wayne Wilson, formerly 
Vice  President-Marketing,  has 
assumed the post of Vice Pres-
ident-Market Development for the 
firm. In his new post, Wilson has 
responsibility for market research 
and development for existing CPC 
publications  as  well  as  new 
products.  GO 
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We wanted a cable 
with the advanta9es 
of solid copper, 

but at less cost to you. 

Copper clad aluminum gave us the edge. 
A copper edge. On the center conductor 
for a CATV cable. Since CATV elec-
tronic signals are transmitted only 
along the outer surface—the edge — 
of solid copper conductors, most of 
the copper is wasted, electronically, 
anyway. So it makes sense to use the 
transmitting copper where it's needed 
most, around the surface. And let the 
non-transmitting core be more useful 
by being less expensive. 

Current Density  — > 

Penetration Of Current Into 

A Coaxial Cable Center Conductor. 

Copper clad aluminum conductor does 
just that. It makes a center conductor 

for coaxial cable that handles the full 
range of RE signals, weighs much less 
than solid copper, and is easier to han-
dle.And of course, much less expensive. 

We offer this tested and proven center 
conductor as one of many choices ii 
our CATV cables. It's another example 
of our ability to provide you with the 
finest quality cable in the CATV mar-
ket, at the right price 

Whether your choice for your system 
is ALUMIFOA W., (standard foamed 
polyethylene dielectric) or DYNA-
FOAM' (with foamed polystyrene di-
electric) you can now specify copper 
clad center conductors for your choice 
and receive the same return loss values 
and the same attenuation character-
istics as with solid copper center 
conductors. Write for complete infor-
mation and specifica:ions today. 

TIMES 

TV Communications 

WIRE AND CABLE COMPANY 
IT!  (o(cl, Conne,t  Tel (2031269-3381 

Anior, 85005. Tel. (602) 278-5576 37 



Beginning of a New Era: 

Microelectronics for CATV 
Most cable people want their systems to grow into 
broader communications applications. Micro-circuitry will 
be the basis of such CATV growth. Not a pie-in-the-sky 
idea, thin-film hardware is available NOW. 

By Andy Fiamengo 
Anaconda Electronics 

A, important development in 
cable television technology 

was  achieved  this  year  and 
unveiled at the 1970 NCTA con-
vention in Chicago this past June. 
At that time, Anaconda Elec-
tronics of Anaheim, California, 
introduced  the  first  push-pull 
broadband communications ampli-
fier in the CATV industry, using 
hybrid thin-film integrated circuits 
as the heart of the amplifier. 
This technological advancement 

signifies a new era in the state-of-
the-art for cable system circuit 
design.  It promises operational 
quality and reliability which was 
heretofore not applied to the 
CATV industry. The application 
of microelectronic circuit design 
implies the awakening of whole 
new areas of cable communica-
tions  applications  which  will 
broaden the role of the CATV 
system, providing something more 
than television entertainment. 
Anaconda Electronics, a divi-

sion of Anaconda Wire and Cable 

Company, is now in production 
and taking orders for their new 
amplifier line which employs the 
hybrid thin-film push-pull inte-
grated circuits. The new line is 
named the "Century Series Ampli-
fiers." 
"The new line offers full capa-

bility for any application on the 
trunk  or  distribution  lines, 
including  bi-directional  capa-
bility," according to Al Ginty, 
General  Manager of Anaconda 
Electronics. "We have developed 
and  brought  to  the  CATV 
industry  a new  technology, 
advancing the state-of-the-art for 
cable communications systems — 
backed  up  with hardware . . . 
now!" 
The entire Anaconda amplifier 

is so small that it has been 
enclosed in a shielded, hermet-
ically sealed package. There is no 
way  a system technician can 
inadvertently damage the unit by 
shorting it to ground with an 
alignment tool or meter probe. In 

this manner, components of the 
r-f amplifier are also shielded from 
the environment. The small size of 
Anaconda's new amplifier means 
more communications functions 
are now possible in the same 
volume of space that is normally 
used exclusively for r-f amplifica-
tion. 

Microelectronics 
Vs. Contemporary 
Semiconductor Designs 

R-f circuit design in microelec-
tronics more closely approximates 
a science rather than an art (as is 
the case to a large degree in 
discrete component amplifiers). 
With the design parameters well 
defined, a high degree of produc-
tion consistency can be realized in 
microelectronic circuitry. 
These design parameters can be 

well  defined  because  of  the 
miniature size of the amplifier 
components  and  because  the 
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component  values  are  highly 
repeatable. Also, test equipment 
developed in the past five years 
has made it possible to more 
accurately measure and charac-
terize r-f components and circuits. 
The benefits of hybrid thin-film 

push-pull IC amplifiers are not 
limited in application to the large 
metropolitan areas, but can easily 
be used in conventional, one-way, 
twelve-channel systems. A list of 
advantages offered by microelec-
tronic  CATV  circuitry  is as 
follows: 
Higher  Performance — Quality 

of the product is less dependent 
on assembly techniques. Hence, a 
better  chance of sophisticated 
circuitry working and providing 
higher performance because of 
reduced solder connections and 
lead length variation. In addition, 
miniaturized circuits allow full 
utilization  of  transistor  capa-
bilities. The discrete component 
amplifier  requires lead lengths 
(especially in the emitter circuit) 
which limit the high frequency 
and cross modulation perform-
ance. Therefore, a higher perform-
ance is obtained in the hybrid 
thin-film amplifier utilizing the 
same transistor chip as used in the 
discrete component package. 

Simplified  Operation — The 
number of discrete components in 
the finished product is reduced. 
Amplifier operation (controls and 
alignment) is simplified and, there-
fore, reliability is improved. 
Improved  Consistency — The 

hybrid thin-film amplifier lends 
itself to manufacture and testing 
by automated production equip-
ment to provide more consistent 
product performance. 
Stability of Performance — In 

the  case  of  Anaconda's  new 
products,  the  broadband,  r-f 
amplifier  consists  of  thin-film 
components on an approximately 
1/2 inch square substrate.  The 
temperature  variation  between 
components is minimized since 
these components are in such 
close proximity. Also, a unique 
feedback  design  insures stable 
performance over a wide tempera-
ture  range.  This  means  the 
operator would have fewer main-
tenance requirements comparing 
discrete versus hybrid in identical 
systems. 

The new hybrid thin-film amplifier (shown in housing, lower left), and the 
comparable, conventional discrete components needed to build the same circuit. 

The Development 
Of Thin-Film Hybrids 

Anaconda  Electronics  began 
work on microelectronic circuit 
design two years ago. At that 
time, Gaylord G. Rogeness, Direc-
tor of Engineering at Anaconda, 
was involved with the develop-
ment  of  bi-directional  cable 
repeater amplifiers. Realizing that 
bi-directional capability, employ-
ing state-of-the-art of that time, 
would yield an amplifier whose 
housing would be unwieldy, Mr. 
Rogeness foresaw that the micro-
electronic circuit application was 
the ideal solution. 

Anaconda Electronics has col-
laborated with  Hewlett-Packard 
Company on the project since 
1968. Two project engineers, Bill 
Nelson and Ralph Eschenbach, 
from  Hewlett-Packard,  worked 
closely with Rogeness to design 
and produce a working prototype 
of a miniature, broadband power 
amplifier. In December of 1968, 
this goal was accomplished. A 
complementary push-pull output 
stage was completed in the form 
of a hybrid thin-film amplifier. 

The  following  six  months, 
through extensive use of com-
puter-aided circuit design, saw the 

design, manufacture, and test of a 
four-stage r-f integrated circuit 
amplifier. In July of 1969, twenty 
engineering prototype hybrid thin-
film amplifiers, each housed in a 
stud-mounted  package,  were 
completed. Exhaustive testing of 
these units has culminated into 
over 100,000 hours of hybrid 
thin-film amplifier operation in 
actual CATV systems. 

A Marriage 
Of Techniques 

The  term  hybrid  thin-film 
amplifier applies to the marriage 
of  two  microelectronic  tech-
niques. The resulting integrated 
circuit is therefore a combination 
of miniature discrete components 
bonded  to  thin-film  circuits. 
Discrete components are usually 
chip coupling capacitors and chip 
transistors, while the thin-film 
circuit is made up of a number of 
layers of tantalum, gold, tantalum 
nitrate,  and  other  elements 
applied on the substrate. 
When appropriately patterned 

and etched, the thin-film layers 
result in the resistors, inductors, 
and conductor interconnections 
for the r-f circuit. The thin-film 
circuits are affixed to a synthetic 
sapphire  substrate  which  has 
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• 
Cartridge Tape 
Supermarket! 
Here's a one-stop shopping center 
for the most and best in broadcast 
quality cartridge tape equipment — 
a SPOTMASTER supermarket of 
variety and value. 
Just check the boxes and send 

us this advertisement with your 
letterhead. We'll speed complete 
information to you by return mail. 

Ten/70 
Record-Play 

Single-
Cartridge 
Equipment 
Record-play & play-
back models, 
compact & 
rack-mounted 

F-1 The incomparable Ten/70 

ri The classic 500C 

Fl The economical 400 (from $4151 

n Stereo models 
O Delayed programming models 

Multiple-
Cartridge 
Equipment 
o Five•Spot 

(5-cartridge deck) 

o Ten•Spot 
110-cartridge deck) 

Versatile Five•Spot 

Cartridge Tape 
Accessories 
Tape cartridge winder 

P Calibrated tape imer 
O Remote 
controllers 

fl Cartridge racks 
(wall, floor & 
table top models) 

fl Degaussers (head 
demagnetizers II 

Tape Ca tridge Racks  cartridge erasers) 

0 Telephone answering accessory 

p Replacement tape heads 
ID Adjustable head brackets 

O Head cleaning fluid 

o Alignment tape 

O Bulk tape (lubricated, heavy duty) 

0 Tape tags 

0 Cartridges, all 
sizes, any length 
tape (or empty), 
no minimum order, 
lowest prices 

Cartridges: All Sizes 

The  nation's  leader in cartridge tape 
technology  can  fill  your  every  need, 
quickly and economically. That's how we 
became the leader. Write: 

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC. 
  A Filmwaya Company   

8810 Brookville Rd., Silver Spring, Md. 20910 
(301) 588-4983 

Gay Rogeness (r), Director of Engineering at Anaconda Electronics, and Vic 
Tarbutton (1), R & D Engineer were key men in Anaconda's development of 
microelectronic circuitry for CA TV. They are shown here displaying the new hybrid 
thin-film IC amplifier as it is located in a module of the Century Trunk Amplifier. 

excellent  heat  dissipating  and 
optical flatness properties. This 
substrate is the counterpart of the 
conventional discrete component 
amplifier printed  circuit board 
prior to etching. Because of its 
low thermal resistance, heat is 
quickly removed from the circuit, 
allowing  it to  operate  at  a 
temperature which ensures long 
life. 
The hybrid thin-film push-pull 

integrated circuit amplifier, within 
its housing (which is slightly larger 
than  a quarter  of a dollar), 
represents a host of conventional 
discrete components and semi-
conductors which would make up 
a comparable circuit ten times its 
size in area (a size comparison of 
the hybrid thin-film amplifier, a 
quarter, and a transistor of the 
type used in many CATV ampli-
fier power supplies is illustrated in 
figure 1). 
This means that new cable 

repeater amplifier capabilities can 
now be exploited  since more 
circuits can be designed into a 
given housing. Specifically, at this 
point in time, it means that the 
bi-directional capability which Mr. 
Rogeness developed for Anaconda 
two years ago is finally realized 
within a state-of-the-art far in 

advance  of  conventional  tech-
niques. 

Anaconda's 
Technical Specs 

Typical performance specifica-
tions for Anaconda's hybrid thin-
film amplifier used for trunkline 
application are listed below: 
Gain  30 dB 
Bandwidth 
(Operating  40-270 MHz 
Flatness  ±-0.3dB 
Noise Figure 
Ch 2  6 dB 
Ch 13  8 dB 

Cross Modulation*  <-100 dB 
Intermodulation  <-82 dB 
*Cross  modulation  measured using 
synchronous sync, 12 channels with no 
block tilt at output level of +32 dBmV. 
The cross modulation character-

istic of the amplifier follows a 2 
for 1 derating curve within its 
linear region; that is, for each 1 dB 
the signal levels are changed, the 
cross modulation changes 2 dB. 
The bandwidth of the repeater 

amplifier station is determined by 
discrete component equalizers and 
power  supply  decoupling  net-
works.  The  hybrid  thin-film 
amplifier has usable bandwidth 
beyond 300 MHz at the high end 
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Who says NOT! is any 
good? 

"I feel that National Cable Television Institute is fulfilling 
a great need for the cable industry today in their training 
of technicians . . . there is a wide open field for the trained 
technician in the cable television industry today. The challenge 
is great and the skilled and trained cable technician will find 
the cable industry awaiting with outstretched arms." 

Robert E. Cowley, Vice-President & General Manager 

Flagstaff Television & Cable Co. 

Div. of Harriscope Cable Corp. 

"I share with you a deep concern over the daily increasing 
shortage of qualified technical and management personnel in 
the unique field of cable television . . . without a doubt, the 
NCTI courses present a fine opportunity for system employees 
to increase their future in this fast growing business, and I 
encourage your efforts and those of your students." 

Richard W. Loftus, Presidert 

Amvideo Corp. 

"I would like to take this opportunity to commend NCTI on 
what a fine job it is doing in training technicians for our fast 
growing industry . . . NCTI is fulfilling a most important need 
within the industry by providing an opportunity for self-improvement 
and I say — keep up the good work." 

Gene lacopi 

Television Signal Corporation 

San Francisco, Calif. 

CI CATV Installer 

Start Now To Build Your Career in CATV 

Send for free information on NCTI courses: 

111 CATV Technician  CI Advanced Tecinician 

Name  Company 

Address  Telephone _ 

City  State Zip 

I"1 r" N ATI ONAL  C A BLE  TELEVISI ON  INSTITUTE  3022 N. W. EXPRESSWAY, SUITE 310 
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA 73112 

1=11" 

AN AFFILIATE OF COMMUNICATIONS PUBLISHING CORPORATION 

 101  
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Figure 1: The Small Hybrid Thin-Film Amplifier, Compared with a Ouarter and a Transistor 
from a Conventional CATV Amplifier Power Supply. 

and below 10 MHz at the low end. 
Therefore, the bandwidth of the 
repeater station is determined by 
discrete  passive  components 
external to the hybrid thin-film 
amplifier. 

The hybrid thin-film amplifier 
is packaged in a hermetically 
sealed  enclosure.  Making  any 
adjustments inside of the package 
after it is sealed is therefore not 
possible.  The  hybrid thin-film 
amplifier consists of a preamplifier 
with nominal gain of 14 dB and a 
complementary push-pull power 
amplifier with 16 dB gain. An 
external discrete component pre-
equalizer  and  interstage  gain 
control network convert the flat 
gain hybrid thin-film amplifier to 
a cable repeater amplifier. This 
approach is intended to provide 
the greatest flexibility for aligning 
the equalized repeater for various 
types and lengths of cable in the 
field. A block diagram of the cable 
repeater amplifier is shown in 
figure 2. 
The variable gain and variable 

slope interstage networks were 
designed  to  accept  control 
currents which are derived from 
two pilot carrier levels. The dual-
pilot AGC system then functions 
with  the  low-frequency  pilot 
controlling slope and the high-
frequency pilot controlling flat 
gain. 
The  Anaconda  bridging  or 

distribution amplifier is also a 
hybrid thin-film amplifier. Hence, 
all  broadband  amplification 
circuits  in  the  system  are 
accomplished by hybrid thin-film 
integrated circuit amplifiers. All 
broadband  gain,  slope,  and 
equalizer circuits are realized by 
the use of discrete components 
external to the hermetically sealed 
hybrid thin-film amplifier. 

Microelectronics And 
Two-Way Transmission 

New vistas of practical applica-
tion are opened because of the 
bi-directional  capability  within 
one package brought about by the 

trunk in 

preamp 

pre-equalizer 

The bi-directional transmission 
paths to carry these features to 
and from subscriber homes are 
now a reality. It remains for the 
peripheral  systems  to  be 
developed, some of which are 
further  down  the  road  than 
imagined, to interface with the 
two-way  cable communications 
system. 
The age of microelectronics is 

here today. The advantages of this 
technology have now been applied 
to  solve  many  of  the cable 
repeater amplifier problems. The 
higher performance available from 
microelectronic  circuits  will 
provide  the  CATV  system 
operator  with  broadband 
amplifiers which will improve and 
simplify the operation of this 

hybrid thin-film amplifier 

variable 
slope 

4 
DC current 

shaping network 

push pull 
power amp 

trunk out 

__1 

Figure 2: Block Diagram of Cable Repeater Amplifier (Trunk or Feeder). 

sophistication of microelectronics. 
A major application will initially 
be  to  allow  distribution  of 
remotely originated programs via 
reverse  transmission  paths  of 
CATV systems. 

Future glamour features for 
each home in the system would 
include:  (1). Remote  utility 
meter  reading,  (2). Preference 
polling (voting, shopping, program 
rating, etc.), (3). Subscriber fire 
alarm protection, (4). Subscriber 
burglar  alarm  protection, 
(5). Instructional  programs, 
(6). Facsimile,  and  (7). Elec-
tronic mail delivery. 

system. It will not be long before 
r-f microelectronic circuits will 
completely  replace  discrete 
component transistor amplifiers, 
just as the discrete component 
transistor  amplifiers  replaced 
vacuum tube amplifiers.  ra 

Editor's  Note:  A six-page  technical 
bulletin  on the "Two-Way  Repeater 
Station Utilizing a Hybrid Thin-Film 
Amplifier  as a Building  Block,"  is 
offered free by Anaconda Electronics. 
The  bulletin  is based  on  a paper 
presented at the NCTA Convention, 
June 9, 1970, by Gaylord Rogeness, 
Director of Engineering for Anaconda. 
Write  to  305  North  Muller Street, 
Anaheim, California 92803. 
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we're not only 
everts in 
communications 
engineering... 

r-

_ 

FIRST CLASS 

PERM!  N. 178 

LANSDALE. PA. 

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 
No Postage Necessary If Mailed in the United Slates 

Postage Will Be Paid By Addressee 

AEL Communications Corp. 
P.O. Box 507 
Lansdale, Pa. 19446 



„we're experts 
in CATV, too! 
Expert CATV and expert engineering go together at AEL. 

Some of the finest engineers in broadcast communications are at AEL. 
Designing and building transmitters. Designing and building antennas. 
Designing and installing CATV systems. 

AEL's engineers can put you in CATV from the feasibility study to the turnkey 
operation, assuring you the finest engineering all the way. 

Contact AEL about your CATV plans. 

_EOZZL(1227:0 

..111. 3E.s COMMUNICATIONS CORP. 
Subsidiary of _E k. M E RI C A N M LE CT R O NIC Jr-a AB O R AT O RIES, INC. 

P.O. Box 507 • Lansdale, Pa. 19446 • (215) 822-2929 • TWX: 510-661-4976 • Cable: AMERLAB 

Gentlemen: 

I'm interested in receiving more literature about your 

CATV Equipment and Services. 

NAME    

FIRM   

ADDRESS   

CITY  STATE  ZIP   860 
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Cable System Offers 
Special Medical Channel 
Communications services for non-mass 
audiences are sure to be part of cable's 
future. Here is a system that already 
has such a service under way. 

By Ed J. Prendergast 
Vice President and General Manager 
Louisiana Cable TV, Inc. 

The Louisiana Hospital Tele-
vision Network, described as 

the most complete closed-circuit 
hospital TV system in the nation, 
now uses cable to extend its 
influence. 
Recently, this special network 

was tied in to the facilities of 
Louisiana Cable TV, Inc. so that 
its programming can now be fed 
directly  into  the  homes  and 
offices of doctors and medical 
personnel of the Lake Charles, 
Louisiana area. 
In order to view LHTN pro-

grams, it is necessary to have an 
"unscrambling"  converter 
attached to a standard TV set. 
Thus, regular subscribers of Louis-
iana Cable TV are not able to 
receive the medical channel. 
The LHTN transmissions are 

not new to Lake Charles, nor are 
the methods of converting the 
scrambled signal. What is new, 
however, is the concept of pre-
senting the 9 hours of medical 
network telecasts  in both the 
home and the offices of those in 
the medical profession. 
Since 1967, LHTN has been 

telecasting medical programs to 15 
hospitals  and  medical  schools 
throughout the state. The sending 
and receiving outlets are inter-
connected by South Central Bell 
microwave and land lines. Under 
this system, the doctors have to be 
at one of the receiving points to 
view the telecasts, which are pre-
sented daily from 8 a.m. to 5:00 
p.m. 
Because  of  professional  de-

mands on the doctors' time during 
this portion of the day, and 
because they had to be at a certain 
place to view the programs, many 
of the doctors found it impossible 
to see many of the LHTN pro-
grams. 
Working  with  the  Calcasieu 

Parish  Medical  Society's  com-
mittee on continuing education, 
Louisiana Cable TV offered to 
present LHTN programs to the 
doctors of Lake Charles on a 
restricted channel, to their homes 
and/or offices. Cable lines were 
extended  from  Lake  Charles 
Charity Hospital to the studios of 
Louisiana Cable TV and the new 
service was under way. 

The telecasts are picked up on 
one of the nine mid-band channels 
between Channels 6 and 7. The 
unscrambler is necessary for this 
pickup. Local doctors and medical 
personnel will view the LHTN 
telecasts on Channel 6-G. 
Louisiana Cable TV supplies the 

unscramblers to persons author-
ized by the Calcasieu Parish Medi-
cal Society to receive them. The 
converters may be purchased or 
leased. 
LHTN operates studios at sev-

eral hospitals and medical schools 
in  the  state:  central  control 
studios and Earl K. Long Hospital, 
both in Baton Rouge; the Louis-
iana  State  University  Medical 
Center, Tulane University Medical 
School,  Charity  Hospital,  and 
Ochsner Foundation, all in New 
Orleans; and Confederate Memo-
rial Medical Center, Shreveport. 
Actual surgical operations are 

shown, plus educational programs 
for  nurses,  administrative  em-
ployes, and students, along with 
medical newscasts. The majority 
of the programs are live. Others 
are on film or video tape. 
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CATV Construction 

Contractors Directory 
The firms listed here are currently engaged in 
cable system construction in North America. They 
should be contacted for details of specific construction 
capabilities and specialties omitted from this 
quick reference listing. 

A & M Construction; 2009 Main Street, 
Sulphur  Springs,  Tex. 75482. Ph.  (214) 
885-4619: New or rebuild construction. 

David B. Adams Construction Co.; Union-
town,  Pennsylvania  15401;  Ph.  (412) 
438-7560.  Complete  CATV  construction 
services, including cable plowing. 

Ameco, Inc.; 2960 Grand Avenue, P.O. Box 
13741, Phoenix, Arizona 85002. Ph. (602) 
252-7731; Provides engineering planning and 
installation. Specializing in complete "turn-
key" completions. 

Anaconda  Electronics  Co.;  1430  South 

Anaheim Blvd., Box 3772, Anaheim, Cali-
fornia; Ph. (714) 635-0150: Complete system 
planning and turnkey construction service. 

J. C. Barnard & Assoc., Inc.; 10121 Man-
chester Rd., St. Louis, Mo. 63112, Ph. 13141 
966-2116;  Construction  and  engineering 

I. 

services, two way maintenance 
tion. 

B. C. Cable Constractors Ltd.; 1947 Kingway, 

Vancouver,  B.C.,  Canada;  Ph.  (604) 
879-2631; CATV engineering and construc-
tion. 

Beaver Television Associates; 287 Eddystone, 
Downsview,  Ontario,  Canada;  Ph.  (416) 
635-0320; Turnkey construction of head-end 
signal survey, design, fabrication and installa-
tion of towers and antennas. 

Benco Television Associates; 27 Taber Road, 
Rexdale,  Ontario,  Canada.  Ph.  1416) 
244-4296;  Expert  assistance  in complete 
CATV  systems  planning,  both  new and 
rebuilt. 

Broadway Maintenance Corp.; Long Island 
City, New York 11101; Ph. (212) 286-3700. 
CATV design, installation, and maintenance. 

Burnup & Sims; P. 0. Box 2431, West Palm 
Beach, Florida; Ph. (305) 683-8311; Services 
include power and telephone plant re-arrange-
ment and tree trimming. 

Cable Communications Corp.; 2326 N. 149th, 
Seattle,  Washington  98133;  Ph.  1206) 
AT4-2288; All types of CATV construction 
work 

Cable Construction Co.; 514'  River Road, 
P.O. Box 190, Puyallup, Washington 98371; 
Ph. (206) 845-7541; Furnishing all types of 
system construction. 

Cable Constructors  Inc.; 203 Stephensen 
Avenue, Iron Mountain, Michigan; Ph. (906) 
744-6621; Complete turnkey, engineering and 
construction supervision capabilities. 

Cable Services Corp.; 321  South Second 
Street, Renton, Washington 98055; Special-
izes in CATV construction. 

THE CABLE CONSTRUCTION PROFESSIONALS 

COMMCO 
CONSTRUCTION DIV. 
Complete CATV Construction Building 
CATV Systems For the South and 
Southwest For Over 5 Years 

802 Brown Building 
Austin, Texas (512) GR6-3531 

STRAND MAPS 
SYSTEM SURVEY & ALIGNMENT 
AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND 
DROP INSTALLATIONS 

our specialty: system rebuilding 

TEL-VIDEO CONSTRUCTORS INC. 
1222 Mercantile Bank Building 

Dallas. Texas /5201 

ARTIE M. LOFTIS 
CONST. INC. 

FOR THE BEST IN CABLE 
TELEVISION CONSTRUCTION 
CALL US AT: 

(214) 675-4616 P.O. Box 992, 

ATHENS, TEXAS 75751 



Cable TV Construction, Inc.; 223 N. State, 
Iola, Kansas; All types of aerial and under-
ground construction. 

Cable TV, Inc.; P. 0. Box 982, Salisbury, 
Maryland 21801; Ph. (301) 742-5043. Com-
plete construction capabilities. 

Cablevision Construction Co., 528 Michigan 
Street, South  Houston, Texas; Ph. (713) 
941-1480;  formerly  known as Oklahoma 
Cable Const. Co., Inc.; Experienced in all 
phases of CATV construction. 

Cal-Tel Construction Company, Inc.; 1698 
East 25th Street, Signal Hill, California; Ph. 
(213) 426-7041; Handles all phases of CATV 
construction. 

William B. Carr & Assoc.; 4028 Daley, Walker 
Building, Fort Worth, Tex. 75118. Ph. (817) 
284-9311; Provides engineering and construc-
tion services for CATV. 

CAS Manufacturing Co.; P. 0. Box 47066, 
Dallas, Texas 75207; Ph. (214) BL 3-3661; 
Experienced design, engineering and construc-
tion. 

Cascade Cable Constructors; P.O. Box 604, 
Wenatchee, Washington 98801; Ph. (509) 
884-7161; Complete turnkey capabilities for 
new systems or rebuilds. 

Cascade Electronics, Ltd.; Electronic Avenue, 
Port Moody, British Columbia, Canada; Ph. 
(604) 939-1191; Full CATV system design 
and engineering services, with complete turn-
key construction aid available. 

CATV Cable Construction Co.; 2820 Auburn 
Blvd., Room 5, Sacramento, Calif. 95821; 
(916) 481-4888. Design engineering, construc-
tion and rebuild services. 

CATV Equipment Co.; 1422 34th Avenue, 
Seattle,  Washington  98122;  Ph.  (206) 
325-6938. Specialists in all-band systems, 
providing  complete  construction services, 
layout equipment and installation. 

CATV Services Co.; P.O. Box 574, Worland, 
Wyoming 82401; All kinds of cable system 
engineering and construction. 

C-COR Electronics, Inc.; 60 Decibel Road, 
State  College,  Pennsylvania;  Ph.  (814) 
238-2461; CATV engineering and construc-
tion services. 

Pete Collins Co.; 835 Delaware Ave., Denver, 
Colorado 80204; Ph. 1303) 355-8919. Engi-
neering, construction and maintenance on 
cable systems. 

Commco  Construction  Div.; 802  Brown 
Building, Austin, Texas; Ph. (512) GR6-3531; 
Complete construction capabilities. 

Communications  Construction  Corp.;  40 
North Park Avenue, Lisbon, Ohio 44432; Ph. 
(216) 424-7055; Specializing in CATV plant 
construction; aerial or buried plant. 

Communication Systems Corp.; 140 East 
Main Street, Huntington, New York; Ph. 
(516) 271-1262; Complete system design and 
construction capabilities for CATV systems. 

TV Communications 

GMP keeps your CATV 
construction costs down 

Precision GMP Cable Lashers help you get your CATV lines up fast—and 
keep your construction and maintenance costs down. Our popular C Cable 
Lasher delivers rapid, automatic and trouble-free lashing of cable up to 
15/8" diameter on strands of from 1/4 " to 7/8 " diameter. 
This performance-proven unit holds two 1200-foot coils of .045" lashing 

wire at one loading, providing quick and easy cable installation. A factory 
modification provides an additional set of tensioning pulleys to accommo-
date .065" lashing wire. 
Equipped with a brake to prevent backroll when lashing cable upgrade, 

this lightweight, rugged unit weighs only 33 lbs. and is furnished complete 
with a pulling rope and case. 
For lashing cable up to 31/4 " diameter, GMP's versatile, automatic F 

Cable Lasher is the ideal unit. This compact lasher weighs only 43 lbs. and 
can accommodate two or more cables totaling up to 3" diameter. 
Whatever your CATV cable lashing need, rely on the industry specialists— 

GMP. We have an unusually broad line of cable lashers, lashing acces-
sories, and over 700 other CATV-telephone construction tools and acces-
sories. Our new 50-page catalog has the details on all of them. Drop us a 
line today for your copy. General Machine Products Co., Inc. Trevose, Pa. 
19047. (215) 357-5500. 

Specialists in Telephone and C ATV Construction Tools and Accessories 
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Comm/Scope; la division of Superior Cable 
Corp.) Hickory, North Carolina 28601; Turn-
key construction including planning and engi-
neering. 

Corn-Tel Construction, Inc.; 1721 West Mon-
roe Street, Decatur, Indiana 46733; Ph. (219) 
724-2581 or 2690; Aerial and underground 
system construction, including cable plowing 
and system engineering services. 

Daniels & Associates, Inc.; 2930 East Third 
Avenue, Denver, Colo.; Ph. (303) 388-5888; 
Complete engineering for cable system layout, 
turnkey, estimates, and engineering studies. 

DAVCO Electronics Corp.; P. 0. Box 861, 

Batesville,  Arkansas  72501;  Ph.  (501) 
743-3816; Complete services include layout, 
equipment and installation. 

Engineering Assoc., Inc.; 171 West Peachtree 
Place, N.W., Atlanta, Ga. 30313, Ph. (404) 
523-5925; Complete engineering and turnkey 
construction services. 

Entron, Inc.; 2141 Industrial Parkway, Silver 
Spring, Maryland; Ph. (301) 622-2000; Utility 
pole  make-ready  studies, system  layout. 
Specializes in turnkey construction. 

Foster Associates; 1101 17th Street, N.W., 
Washington, D.C. Consulting services includ-
ing signal surveys, tower site location and 
head-end design. 

r̀r3TIVO-11TAYEIr 
ALL THE WAY! 

NOW! New from the pioneer and leader in bi-directional 
amplifiers . . . 

HTV Combination Trunk and Bridging Amplifiers providing 
SUB-VHF BANDWIDTH ON ALL FOUR FEEDER 
PORTS as well as on the trunk. 

HTV Line Extender Amplifiers with by-pass filters provid-
ing SUB-VHF bandwidth all the way to the most remote 
subscriber tap. 

Color and black-and-white TV signals in both directions. 
Realize the full possibilities and capabilities of your plant 
for... 

• Alarm and Surveillance Systems 

III Automatic Meter Reading 

• Data Transmission 

• Closed Circuit and Educational TV 

• Local Live Program Origination 

No need to run extra cables! Just replace obsolete elec-
tronics in existing systems or equip new systems and ex-
tensions with HTV Two-Way Amplifiers at a small frac-
tion of the cost of dual cable installations. 

For complete information call or write 

HV HTV SYSTE MS INC. 
10 MONROE STREET 

EAST ROCHESTER, N. Y. 14445 

TEL: (716) 385-1200 

DISTRIBUTED IN CANADA BY ITT COMMUNICATIONS 

Great West Construction, Inc.; Box 468, 
Mexia, Texas 76667; Ph. (817) 496-4662; 
Complete services include field engineering, 
signal surveys, layout engineering, installation 
of all electronic components, and testing both 
aerial and underground systems. 

Gregory Electric Company, CATV Division; 
P.O.  Box  76, Columbia, South Carolina 
29202; Ph. (803) 256-9926; Complete system 
design, engineering, and turnkey construction 
capabilities. 

Harris-McBurney Co.; 1006 Airport Road, 
Box 267, Jackson, Mich.; Ph. (517) 787-1800; 
Complete construction services for CATV. 

Henkels & McCoy, Inc.; 1800 Johnson Street, 
Elkhart, Indiana; Ph. 1219) 264-1121; Engi-
neering and construction. 

Jackson Communication Corp.; 11 Market 
Street, Brookville, Ohio 45309; Complete 
engineering and construction. 

J.H.B. Construction; Box 132, Alexandria, 
Minn.; Tower erection, painting and complete 
CATV construction. 

Jerrold Electronics Corp.; 401 Walnut St., 
Philadelphia, Pa.; Ph. 1215) 672-0800; Turn-
key construction, engineering and surveys. 

Kaiser CATV Corp.; 2216 West Peoria Ave., 
Box 9728, Phoenix, Arizona 85020; Ph. (602) 
944-4411; Construction of partial or com-
plete systems, including complete turnkey. 

Kenmore Construction Co.; 700 Home Ave., 
Akron, Ohio 44310; Ph. (216) 762-9373; 
Underground work only. 

Killoren Company; 925 N. 
Appleton, Wisconsin; Ph. 
Engineering construction 
services. 

Bluemound Drive, 
(414) 734-9278; 
and maintenance 

K.M.T. Construction Corp.; P.O. Box 128, 
Nokomis, Florida 33555; Ph. (814) 488-7741; 

Complete construction services. 

Lenkurt Electric Co., Inc.; 1105 County 
Road, San Carlos, Calif. 94070, Ph. (415) 
591-8461; Complete "engineer, furnish, and 
install services." Also provides microwave 
equipment. 

Artie M.  Loftis Construction; Box 992, 
Athens, Texas 75751; Ph. (214) 675-4616; 
Complete CATV construction service. 

Malarkey, Taylor & Assoc.; 1101 17th Street 
N.W., Rm. 1303, Wash. D.C. Professional 
Engineering services including signal surveys, 
head-end, system and component design, 
preparation of pole line and strand maps, 
proof of performance tests, trouble shooting, 
engineering statements, and qualified testi-
mony in FCC proceedings or courts as an 
expert witness: 

Master Antenna Service; 248 Wave Street, 
Laguna Beach, California 92651; Ph. (714) 
494-0253; All construction services except 
overhead and buried trunk. 

Multi Media Engineering, Inc.; 2385 Lewis 
Ave.,  Rockville,  Md.,  20851;  Ph.  (301) 
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726-1340; Cable television construction and 
engineering services. 

(206) VA2-8291; Complete CATV construc-  Lansing,  Michigan  48915;  Ph.  (517) 
tion services. 482-5248. 

E. Harold Munn, Jr., Consulting Engineers; 
Box 220, 57 Edison Court, Coldwater, Mich. 
49036, Ph. (517) 278-6733; Provides engi-
neering and consulting services and construc-
tion supervision. 

Noram Cable Construction Ltd.; 1111 Albion 
Road, Rexdale, Ontario; Ph. (416) 741-0566; 
Complete CATV construction services. 

Pacific Pipeline Construction Co.; 1632 S. 
Greenwood, Montebello, California; Complete 
CATV construction services. 

Power Line Construction Co.; 2019 S.E. 
Hemlock,  Portland,  Oregon 97214;  Full 
CATV construction service. 

Robert G. Owens, Inc.; 150 Washington Blvd., 
Laurel, Maryland; Ph. (301) 498-0555; Total 
turnkey capability. 

Richards & Associates, Inc.; P.O. Drawer 400, 
809 Cedar St., Carrollton, Ga. 30117; Ph. 
(404) 832-7001; Fully capable and experi-
enced in CATV construction. 25 years experi-
ence in installation of communications facili-
ties. 

Scientific-Atlanta, Inc.; Box 13654, Atlanta, 
Georgia 30324; Ph. (404) 938-2930; Com-
plete turnkey construction capability for 
CATV head-ends. 

Spencer-Kennedy Labs; 1320 Soldiers Field 
Road,  Boston,  Mass.  02135;  Ph.  (617) 
254-5400; Staff of TV systems engineers 
maintained to perform signal and pole line 
surveys, strand-mapping, system layout and 
design  plus  installation  supervision  for 
antenna site and distribution plant construc-
tion. 

Stan Socia Corp. 734 Petroleum Building, 
Tyler, Texas; Ph. (214) 593-0911; Complete 
CATV system construction and engineering. 

System Construction Co.; 830 Monroe Street, 
Hoboken, New Jersey; Ph. (201) 656-2020; 
New turnkey or rebuild or expansion of 
existing systems. (Subsidiary of Vikoa, Inc.) 

Telecommunications Equipment & Services, 
Inc.; 3769 Farm Hill Blvd., Redwood City, 
California 94061; Ph. (415) 365-2141 or 
(415)  365-1359;  Complete  construction 
services. 

TeleSystem Services Corp.; 113 South Easton 
Road,  Glenside,  Pennsylvania;  Ph.  (215) 
884-6636;  Offers design, engineering and 
complete construction services for CATV 
systems. (Subsidiary of TeleSystems Corp.) 

Tel-Video Constructors, Inc.; 1222 Mercantile 
Bank Building, Dallas, Texas 75201; Ph. (214) 
747-1866; Complete CATV system construc-
tion services. 

Tico Group; 641  Dekalb Industrial Way, 
Decatur, Georgia 30033; Ph. (404) 633-2682; 
Have complete construction capabilities. 

Tyee Construction Company; P.O. Box E. 
11805 N.E. 116th St., Kirkland, Wash.; Ph. 

Unicom, Inc.; 245 Park Avenue, New York, 
N.Y. 10017; Ph. (212) 661 4865; Engineering 
and construction of CATV systems on a 
turnkey basis. 

Underground Constructior Co., Inc.; 2600 
Williams St., San Leandro, Calif. 94577, Ph. 
(415) 357-3520; Provides underground and 
aerial system construction. 

U.S. Cable Inc.; P.O. Box 116, Appleton, 
Wisconsin 54911; Ph. (415) 733-3321; All 
types of construction except head-end work. 

Utilities Contracting Co.; 1L22 East Michigan, 

Vikoa Construction Co.; 400 Ninth St., 
Hoboken, N.J. 07030; Ph. (201) 656-2020; 
Complete  facilities  to  construct  CATV 
systems including surveys, engineering and 
planning.  Complete  turnkey  operations. 
Special assistance in obtaining financing and 
leasing programs. (Subsidiary of Vikoa, Inc.) 

Western Electronic Distributors, Inc.; 1912 
"S" Street, Sacramento, Calif. 95814; Ph. 
(916) 444-3474; Engineering and design for 
small systems. 

Williams Construction Co.; Box 261, Glasgow, 
Kentucky; Ph. (502) 651-5480; Specializing 
in CATV construction and installation.  GB 

IT'S RUMORED THAT 
WE'RE THE BEST 
IN THE BUSINESS 

(Frankly, that was our goal 
\ from the very beginning!) 

Cablevision Construction 

Corporation has over 100 

CATV professionals ready 

to turn your project into a 

real showplace. We have the 

expertise and flexibility to do 

anything the job requires... 

strand mapping and layout.  

head-end design and construction ... aerial and underground plant 

construction.., proof of performance. 

Let's get together and talk! 

SEE US AT THE TEXAS ASSOCIATION SHOW— BOOTH 29. 

A MMON 
INSTRUCTION 
uRPORATIuN 

Formerly Oklahoma Cable Construction Company, Inc. 

Cliff Gardiner, President, Phone (713) 941-1480 

528 Michigan Street 
South Houston, Texas 77587 
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Cable Operators Unite 

After Hurricane Camille 

The wincs came and fi're ca Die systems 
were battered akmie w di everything else 
in sight. Cablemen and suppliers cooperzted 
for fast, growth-produc .ng rebuilds. 

By Gene G. Cook 
Sales Promotion Manager 
General Eleetrk Cablevision 

It was almost a year ago, on the night of Sunday, August 17, 1969. The most destructive hurricane 
in the history of the United States slammed into the 
Gulf Coast of Mississippi. 
Hurricane "Camille" was no lady.. . her winds 

exceeded 200 miles per hour and tide level was over 
20 feet. By the next morning hundreds of people 
were dead cr missing, thousands of homes heavily 
damaged or in many cases totally destroyed. Cable 
systems in Long Beach, Pass Christian, Gulfport, 
Biloxi and Ocean Springs faced the gargantuan task of 
extensive system repair; or in the case of Biloxi and 
Ocean Springs, complete teardown and rebuild. 
The official motto of this national disaster area 

quickly became 'Together We Build." That same 
phrase depicts the cooperation and attitude of the 
entire CATV industry in helping to rebuild the cable 
systems on the Gulf Coast. 
John Humphries,  General Electric Cablevision 

manager in Biloxi and Ocean Springs, had been 
through hurricanes before. He knew there would be 
some damage to the system. In preparation an trucks 
were fully gassed and stocked with essential equip-
ment and tools. Henry Swindle, Chief Tech, grabbed 
every available gas can he could find. 
By 10 o'clock Sunday night Humphries, whose 
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home is only a few blocks from the beach, decided 
that "Camille" was no ordinary hurricane, and he 
prepared to evacuate his family.. . "When I opened 
the door. I knew it was useless. The tide was up, 
water was rushing down the street, and debris was 
flying everywhere. We just had to wait it out. By 
dawn it was over, and we got out to look around — I 
wasn't prepared for what I saw. Trees down every-
where, across houses, on cars, blocking streets. Utility 
lines and our cable down everywhere I looked. People 
were in a daze; no one could believe that a storm 
could do so much horrible damage." 
With winds clocked at over 200 mph, his greatest 

concern was the tower.. "I really thought the 
tower would be gone.' Ironically, that was the one 
thing left standing. Travis Garrett, National TV 
Cable's manager in nearby Long Beach and Pass 
Christian, was not so lucky. .. "It was an awful sight. 
The tower lay on the ground, all twisted up as if some 
giant had twisted it with his hands. It was a 400-foot 
tower, and the top of the tower was no more than 75 
feet from the base. We use pre-fab type head-end 
buildings. The building had been lifted up and set on 
its side against the base of the tower. One of the large 
guy wires had been torn loose and blown completely 
over a power line about 350 feet from the tower." 
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Fortunately, no cable personnel in any of the 
systems were seriously injured. Many, however, 
reported harrowing experiences. Joe Woodward, an 
installer for National TV Cable, had his house blown 
down around him. He spent the rest of the night 
under a tree that had blown down in his back yard. 
Luckily none of his family was home with him; they 
had previously gone to a shelter. 
Bill Jones of Kaiser CATV was living in North 

Biloxi. He was in charge of turnkey construction in 
Ocean Springs, soon to be turned over to General 
Electric Cablevision. Because of high water, Bill and 
his family were forced to push their color TV set into 
the hallway and stand on that to reach the attic. 
Later he began tearing a hole in the roof so his family 
could climb out. Luckily the rising water stopped less 
than one foot from the ceiling. 
In Long Beach and Pass Christian the trunk lines 

and poles were down, and amplifiers were lying out in 
the mud and water. Travis Garrett estimates 85% of 
his drops were torn out. The only thing they could 
find at their office was a new seemingly undamaged, 
"12 Channel Cable TV" electric sign. The sign was 
sitting on a steel beam, but the rest of the building 
had been completely demolished. In Biloxi and Ocean 
Springs the entire system was wrecked. Lines down, 
amplifier housings ripped off, over 60% of the drops 
out and another 25% badly damaged. 
Cable crews in all systems turned to the task of 

helping their cities dig out from under. In Biloxi, G.E. 
Cablevision crews assisted Civil Defense by using 
power saws to clear debris from the streets. Their 
trucks also hauled food, clothing and fresh water 
across the Ocean Springs bridge. Heavy trucks could 
not use the bridge because of its weakened condition. 
A desperate need soon arose for immediate public 
communication. Donald E. Perry, G.E. Consumer 
Electronics  Division  Vice President, had  1,500 
transistor radios flown in and distributed to families 
hardest hit. 
After a thorough inspection, the Biloxi and Ocean 

Springs systems were deemed beyond repair. 130 
miles of plant in Biloxi and 70 miles of plant in 
Ocean Springs had to be torn out and completely 

This is how Garrett found his tower. Head-end building had 
been lying on its side, against the base of the tower. 

rebuilt. Personnel worked 14 to 16 hours per day 
preparing new strand maps and tearing out the old 
and damaged system. In October Merl L. Galusha, 
G.E. Cablevision General Manager, signed a turnkey 
construction contract with Kaiser CATV. 

When Richard Hood, Chief Construction Engineer 
for Kaiser CATV, arrived in Biloxi, he learned that 
falling poles, tree limbs and debris had crashed into 
electronic gear with such force that many cast 
aluminum housings had been cracked like egg shells. 
Cables had been ripped from the amplifier housings in 
others and the electronic circuitry ruined by salt 
water. Cable and strand were snapped off by the 
force of the hurricane borne objects and carried miles 
away. One piece of cable with a line extender in place 
was found 7 miles from any part of the system. 

General  Electric Cablevision personnel, having 
spent the first days after the impact of "Camille" in 
rescue and emergency work, turned to the task of 
making ready for the almost total rebuild of their 
system (only 5 strand miles of the 130 miles of 
system were usable). They did such a remarkable job 
that when Kaiser CATV field engineers and sub-
contractors arrived, they were able to start construc-
tion immediately. 
In the meantime, Hood had set up a warehouse 

facility, planned schedules of equipment to be 
shipped from the Kaiser CATV factory, and projected 
the work plan to have the system operational within 
four months. 
The supervisory load was divided between the 

Kaiser CATV Field Engineers, who stayed with the 
job until their assignment was finished. Gary Smith 
was in charge of pre-sweeping all cable prior to 
installation and balancing segments as they were 
finished so that subscriber hook-ups could begin in 
the fastest possible time. John Roeder correlated the 
theoretical electronic layout and strand maps with 
the actual call out of equipment. Bill Reynolds was 
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Boats ended up ashore and utility poles sagged after the storm. 

liaison with sub-contractors, while Dick Hood acted 
as overall coordinator and liaison with the Kaiser 
CATV factory. 
Everything was going like clockwork, and the first 

segment was nearly completed. The crews were 
making bets on how many days ahead of schedule 
they could deliver it when it was discovered that a 
1,000-foot piece of air dielectric cable under the river 
was defective. Henry Swindle of General Electric 
made himself a hero by replacing it so fast that the 
first segment was still delivered four days ahead of 
schedule. 
The spirit of "Together we build" took hold of 

everyone. For example, Constable Roy Tootle of 
Ocean Springs, who was warehouse supervisor for 

Kaiser CATV, was also truck driver, general handy-
man,  carpenter,  bookkeeper,  pole-walker,  etc., 
pitching in wherever an extra hand was needed. 
The  sub-contractor,  Cablevision  Construction 

Company, provided crews in sufficient number to 
often exceed 20,000 feet of system build per day. . . 
a remarkable record despite the added difficulties 
encountered because of hurricane damage to streets, 
poles and general environment. Over 3,000 customer 
taps were installed in sequence as the system was 
built . . . another  plus  factor  in getting service 
restored quickly. 

Travis Garrett was able to get his systems back in 
operation in a short time due to the prompt service 
and  assistance  of  such  suppliers  as  Superior 
Continental, Scientific-Atlanta, Inc., Utility Tower, 
Southern Telephone Supply and Davco Electronics 
Corporation. 
Mississippi Electric Company and Southern Bell 

Telephone were always ready to resolve any problems 
speedily  and  courteously,  even with their own 
tremendous work load. 
Kaiser CATV coordinated the building of 130 

miles of system in 121 calendar days, a rate greater 
than one mile per day. Dick Hood noted, "Due credit 
should be given for the excellent performance and 
coordination provided by Cliff Gardner of Cable-
vision Construction who supplied the work crews; 
Ross Embery, who did the splicing work; Emery 
MacNeil of Mississippi Power Company; Jack Taylor 
and Jim Baker of Southern Bell; and especially John 

American Finance Systems, Inc. 

has acquired the following CATV systems 

from Cosmos Broadcasting Corporation. 

Cablevision of Sumter 

Cablevision of Marion 

Cosmos Cablevision of Florence 

Cablevision of Darlington, S. C. 

We were pleased to have acted as 

broker in these transactions. 

S. S. STREET & ASSOCIATES, INC. 

Wheaton, Maryland 

TRY OUR INSTANT 
PROBLEM SOLVING SERVICE 

IT WORKS EVERY TIME! 
Call Collect ... and Often For Everything 

From Towers to Transformers 

ED FOUST 

SEATTLE 

(208) 325-6682 

ROYCE BUSEY 

SEATTLE 

(206) 325-6662 

BOB MAES 

SAN RAFAEL 
(415) 479-5910 

EQUIPMENT 
COMPANY 

Serving all 11 Western States From Two Efficient Warehouses 

1422 34th Avenue, Seattle, Washington 98102 (206) 325-6862 

150 Mitchell Boulevard, San Rafael, California (415) 479-5910 
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With devastation as a backdrop, a General Electric Cablevision 
technician starts the rebuild project. 

Humphries and Henry Swindle of General Electric." 
The first 25 miles of new plant was delivered to 

General Electric on December 20th. Hook-ups started 
immediately. Original subscribers were automatically 
hooked up. Simultaneously a door hanger campaign 
was started offering free installation. The door 
hangers were th ributed by members of the Boys 
Club of Biloxi. G.E. Cablevision had made a donation 
to the Club for a new building . . . their old one had 
been destroyed in the storm. 
Now, a year after the almost complete destruction 

of Biloxi, Mississippi, G.E. Cablevision is not only 
back  in operation,  but has over  1,300  more 
subscribers than they had before the hurricane struck. 
In Long Beach, since everyone had lost their rooftop 
antennas, the cable subscriptions jumped from 50% 
saturation  to  over  80%  in  the  few  months 
immediately following the storm. 
The way G.E. Cablevision conducted themselves in 

this community tragedy turned out to be the finest 
public relations job that a system could perform . . . 
and the same can be said of National TV Cable, Inc., 
in Long Beach and Pass Christian, and Cable Corn 
General in Gulfport. CATV equipment manufacturers 
and suppliers throughout the country gave their full 
assistance and cooperation to get all of these systems 
back in operation. Today on the Gulf Coast of 
Mississippi cable is back — bigger and better than 
ever. 

Hurricane Celia blew through the Corpus Christi, 
Texas, area early last month with winds over 150 
mph. Jim Polk, manager of the cable system at 
Alice, Texas, (about 35 miles west of Corpus 
Christi) reported that about 40% of his drops were 
damaged by the storm. Within a week, 90% to 95% 
of the system was back in service. As an interesting 
sidelight, Polk had to use an ice cream truck to 
power his head-end while power was out. 

"Be Kind 
to a 

Sports Nut 
. .. he'll subscribe to 
your cable system! 
When he finds out that you are fea-
turing the most exciting and diversi-
fied blue-ribbon sports package ever 
assembled for the dedicated sports fan. 
NFL and college football classics, top 
NCAA events, America Cup races, 
boxing,  championship  golf  and 
bowling, the blazing Indy "500", 
world famous hunting and fishing ... 
even Bridge with Goren ... and more. 
All our video tapes are pre-cued for 
local advertising. 

ca e  e g, nc. 
Terrel Dr., West Webster, N.Y. 14 
Tel. 716-871-7330 
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Now! Communications Publishing Corporation offers its services to assist you in every phase of your 
marketing program! Your sales success in the cable television market depends largely on an effective 
program of media advertising, direct mailings, sales literature and actual sales calls. 

the best ADVERTISING MEDIA! 

TV COMMUNICATIONS 

CATV NEWSWEEKLY 

CATV EQUIPMENT DIRECTORY 

CATV SYSTEMS DIRECTORY 
CATV PRODUCT SHOWCASE 
NCTA SHOW DAILY 

the best DIRECT MAIL SERVICE 

THE MOST EFFECTIVE DIRECT MAIL 

SERVICES TEAMED WITH THE MOST 

HIGHLY REFINED, UP-TO-DATE MAIL-

ING LISTS, AND WE CAN TAILOR THEM 
TO FIT YOUR NEEDS' 

THE BEST PRINTING AND REPRINTS SERVICES FOR YOUR SALES AND PROMOTIONAL 
LITERATURE! WE KNOW THE CABLE BUSINESS AND IT'S OUR BUSINESS TO HELP YOU! 

FOR TOTAL MARKETING SERVICES CALL... 
Advertising Sales representatives Don Steele, Bob Titsch or Wayne Wilson. They'll answer all of your 
questions on media advertising and market information! Marketing Services manager Phil Cook, he'll 
help you set up a direct mail and sales literature plan tailored to fit your marketing needs! 

WE CAN DO EVERYTHING FOR YOU BUT CLOSE THE SALE 

COMMUNICATIONS PUBLISHING CORP. 
1900 West Yale, Englewood, Colo. 80110/Phone (303) 761-3770 
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A special monthly section devoted to TV 
programming operations in small studios 

Video Recording Equipment: 
What's Best for Your System? 
This is the beginning of a multiple-part 
article reviewing the various types of VTRs, 
their general characteristics, limitations, 
advantages and costs. 

By Jack A. Rickel 

The most controversial subject 
in the entire field of origina-

tion these days is that of video 
tape recorders. The wide variety 
of tape widths, tape speeds, writ-
ing  speeds,  playing  time and 
special features have created dis-
agreement even among experts as 
to what's the best choice in VTR's. 
We won't attempt to try to 

solve the argument, but in the 
next few articles on video tape 
recorders we hope to give you 
enough information that you can 
form your own opinions. 
To the best of our knowledge 

the first video tape recorder was 
built by Bing Crosby Enterprises, 
Inc. in 1953. It now reposes in the 
shop of a friend of ours in Penn-
sylvania. This huge monster was 
mounted  in several racks and 
utilized several hundred vacuum 
tubes. It had four stationary heads 
over which the tape ran at the 
unbelievable rate of 240 inches 
per second. This meant that a 14" 
reel of tape lasted 3 3/4 minutes 
total playing time. In spite of its 
inefficiencies  the  recorder did 
work and would produce a video 
bandwidth of 2 MHz with a signal-

to-noise ratio of 30 dB. In the few 
short intervening years, we have 
come to battery operated, broad-
cast-quality recorders which can 
be carried by one man. 
Video tape recorders fall into 

three major categcries designated 
by  the  size  recording  tape 
employed. There are 2" recorders, 
1" recorders and 1/2" recorders. 
The two-inch types may be either 
quadruplex or helical scan types; 
the 1" and 1/2" are only available 
in helical scan format. 
Prior to the development of the 

video tape recorder all programs 
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were produced and transmitted 
live or were produced on film 
which was played back on a film 
chain. It was possible to save 
programs  by  simultaneously 
recording it on film by means of a 
kinescope recorder at the same 
time it was being transmitted, but 
the quality of kinescope record-
ings was poor. The first video tape 
recorders  developed  were  for 
broadcast television use. These 
were  two-inch  quadruplex 
machines. 
Because they were the first 

developed and still considered the 
standard of the industry we'll dis-
cuss the quadruplex video tape 
recorder in this article. 

The Quadruplex VTR 

Ampex devised the basic prin-
cipal of the rotating head and FM 
modulation which is the heart of 
almost all present day recorders. 
Their unit was developed in 1956. 
Early  quadruplex  recorders 

were tube type and were large and 
difficult to keep properly main-
tained. They recorded and played 

back only monochrome video tape 
and lacked a lot of features of 
present day machines. 
Today's quadruplex video tape 

recorders are all solid-state and 
produce high quality high-band 
color video that is hard to differ-
entiate from the live video out of 
the camera. 
What is a quadruplex video tape 

recorder? It is a large electro-
mechanical machine that accepts 
video signals, sync signals and 
audio signals which it records on 
magnetic tape where they remain 
until the tape is played back at a 
later time or erased. It is called 
quadruplex because it has four 
rotary recording heads which are 
rapidly switched in and out of the 
recording  circuit,  one  after 
another. As the two inch wide 
tape is driven from one reel on the 
machine to the other it passes over 
the recording heads. The four 
recording heads rotate in a circle 
at right angles to the tape, with 
each one laying down a vertically 
recorded track 5 or 10 mils wide, 
depending on the recording head 
used. 

UNDERGROUND COMPACTING AUGER 
FOR BORING UNDER—STREETS, HIGHWAYS, SIDEWALKS, RAILROADS 
TO BURY — CATV Cable, Power Lines and Plastic, Copper or Steel Tubing 

pit 

CINdca-t Ake R 

Surface Otro  .40141. 

Target Trench  Boring Head 

4211W 1,00 . 

• Soil compacted by boring head and reamers 
• Dry bore — no danger of cavities or cave-ins 
• Bore diameters — 1.25" to 3.25" 
• Boring speed 5 to 8 feet per minute 
• Bores in excess of 200 feet 

. • Hydraulic drive develops 550 ft. lbs. of torque 
with 8 h.p. psoline engine 

• Complete unit and accessories may be transported 

to job site in pickup truck or station wagon 

CONTENDER CORPORATION a 433 Community Lane a P.O. Box 297 • Phone 19161 662-3934 a Woodland, Calif. 95695 

As the head wheel (the rotating 
drum holding the recording heads) 
rotates, the head making contact 
with the tape is switched into the 
active  position whether it be 
record or playback. A separate 
longitudinal track along the top 
and bottom edge of the tape 
contains the audio information 
and cue information which is 
placed there by stationary heads. 
Erase heads positioned ahead of 
the record heads remove previous-
ly recorded information from the 
tape before it reaches the record 
heads  in the record position. 
These heads rotate at 14,400 rpm. 
At that speed there would be 
considerable friction between the 
tape and the heads which would 
cause excessive wear of both the 
heads and tape. To reduce fric-
tion,  "air-bearing"  headwheels 
were developed using a stream of 
air to act as a bearing surface. 

The VTR Records 
Modulated FM Signals 

It would be almost impossible 
to  record  video  information 
directly onto the tape and play it 
back without distortions. For this 
reason, all recorders use the video 
signal to modulate an FM carrier 
and the FM signal is what is 
recorded on the tape and recov-
ered. This is single-sideband FM. 
This FM signal is in the range of 
4.28 MHz to 6.5 MHz for low-
band recorders, and 7.06 MHz to 
7.9 MHz for high-band recorders. 
High-band recorders offer better 
deviation  and therefore better 
video response, but are more 
expensive. 

At 15 inches per second, a 14" 
reel of tape has a total playing 
time of 92 minutes, or a little over 
an hour and a half on a quadru-
plex recorder. At 71/2 ips total 
playing time is 192 minutes or a 
little over three hours. 

The electronic signal response 
of a quadruplex recorder is very 
good. On a high-band machine, 
video response is flat to 4.1 MHz 
with a signal-to-noise ratio of 46 
dB. Audio response is plus or 
minus 2 dB from 50 Hz to 15 KHz 
at 15 ips. For color differential, 
phase is less than 4 degrees and 
differential gain is less than 4%. 
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With proper accessory equip-
ment, electronic editing is easy 
and precise on the quadruplex 
recorder. So much so that a single 
video frame can be removed or 
inserted without disturbing the 
rest of the tape. 
Quadrupl ex  recorders  are 

usually equipped with a video 
monitor, a waveform monitor, and 
an audio monitor so the program 
being taped can be accurately 
monitored both during recording 
and playback. 
One nice feature of quadruplex 

recorders is the complete inter-
changeability of tape. Any tape 
made on a quad machine can be 
played back on any other quad 
machine in the world, providing 
the power line standards are the 
same. This makes it a great boon 
to broadcasters who wish to pur-
chase tapes from each other, the 
networks or tape libraries. Actual-
ly, at this time, there are only two 
major manufacturers of quad tape 
machines in the world: RCA and 
Ampex. Lets look at some of the 

The Ampex VR-2000 high-band color VTR. 

models available from these two 
companies. 

Quads Are Big Investment 

The basic Ampex quad machine 
is themodel VR-1200B, available 
in either monochrome or color 
with a number of options. The 
lowest black and white version is 
$50,750 and the highest-priced 
color version is $71,750. An up-
graded  version  of  the  model 
VR-1200C ranges in price from 
$70,300  to  $89,500.  The 
VR-1200B is a color production 
unit that runs from $73,300 to 
$9 2,50 O.  The  new  AVR-1 
machine is automated. Its prices 
range  from  $103,000  to 
$111,895. Ampex also has a port-
able back-pack unit which can 
operate from either batteries or 
AC power and will record 20 
minutes of either black and white 
or color. It sells for $50,000. 
RCA has three basic models. 

The TR-60 for either black and 
white or color at $72,500, the 

TR7OB high-band color machine 
for $87,500, and the TR70C full 
production unit or $93,500. RCA 
also has a cartridge quadruplex 
tape machine for $89,500 which 
will play up to 22 three minute 
cartridges for spot announcements 
and commercials. 
As can be seen from the prices 

of these quadruplex recorders, 
they are out of reach for most 
CATV system operators except 
for the very few large systems 
with full production facilities. Nor 
is the purchase price of the 
machine the only major expense. 
An hour reel of 2" video tape 
costs over $200. Recording heads 
may last anywhere from  200 
hours to 1000 hours depending on 
use. New video head assemblies 
cost from $200 to over $3,000. 
You can see that it costs over 
$300 per hour to operate a quad 
machine. 
Next month we'll discuss helical 

scan video tape recorders, which 
are the most likely recorders to be 
used by CATV originators. 

The RCA TR-60 VTR. 
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Second Best. 

Our Model TW-5 
Granted, the trenching machine seldom 
misses. But if you're trying to save 
underground plant and prevent a mis-
hap (or even a disaster), then you need 
the Fisher M-Scope  Model TW-5. 
This compact and highly versatile in-
strument will locate underground pipe, 
cable, equipment boxes and other con-
cealed metal objects with reliable elec-
tronic accuracy. You might call TW-5 
a safety insurance policy. 
O Five operating modes for inductive 
or conductive locating, tracing or 
depth determination. 

O Dual-Tone signal solves local 
interference or noise problem. 

O All solid-state circuitry in easily 
serviceable plug-in modules; 
"Humiseal" moisture protection. 

O Built-in loudspeaker and battery 
test; 3-way power adjustment. 

Write today for complete literature. 

FISHER RESEARCH LABORATORY 
Palo Alto, California 94303 
Telephone: (415) 322-4646 

Studio Notebook 
answers to program problems 

QUESTION: (From  Dick 
Cox, Manager, Montana 

Video, Inc.) What are some help-
ful but inexpensive techniques 
for the cable newscaster? 

ANSWER: This will be the 
first  of three columns 

answering this question about 
one of the key programs for the 
cablecaster. This month we will 
cover "staging." The next two 
columns will provide hints on 
"delivery" (performance), and 
"program content." 
A  news  program  should 

convey a specific mood. First, it 
should be formal. Sets should 
not  be  elaborate.  Network 
shows are good examples of this. 
Second, the type of audience 
will tell you other things about 
your choice of stage articles. An 
afternoon news show, accentuat-
ing women's news, and delivered 
by a woman, should produce a 
soft, beautiful, feminine mood. 
It can be a little less formal and 
contain some props for effect. 
The evening news should be 
masculine, more formal, with a 
squarer pattern to the set. 
You will probably want to 

put the news set on a riser to 
keep the camera at eye level and 
fairly close (waist high picture 
or closer). If the newscaster 
looks up to the camera he will 
lose "authority" in his appear-

By Ken Lawson 

ance. On the other hand, if he 
looks down at the camera (and 
audience)  he  will  appear 
haughty. 
A good technique for a one-

man show with two cameras is 
shown  below.  This  multiple 
angle arrangement provides a 
different  set  for  news  (A), 
weather (B), and sports (C) 
without moving anything but 
the cameras and the direction 
the announcer faces. Each set is 

A 

\'  1, 

1;(t 

ONE-MAN NEWS 

separate from the other and can 
be any one of a number of 
backgrounds: graphics, logos, or 
colors. 
If commercial  breaks  are 

inserted between set changes, 
only one camera is necessary. fla 

A $10 check is yours when 
your question regarding cable-
casting is used in this column. 
Send  questions  to:  Studio 
Technology Editor, TV Com-
munications, 1900 West Yale, 
Englewood, Colorado 80110. 
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Bea 
doubter 
Go ahead. Challenge us when we say 

we can cut your maintenance costs. 

Keeping a good, crisp picture on tne home 

screens costs money. Manpower costs 
money. Equipment costs money. Time is 

money. We know that. 

But that's where we can save you 

money. The'S'Van-Mounted Aerial Lift 

is a one-man aerial workshop. It lifts 

tools, supplies, equipment —and your 

operator —right to the job. 

The whole operation is faster. No set-up 

time, no stabilizing jacks, no ladder climbing. 

Best of all —the price is low: close tc 

powered ladder trucks and hydraulic lifts. 

If you're a doubter, make us prove 

the'S'can save you more than 

enough money to pay for itself. 

1  

For details, write TELSTA Company, 

Division of General Cable Corporation, 

1700 Industrial Road, 

San Carlos, California 94070. 

Or telephone (415) 591-7611. 

TELSTA 
DIV N  eneral 



HO W DO YOU 
CONNECT 

ALL THIS CABLE 
TO THE LOCAL 
HIGH SCHOOL 
BASKETBALL 

GAME? 

The recent FCC ruling regarding local 
origination of TV programming caught 
many a cable owner at loose ends. 

But it's really a marvelous opportunity. 

And Ampex can help. Because Ampex 
equipment is in virtually every TV 
station in America. Which means we 
know TV broadcasting. And TV 
cablecasting. We're also pretty deep 
into closed-circuit TV for schools, 
hospitals, and businesses. Which 
means we have an extremely wide 
range of video equipment. 

And that means we can serve your 
needs precisely. We've developed 
complete, one-price "studio packages" 
at whatever level you want to start 
from. Like this, for example: A 
complete local origination studio 
system—including a VR 5100E 
Electronic Editing videotape recorder; 
a VP 4900C black and white and color 
playback unit; color monitor, two CC 
450 high resolution view finder 
cameras; an AC-125 portable television 
center with a switcher/fader; special 
effects generator; waveform samplers; 
three 9 inch monitors, etc.; tripods, 
zoom lens, lighting kit, cables, mikes, 
and headsets. All for less than $10,000. 

Technical questions? Our Video 
Institute offers courses to train you and 
your personnel in all phases of 
technique and production. 

Programming? Check out the Ampex 
Ideafile. It contains loads of 
suggestions and examples of what 
your viewers want to see. 

Give us a call. We're ready when you are. 

A MPEX 
Ampex Corporation, 
Educational and Industrial Products Division. 
2201 Lunt Avenue, Elk Grove Village, III. 60007 
(312) 956-1800 
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STUDIO 
.4-41.- Technology 

STUDIO 
Equipment 

A special monthly section devoted to TV 
programming operations in small studios 

Techno Modified Camera 

For Wider Lighting Ranges 

Techno Products Company has 
announced the availability of a 
modified version of the Sony 
DXC-5000 two-tube color camera. 
Techno's modified edition comes 
with a Plumbicon in the lumi-
nance channel. Originally using a 
Vidicon, the altered camera has 
reduced lag and improved low 
light level capability, while main-
taining ease of operation and 
stability. 
It is possible to get low lag 

color pictures with a light level of 
only 50 foot candles using this 

TV Communications 

compact 28 pound camera. With 
built in color bar generator, it is 
priced at $11,500. 
Additional accessories are avail-

able. They include: remote video 
controls, adaptor for the use of 
any C mounted lens, and a rack 
mount for the camera control 
unit. 
After modification, the camera 

is designated TPV-16P. For more 
details about the TPV-16P color 
camera, contact Techno Products 
at 7405 Greenbush Avenue, North 
Hollywood, California 91605.  0 

NEALE 
MODEL 

STB22 

SPLICERS 

TOOL BOX 
This Cable Spinning Splicers Tool Box is 
constructed of the finest plywood with metal 
reinforced corners both inside and out. This 
tool  box can  be used for carrying tools, 
inasmuch as the lid, when closed, is kept 
locked by the carrying handle. When in use on 
the platform the lid is raised and cadmium 
plated steel braces form a perfect seat for the 
work man with the tools within handy reach. 

The dimensions are 15 inches by 15 inches by 
6% inches and the weight is 12 lbs. Available 
from Cable Spinning Equipment Co mpany. 
Write or phone today for more information. 

CABI,E 
SPINNING 
EQUIPMENT 
COMPNNY 

3100 TOPEKA AVE. TOPEKA, KAN. 

New Phone No. — 913-267-0234 Dept. oi-Nvod 





GUARDSMAN 
SERIES 

"Scotch" Brand's newest video tape. 
You'd think we invented it especially 

for CATV origination. 
Our new Guardsman series helical video tape gives 

you precisely the qualities you need most for program 
origination. Superb performance 

in color or black and white. 
Reduced dropouts. Improved 

signal-to-noise ratio. 
Improved RF output. 

But that's only the beginning. 
Guardsman's special back 

treatment actually helps guard 
itself against damage, 

protecting your valuable 
programming. 

Its exclusive back treatment 
resists scratching, reduces 
polyester redeposits on the 
oxide surface and makes 
possible longer tape life. 

Guardsman helps solve 
handling problems, too. Runs 

smoother on any VTR transport. 
Its tighter, more even wind 
virtually eliminates cinching 
and windowing, halts capstan 

slippage. 

SEcitch 

What's more the highly conductive back treatment 
reduces the static attraction of airborne contaminants that 

cause dropouts and damage to 
tape and VTR heads. 

Make your next video tape 
investment in "Scotch" Brand's 
Guardsman — the ideal tape 
for CATV originations. 
For more information, call 
collect to Mr. Jack Bondus 
(612) 733-7627. 

• 

3M Company, Magnetic Products Division 
3M Center, St. Paul, Minn. 55101 

0 Please arrange a demonstration of Guardsman. 

0 Send your free Electography Producers Manual. 

NAME   

ADDRESS   

CITY  STATF  ZIP   

PHONE: (area code   

TYPE OF VTR EQUIPMENT   

3 COMPANY 

"Scotch" is a registered trademark of 3M Co. 



STUDIO 
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Pre-Fabricated 
Scenery Solves 
Important 
Production 
Problems 

11wEn 

{VTOL uses this set of pre-fab 
scenic units for their local news and 
special events programs. 

Very shortly, many Cable operators 
will begin originating their own 
programs. When they do, they will 
face the problem of trying to make 
their programs look as good visually 

as those broadcast by the commer-
cial stations. An ideal solution to 
the problem is to use pre-fabricated 
scenery, a material already widely 
employed throughout the television 
industry. Basically this material is a 

series of vacuum formed, three 
dimensional scenic units which are 
hand painted and come ready to 
use. They realistically simulate a 
wide range of exterior and interior 
wall surfaces yet are relatively low 
in cost and can be set up easily by 
one man. They enable production 
men to create attractive, impressive 
looking program settings quickly, 
inexpensively and with a minimum 
crew. The set illustrated above is 
just one example of what can be 
done with these pre-fab scenic 
units. For a catalog and more infor-
mation on this material, write 

Feller Vacuum 
Form Studios 
Dept. TVC, 381 Canal Pl. N.Y. 10451 

CATV 

Programming 
software news and tips 

Program  origination  is fast 
becoming a major interest of cable 
people throughout the country. 
Some 250 systems already do 
some local origination. Surpris-
ingly, most of these systems are 
smaller than the 3,500 subscriber 
group which the FCC says must 
begin originating by April 1 of 
next year. The FCC requirement 
will bring another 250 or more 
systems into cablecasting. 
This new column will bring TV 

Communications  readers  a 
monthly up-dating of develop-
ments in the software business 
. . . as it relates to the cable 
industry. This is where you will 
find news, tips and suggestions to 
aid in programming your origina-
tion channel(s) effectively. 
Viacom International, Inc. is a 

new name in the CATV software 
business. Viacom is the new public 
corporation into which CBS plans 
to spin-off its CATV and tele-
vision  program  operations 
(previously known as CBS Enter-
prises, Inc.). The firm provides 
programming only. . . no  hard-
ware is included. They supply 
"everything an operator needs to 
put (15 hours per week) on the air 
from his studio, with his camera, 
using local  hosts and partici-
pants." For example, they provide 
such things as scripts, graphics, 
audio tapes, film clips, props, set 
designs, light plots and camera 
instructions. Cablemen can reach 
Viacom through the CBS offices 
at 51 West 52nd Street, New 
York, New York 10019, (212) 
765-4321. 
Satori Productions, Inc. is a 

program distributor that was not 
included in the August, 1970, TV 

Communications  Directory  of 
Software  Suppliers. Satori cur-
rently distributes four series to 
cable  systems.  PRIVATE 
SCREENING  is a series  of 
"experimental and underground 
films,"  with  a host.  MOON-
DREAM is a series of children's 
programs. THE CINEMA consists 
of movie reviews and movie clips. 
SATORI is the name of a fourth 
series described as "music and 
comedy. . . fast  new  format." 
Pricing information was not given 
in Satori's release. Contact Satori 
Productions directly for further 
information at Post Office Box 
688, Radio City Station, New 
York, New York 10019. 
Another firm that was not 

included in the Software Direc-
tory is Thomas J. Valentino, Inc., 
supplier of special sound effects 
and mood music. Their music 
library consists of over 70 hours 
of music in a set of 110 records. 
Music ranges from openings and 
closings to bridges, fanfares, etc. 
Their sound effect library has over 
500 selections from thunder and 
wind to rodeo sounds and flushing 
toilets. Certainly each of these 
sounds will be useful in the 
preparation  of  unique  CATV 
productions. For further informa-
tion on these two libraries write 
150 West 46th Street, New York, 
New York 10036. 
A special cablecasting session 

will be part of the October 4-9 
Conference of the Society of 
Motion  Picture and Television 
Engineers at New York's Hilton 
Hotel. The session will cover auto-
mated programming, closed-circuit 
standards, super-eight and other 
film techniques.  VD 
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dunk it 
Silvertap II is not just waterproof . . . it's moist 
air and corrosive fume proof. It won't breathe a 
drop, even if left underwater indefinitely. Other 
taps may be rainproof, but they still breathe in 
and breathe out. The complete sealing of the 
Silvertap II is a bonus that lets you forget about 
moisture and corrosion. 

• 

test it 

(,41L--45liv  

model 
insertion 
loss 

return 
input 

loss, 
output 

dB 
tap 

isolation, 
tap-tap 

dB, min. 
tap-outpu 

ST- -10-4 3.5 dB 20 20 18 20 26 
ST-l-14-4 1.8 dB 20 20 18 20 26 
ST- -17-4 0.9 dB 20 20 18 20 26 
ST- -20-4 0.7 dB 20 20 18 20 26 
ST- -23-4 0.4 dB 20 20 18 20 26 
ST- -26-4 0.3 dB 20 20 18 20 26 
ST- -29-4 0.3 dB 20 20 18 20 29 

slice it 
Every Silvertap is filled with a special closed-cell 
polyurethane foam. Moisture cannot enter, can-
not become trapped inside, and cannot cause 
loss of performance. Even if you sliced the side 
right off the nickel-plated housing, the Silvertap 
would continue to perform, year after year, in 
any environment. 

nrice it 
ST-II is available in vaues from 10 to 29 dB, with 
two or four outputs and with .412 or .500 cable 
connectors. 
LIST PRICES (subject to discounts) 
ST-II-2-412 two output, .412 fittings . $13.50 
ST-II-2-500 two output, .500 fittings . . 15.50 
ST-II-4-412 four output, .412 fittings  14.00 
ST-II-4-500 four output, .500 fittings  . 16.00 

AMECO Incorporated, Box 13741, Phoenix, Arizona 85002, Telephone 602/252-7731 



CATV Technical Standards: 

A Review of FCC Proposals 
Comments on the proposed CATV technical 
standards are due October 7th. This review 
will provide the background. Form your 
opinions and speak out to the FCC. 

By G. Norman Penwell 
Director of Engineering 
National Cable Television Association 

It should not go unnoticed that of the seven CATV documents released by the FCC on July 1, 1970, 
the Notice of Proposed Rules for Technical Stan-
dards, Docket No. 18894, was the only one adopted 
without a single dissenting opinion. Either this 
subject is spectacularly uncontroversial or the Com-
missioners have developed a unanimously dim view of 
the technical perfor ance of the CATV industry. 
The December 1968 Docket 18397 informed the 

industry that the Commission intended to issue a 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

G.  Norman Penwell  is 
Director of Engineering 
for the NCTA. During the 
two years he has been with 
NCTA,  he  has  been 
responsible for coordina-
tion of engineering activi-
ties between the cable 
industry  and  industries 
represented  by  such 
groups as NAB, IEEE, 
EIA, NAEB and SMPTE. 
He serves as the NCTA 

liaison with the engineering office of the FCC. Penwell 
got started in cable television in 1953. He started 
systems in Bozeman and Livingston, Montana, and has 
operated radio and television stations in Montana. 
Penwell speaks frequently before state and regional 
CATV groups and professional engineering groups. 

further notice to consider technical standards. This 
has now been done in the manner of responding 
affirmatively to the petition of Hammett and Edison, 
consulting engineers, asking that rulemaking be 
initiated to establish technical standards. All technical 
matters referred to in Docket 18397 have now been 
transferred to the new Docket 18894 "so they may 
be given separate and early consideration." Com-
ments on the proposed rules are due by October 7, 
1970, and replies to comments by October 28, 1970. 
While the Notice includes the proposed rules as 

appendix A, the seven pages of introductory remarks 
address themselves mainly to three issues that are not 
strictly "technical standards." To this extent, the 
Notice is somewhat in the nature of an inquiry into 
the pro's and con's of requirements for: (1) minimum 
channel capacity, (2) limited two-way communica-
tions for every subscriber, and (3) studio and distribu-
tion facilities for each community within a franchised 
area. The implications of these introductory remarks 
will be considered first. 

Minimum Channel Capacity 

The Commission is now on record as acknowledg-
ing the argument the cable industry has long been 
making, "Our present over-the-air television system 
operates as an economy of scarcity . . whereas . . . 
cable television offers the technological and economic 
potential of an economy of abundance." 
The Commission is particularly interested in seeing 

large metropolitan markets built with sufficient 
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the first texit 
book 
SPECIFICi 
OF CATV 
by 
Donald W. Becker, Sc. D. 

A MUST for all 
CATV Technicians and Engineers 

• How signal processors and amplifiers work 
• The behavior of cable 
• Powering and power supplies 
• Passive devices 
• Records — Schematics — Pictures 

RESERVE YOUR COPY NOW 
1 copy $14.95 

2 copies $29.00 
Each additional copy $12.00 

l'Add state and local taxes 
plus $.50 handling and postage 

CETC PRESS 
513 Manitou Ave. 
Manitou Springs, Colo. 
80829 

Please send me   copies of Specifics of CATV. I 

am enclosing $  C 0 D orders send $3.00 

deposit. 

NAME   

ADDRESS   

CITY  -  STATE ZIP 

capacity to meet the foreseeable demand. It notes 
that many such systems are being constructed with 
20 channel capacity and it has been advised (by 
whom?) that 40 channel systems can be built 
"without too great an incremental cost over a 20 
channel system." The industry is requested to com-
ment upon what the minimum capacity should be, 
what lesser capacity should be required for smaller 
markets, and . what the basis should be for categoriz-
ing market size for these purposes. For example, the 
top 25 SMSA's (standard metropolitan statistical 
area) might have a requirement for at least 25 
channels, all other SMSA's at least 12 channels, and 
markets outside SMSA's at least 5 channel capacity 
(many small and remote markets strain to receive 
three off-the-air signals and a requirement to distri-
bute more then the low-band VHF channels would 
represent an unnecessary burden that would serve no 
useful purpose). 

The important thing to note is that on the basis of 
the industry's comments, the Commission is going to 
specify some minimum channel requirement, and all 
systems will be required to comply within some 
conversion period. It behooves this industry to 
respond carefully and thoughtfully to this issue with 
detailed economic and engineering data to defend the 
minimum's we suggest, and the best classification of 
market or system size to which the minimums would 
apply. 
The definition of channel capacity also needs some 

further clarification. For example, would a channel 
maintained on the entire system but delivered only to 
doctors (medical information channel) be included in 
the count towards minimum channel capacity? Also, 
would a full video channel in the reverse direction 
qualify as one of the minimum channel requirements? 
Another problem, most serious, is that the Com-

mission has apparently given little thought to the 
receiver-CATV interface once we go beyond the 12 
VHF channel system. The receiver compatibility 
problem is severe enough with the 12 channel system 
since receivers are designed around the Commission's 
Sixth Report and Order regarding broadcast television 
which did not allocate adjacent channels to a single 
market. CATV systems have been able to distribute 
adjacent channels only by careful adjustment and 
maintenance of adjacent channel signal levels and not 
by virtue of any receiver design optimized for CATV 
use. Except for the dual-cable systems (and the use of 
an A-B switch) more-than-12-channel systems are a 
step backward to the days prior to the All-Channel 
Receiver law in that they must use an additional 
converter to get the signal from the cable to the set. 

A cable television receiver is sorely needed to solve 
this and other cable/CATV interface problems. How-
ever, this implies that all systems use a standard 
allocation of cable spectrum for channels other than 
the usual 12 VHF broadcast assignments. The CATV 
industry has just not come to grips with the problem 
of how to best use the cable spectrum for more-than-
12-channels. There have been about as many different 
proposals as there are manufacturers; perhaps this 
proceeding before the FCC is the instrument that will 
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the world's finest transformer 
This is the world's finest transformer. Maximum loss (5-300 

.25 DB, with average about 

VSVVR less than 1.15 

(return loss better than 

23 DB.) It has "direct 

pickup" cancellation 

of braid currents. Both 

300 OHM Leads have 

blocking capacitors. 

The special "0" ring 

clamps so firmly the 

customer can't pull 

it out of the F-59.  

and the F-59/F61 are 

a new breed, Hamlin 

exclusive. The spade 

lugs have "Turned Up" 

noses that won't slip 

from the screws. The 

poly in the twin lead 

and the copper in the 

For additional information or 
specifications on Hamlin 
Matching Transformers, wire, 
write, or phone today. 

Megacycles) is only 

.15 DB. Response is extended to 900 megacycles, 

poly are extra heavy. 

-/  This is the first of many 

Hamlin passive devices 

shortly to be announced. 

They will all be 5-900 

megacycles. Some day 

you will need that response. 

Get it now! We sell these 

at a very special price 

to "MSO'S". To us YOU 

ARE AN MSO. The price 

is S75.00 per hundred . 

75c per transformer. Sold 

only in 100 unit packages. 

Order a few hundred now! 

The quality is unmatched by 

competitors at almost 

double the price. 

INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 

126-B S.W. 153rd St. / Seattle, Wash. 98166 / (206) 246-9330 



How to get GOOD RECEPTION 
Standardize on PREFOR MED for your CATV system 
Protect your customers from service failures with: 1. Lashing Rods.  Write for CATV FOLIO of product information: 
Easy on the cable; easy to apply. 2. Telegrip. Takes the squeeze off  PREFORMED LINE PRODUCTS COMPANY, 5349 
RG 59/U coaxial wire at tap, pole, and house drop; yet holds full RBS.  St. Clair Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44103. 
3. False Dead-Ends. Eliminate need to cut the strand; permit continu-
ous stringing. 4. GUY-GRIP  Dead-Ends. Easiest, safest, lowest cost 
method of dead-ending strand on down guys and messenger. 5. Safety 
Guy Wire Dispenser. Eliminates runaway coils of strand; makes coil 
payout a one-man job. 6. Teletap Connector. Easy, low-cost way to 
make a dead-end on coaxial wire without using a span clamp. 7. Plastic 
Guy Guard. Full-circle protection. No sharp edges; no rusting; no nuts 
or bolts. Comes in three colors. 8. Strand Splices. Make quick, safe 
strand splices without tools. Spinner rides smoothly over splice. 9. Figure 
8 Dead-Ends. Inexpensive trouble-free dead-end, for use on Figure 8 
coaxial messenger. 10. Preformed Stainless Steel Dead-Ends. 
Custom design dead-end for use with foam type RG 59/U coaxial wire 

3. False Dead-Ends 

4 
GUY-GRIP' 
Dead-Ends 

1. Lashing Rods 

5. Saftey Guy Wire Dispenser 

7. 
Plastic 
Guy 
Guard 

8. 
Strand 
Splices 

FOEFOO&EID7 
In tf, WEST 

Illikk 
In the MID WEST In the SOUTH 

Th 
PALO ALTO, CALIF CLEVELAND, OHIO TUCKER, GEORGIA 

6. Teletap 
Connector 

9. Figure 8 
Dead-End > el . 

10. Preformed Stainless Steel 
Dead-Ends 



prod the industry into a competent in-depth analysis 
on the use of the cable spectrum that will then 
provide the basis for the development of a truly 
cable-compatible television receiver. Then we will 
know the maximum number of video channels that 
can realistically be distributed by the single coaxial 
cable. Certainly there is no technical magic about the 
numbers "20" or "40." These numbers have simply 
been "picked out of thin air" with little, if any, 
engineering reason for their being suggested. 

Two-Way Cable Communication 

.1 requirement for 2-way communication from 
each subscriber (if desired) is also under consideration 
for future systems. The Notice speaks of a 4 KHz 
message channel that could be shared by a limited 
number of other subscribers (such that queing would 
not be a problem). The intent is not clear as to 
whether a 4 KHz information rate (or data rate) 
should be available for a limited time for each 
subscriber or whether a time-shared 4 KHz party-line 
for binary responses would be satisfactory. In the 
latter event several hundred or maybe thousands of 
subscribers could share a 4 KHz channel without 
significant queing, with subscriber responses being of 
the "yes-no" type. 
Future systems could consider installing a separate 

twisted-pair (as distinguished from using the coaxial 
cable) for this purpose, although this approach runs 
contrary to the wide-band data potential of the cable. 
System designers might actually find it just as easy to 
install several hundred kilohertz of reverse communi-
cations capability — and indeed this would make 
more sense in many respects. (Editorial Note: For an 
in-depth review of state-of-the-art CATV technology 
as it relates to more-than-12-channel capacity and 
two-way cable communications, the reader is invited 
to see the four-part series "Expanding Cable Capa-
bility" by TVC Technical Editor, I. Switzer. That 
series began in June, 1970 and concludes in the 
October issue.) 

Local Origination Centers 
Separate origination centers is the third issue raised 

in the introductory remarks of this Notice. Since the 
cable can be uniquely local in its distribution, the 
Commission feels this attribute of cable systems 
should be developed to the extent that every com-
munity within the franchise area should have avail-
able a separate channel for (on a when desired basis) 
community expression. 
The suggestion is that studio and production 

facilities be available on a community basis. This 
implies, then, that the distribution system must 
recognize  distinguishable  communities,  and  the 
system distribution must be designed accordingly. 
That is, each community must, in effect, have its own 
head-end. System distribution will have to be laid out 
carefully so that parts of a "community" are not 
delivered signals from the feeder lines of another 
"community" within the franchise area. 
The details of what constitutes a "community" are 
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to be left in the hands of the local franchising 
authorities, but the Commission is seeking comments 
on what the appropriate guidelines should be. For 
example, should 25,000-50,000 households be con-
sidered generally as a "community." 
Some thought should be given to the possibility of 

time-sharing a single local community channel. For 
example, if the communities are small, it is doubtful 
that a single small community could or would even 
want to originate a consistent and extensive program 
schedule. Therefore, small-community needs might 
fairly be served by time-sharing a single channel 
dedicated to local service. The Commission will want 
the industry's comments on this issue, also. 

The Conversion Period 
Three years is proposed as the period during which 

time all systems are expected to bring their technical 
performance into compliance with the new rules. For 
some of the requirements proposed, the three-year 
period seems unduly short and will no doubt repre-
sent considerable hardship on some systems. If VHF 
broadcasters were required to move to UHF assign-
ments, it is doubtful the FCC would require that they 
complete the conversion in three years. The three-
year requirement is just too short in several instances 
and does not allow a CATV operator sufficient time 
to amortize an investment made in good faith and 
which, at the time, may have represented the state-of-
the-art. A ten-year conversion period might be more 
appropriate. 
Certification of compliance with the technical 

standards must be filed annually following the initial 
conversion period and will consist of performance 
data submitted as measured at three widely separated 
subscriber terminals, one of which must represent the 
longest cable distance from system input. This 
procedure differs from that allowed the broadcaster 
who does not file an annual certification with the 
FCC. The Commission inquires of the broadcaster, 
only at the time of license renewal, "When did you 
make your last proof-of-performance?" 

It is important to note that the requirement is for 
data to be taken at the subscribers' terminal. We have 
a basic problem right here. The subscribers' terminal 
is a 300 ohm balanced input; but CATV test 
instrumentation is commonly made for 75 ohm 
unbalanced measurements. To make the measurement 
at the 300 ohm terminal, we would have to put two 
BALUN's back-to-back, and incur the additional loss 
and cumbersomeness of this method. It is hoped that 
the Commission could be pursuaded to accept 75 
ohm measurements, perhaps on the condition that 
the operator certify that BALUN loss is no more than 
1 dB. 
There is the further problem of gaining access to 

the three subscriber terminals. All the required 
performance data could just as well, and with 
considerably more ease, be obtained by measuring 
from a test output of the last amplifier (line-
extender) prior to the subscribers' terminals. For 
example, to measure S/N at the subscriber terminal 
will require the insertion of an amplifier of known 
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noise-figure ahead of the signal level meter. 
The certification procedure also requires an opera-

tor to file a statement of system channel capacity, 
listing the cable television channels (only off-the-air 
channels) delivered to subscribers, the stations whose 
signals are delivered to subscribers on those channels, 
and the minimum visual signal level that is maintained 
on each channel under normal operating conditions 
(presumably signal level at the subscriber terminal is 
what is desired here). Only the above cable television 
channels are involved in the measurement data to be 
submitted and certified. 
Seven new definitions are being added to the rules, 

paragraphs (1) through (r). Note that a cable tele-
vision channel is defined as a "standard television 
broadcast channel." This seems to exempt any signal 
that is not first picked up off-the-air. System noise is 
defined as that noise in the central 4 MHz of the 6 
MHz channel (4 MHz being the approximate noise 
bandwidth of the typical television receiver). 

Frequency Boundaries 
The frequency boundaries, as they appear to the 

receiver, are to be maintained in accordance with the 
Table of Allocations, para 73.603(a) of the rules with 
the visual carrier to be maintained 1.25 MHz ± 25 
KHz above the lower boundary of the channel and 
the aural carrier to be 4.5 MHz ±-1 KHz above the 
visual carrier. 
On the visual carriers this tolerance amounts to: 

Channel  Visual Frequency  % Tolerance Allowed 
2  55.25 MHz  .04525 % 
13  211.25  .01185 
14  471.25  .00525 
83  885.25  .00282 

For heterodyne front-end units that come back 
on-channel after conversion to i-f (using the same LO 
for both up and down conversion) the tolerance 
maintained will be that of the broadcast station and 
there should be no problem since the broadcast 
tolerance is tighter than the proposed rules. For other 
conversions, the tolerance could become a problem. 
Most heterodyne units on the market today advertise 
a crystal stability of .005%. However, this specifica-
tion is usually the tolerance to which the crystal was 
originally ground; it is not necessarily the tolerance of 
the crystal after it is placed in the holder, nor of the 
oscillator circuit after packaging in the heterodyne 
unit. 
We are clearly in trouble in the case of UHF-to-

VHF conversions. We will have the conversion period 
(whatever that turns out to be) to retrofit with 
tighter tolerance crystals, or in the case of UHF 
perhaps crystal ovens will have to be used to maintain 
stability. To my knowledge, no manufacturer for the 
CATV industry is currently offering a UHF converter 
that would meet the specification — not that it can't 
be done, it will just cost more. 
The same comments apply to systems that have 

microwave feeds wherein the signal must be re-modu-
lated on channel. Most modulators are also spec'd at a 
crystal tolerance of .005%. However, in those few 
instances when a microwave feed does not transmit 
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the aural carrier in the diplexed mode as originally 
broadcast (i.e. 4.5 MHz above the visual carrier) the 
reconstitution of the aural carrier to the 1 KHz 
tolerance is going to require special effort (and 
dollars). 
Moreover, the proposed tolerance does not seem 

properly addressed to the problem. The governing 
situation, which must be controlled, is the nearness of 
the lower adjacent sound-carrier to the desired 
visual-carrier which causes sound interference in the 
picture the nearer it gets. The upper adjacent channel 
(and its visual-carrier) can deviate further downward 
into the desired channel. So, the controlling tolerance 
must be applied to the lower adjacent carrier and it 
should probably be the same as the broadcast 
tolerance. 
The broadcast tolerance would allow: (1) two 10 

KHz offsets, (2) the desired visual channel could 
deviate downward 1 KHz, (3) the lower adjacent 
channel visual-carrier (carrying along its aural carrier) 
could deviate upward 1 KHz, and (4) the aural carrier 
of the lower adjacent channel could also independent-
ly deviate upward 1 KHz. These allowable (within 
broadcast tolerance) deviations add up to 23 KHz or 
a separation of no less than 5.977 MHz between 
visual-carriers of the desired and lower adjacent 
channel that should not be compromised. 
There is no need for such a tight tolerance in the 

other direction, however, and 70 or 80 KHz might 
prove to be very satisfactory. The total tolerance then 
required of CATV could be on the order of 100 KHz 
(rather than the 50 KHz proposed) and no technical 
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compromise of performance at the subscriber termi-
nals would have been effected. Thus system operators 
could order .005% crystals for the center of their 
individual tolerance requirement depending upon 
whether they used the lower adjacent channel. 

Visual Signal Level 
The visual signal level at the subscribers' terminals 

is to be no less than 0 dBmV. This is a well accepted 
minimum design goal for modern systems and seems 
to be well founded in theory. (Editorial Note: For 
greater background on this subject, the reader is 
referred to figure 3 of "CATV Systems, Design 
Philosophy and Performance Criteria.. . ," J. R. 
Palmer, IEEE Transaction on Broadcasting, Vol., 
BC-13, No. 2, April 1967. That article indicates that 
for subscriber levels of 0 dBmV or better, observer 
ratings of picture quality tend to become indepen-
dent of receiver noise figure.) Many older systems 
were not designed to this goal, however, and it will be 
costly for such systems to be brought into com-
pliance. In fact, many systems with an intended goal 
of delivering 0 dBmV to subscribers may be surprised 
to find that 25% to 30% of their subscriber drops are 
not meeting their intended goals. The proposed rules 
will mean closer attention to installation practices. 
The further requirement that this level be main-

tained within 6 dB of its minimum value (the value 
the operator listed with the Commission in the 
certification) would appear to serve no useful pur-
pose. The governing concern, as mentioned previous-
ly, is the adjacent channel level and the proposed 
requirement that these be within 6 dB of the desired 
channel is probably none too tight a specification. If 
adjacent channel levels are sufficiently controlled, 
there should be no reason for other level criteria. 
Receiver age action must work in the off-the-air signal 
environment of 100 microvolts to several hundred 
millivolts — and surely no CATV system is going to 
exceed those limits. 
The suppression of the aural-carrier to between 13 

and 17 dB below the visual-carrier is certainly 
appropriate for systems carrying adjacent channels, 
but the specification is not necessary for some of the 
smaller systems that may not be using adjacent 
channels. This provision, hopefully, will be changed 
since the introduction of additional head-end equip-
ment for the purpose of gaining this separate aural-
carrier control would serve no useful purpose. 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
The signal-to-noise ratio at the subscriber terminals 

is to be maintained at no less than 36 dB for signals 
that serve the CATV system community with Grade 
B or better or are first picked up within a Grade B 
contour for microwave relay to the system head-end. 
This requirement may prove more difficult to meet 
than appears at first blush since most system specifi-
cations refer to trunk line characteristics whereas the 
FCC proposal specifies S/N at the subscriber terminal. 
Again, new systems should find this requirement 
within their grasp, but older systems may have to 
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Copies of the FCC documents on technical standards, 

including the proposed rules and introductory remarks, are 

available by writing to the author at 918 Sixteenth Street 

N. W., Washington, D.C. 20006. 

redesign to comply with the new rules. 
S/N requirement pertains only to Grade B or better 

signals, but it is also meant to include any CARS 
band equipment between the head-end and the 
antenna pickup. Moreover, since the measurement 
method suggested by the FCC says that the antenna 
may be disconnected and replaced with a terminating 
resistor, there is the clear implication that any 
microwave equipment between antenna and sub-
scriber must be included in this measurement. This 
section of the proposed rules may have to be 
rewritten since this measurement scheme obviously 
won't work where a baseband microwave feed is 
re-modulated on channel. In these cases, terminating 
a remote antenna input is not going to turn off the 
carriers of the modulator which precludes the 
accurate measurement of noise in the channel. 
The specification on hum and other undesirable 

low-frequency components in the visual signal (para 
74.1153 (a) (7)) is apparently the only case in which 
the video waveform must be examined. The require-
ment to keep these components below 5 percent of 
the visual signal level is probably not really satis-
factory, but it is apparent where this specification 
originated. It is quite similar to para 73.682(a) (16) 
of the rules on transmission standards for television 
broadcasters, however, the paragraph in the broadcast 
rules goes on to say: "This provision is subject to 
change but is considered the best practice under the 
present state-of-the-art. It will not be enforced 
pending a further determination thereof." 
Proposed rule para 74.1153(a)  (10) requires 

coherent interference disturbances including inter-
modulation and co-channel to be suppressed 46 dB 
below the desired visual-signal level. The disturbing 
part of this specification is that it includes co-
channel. A CATV operator has little, if any, control 
over co-channel picked up via the antenna. During the 
seasons favorable for "skip" (bounce from Sporadic E 
layers), co-channel becomes severe in Grade A and 
even within some City Grade contours. The co-
channel requirement should pertain only to system-
generated co-channel or co-channel induced in the 
system exclusive of the antenna pickup. 

Isolation Requirements 

The terminal isolation requirement of 30 dB 
between subscribers is going to prove difficult for 
older systems. It is only recently that the industry has 
had available directional couplers and passive tap 
devices of 30 dB isolation between spigots. The 
combination of the 0 dBmV minimum level require-
ment and the subscriber terminal isolation of 30 dB 
can mean, in many instances, respacing of amplifiers, 
addition of amplifiers, and addition of modern 
customer tap devices. As mentioned previously, the 
three-year conversion period seems unduly short 

unless the Commission adopts a more liberal attitude 
toward the granting of hardship waivers. 

Radiation Limitations 

The radiation limitations, formerly in para 15, 
Subpart D, para's 15.161-15.165, have been incorpo-
rated in the proposed rules with some changes. The 
more lenient radiation limits for sparsely settled areas 
have been deleted; and the high VHF band limitation 
of 50 uV/m (132 MHz-216 MHz) has now been 
reduced to the 20 uV/m requirement of the low-band 
(54 MHz-132 MHz). A further subtlety appears in the 
reference to the measuring equipment to be used. The 
former wording was "A field strength meter using a 
horizontal dipole antenna shall be employed." The 
proposed rule in para 74.1155(h) (1) reads: "A field 
strength meter of adequate accuracy using a hori-
zontal dipole antenna shall be employed." It may be 
that meters such as the Jerrold 704-B cannot be used 
for radiation measurements unless the calibration can 
be proven. 
The aggregate effect of the rules, as proposed, 

means that many systems may be faced with a 
considerable investment in newer equipment and 
system layout changes in order to fully comply with 
the specifications. The cost of test equipment alone, 
to fully implement these measurements, can be on 
the order of $15,000 (a bare and marginal minimum) 
to $25,000. 
Let us hope that the Commission does not lose 

sight of the fact that any specification proposed 
should serve a useful and desired purpose. This 
concept is summed up best in the words of Donald G. 
Fink, former editor of the Proceedings of the IEEE 
and vice-chairman of the National Television System 
Committee, in his article in the Color Television issue 
of the Proceedings (October, 1951):".. . a television 
system should never be called upon to reproduce an 
image that is 'more than pleasing'. This seemingly 
trivial limit on the required excellence of a television 
system has profound influence on the cost of 
rendering the service and the amount of radio 
spectrum space required. It implies that the system 
should not have capabilities beyond the reproduction 
of a satisfactory (pleasing) image, since such capa-
bilities cost dear, in money and in spectrum 
resources."  133 
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Expanding to17 Channels: 
How They Do It in Seattle 
Technical Editor Switzer concludes 
his series on "Expanded Cable Capability" 
by drawing attention to this practical 
approach to increased channels. 

By James A. Hirsh field, Jr., President 
and Jerry A. Laufer, Vice President 
Crystal Cablevision, Inc. 
Seattle, Washington 

Crystal  Cablevision,  Inc. has 
developed a new method of 

CATV  signal  distribution  for 
apartment  house  areas.  This 
method:  Expands  deliverable 
channels  from  12  to  17 . . . 
minimizes customer orientation 
and  operation  problems. . . is 
technically uncomplicated, easy to 
install, and built with "off the 
shelf"  equipment. .. and  costs 
$9.00 or less per customer in 
additional expenses to install. 
The bright future projected for 

cable television is based on the 
elimination of a monopoly of 
nature — the frequency spectrum. 
Cable TV provides more television 
channels than can be delivered 
through the air. Technologically, 
any number of channels can be 
delivered.  Economically,  cable 
systems generally have been halted 
at the twelve channel level. 
There  are  several  practical 

reasons for this limitation. Dual 
systems, while effective, encom-
pass a large investment in facili-
ties. They provide an external 
switch at the customer's TV set 
which he must learn to use. Con-

verters also involve a large invest-
ment, and to date have proven to 
have some technical problems. 
They  also  cause  substantial 
customer  orientation problems. 
UHF converters again involve a 
substantial investment. 
Thus,  attempts  to  expand 

channel capacity beyond 12 have 
not met with satisfactory solu-
tions to date. 
Crystal Cablevision constructed 

a Starline 20 plant in the apart-
ment area of Seattle two years 
ago. Originally, this system was 
structured to deliver 17 channels 
through  use of standard  con-
verters. Technical and customer 
orientation problems caused the 
system to go to a 12 channel 
operation, similar to most of the 
20 channel systems constructed to 
date. The area originally cabled by 
Crystal contained 840 home and 
apartment units per mile, sitting 
one to three miles from the three 
network  transmitters.  These 
strong local signals were placed 
off-channel in the 12 channel 
operation. Our problem, then, was 
to find a method of delivering 

more than 12 channels which was 
acceptable from the standpoint of 
customer  orientation,  technical 
performance, and cost. 

Block Conversion To UHF 

All TV sets sold since 1965 
have contained UHF tuners. This 
comprises somewhat over half the 
TV sets presently in use. The 
customer,  while  not  usually 
trained to utilize the UHF dial 
correctly, is nevertheless more 
familiar with this tuner than most 
external devices we might attach 
to his set. We felt that use of this 
dial to deliver extra channels 
would  substantially reduce the 
customer orientation problem. 
Most of Crystal's customers live 

in apartment buildings and are fed 
from a distribution box on the 
building. These buildings average 
25 units each. The runs within the 
building vary from 50 feet to 150 
feet. The calculations below are 
based on 100 foot runs. The 
aluminum  foil, solid dielectric 
"59" size cable loss at channel 13 
is about 5 dB. The loss at channel 
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22 (the highest channel used) is 
about 8 dB. 
If we could technically convert 

additional channels to UHF at 
each distribution box, we would 
substantially solve the problem of 
cost by using a normal 12 channel 
existing plant, at all points except 
the distribution box, to deliver 
our signals. 
A 20-unit building was chosen 

for installation on a pilot project 
basis. A bench test was made of 
the system, which checked out 
favorably. We went ahead with 
installation of the pilot project. 

Pilot Project 
Installation 
Figure 1 is a block diagram of 

the delivery system. Five mid-
band channels are converted to 
five of the nine UHF positions 
available on the Vikoa converter. 
This enables us to use every other 
UHF position and avoid potential 
adjacent channel tuning problems 
for the customer, while limiting 
the harmonic problems occasioned 
in  20-channel  operation  by 
carriage of signals in the mid-band 
and the low-band. Table 1 shows 
the mid-band channels and the 
UHF frequencies to which they 
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are converted. 
The system head-end equip-

ment  consists  of conventional 
heterodyne converters with band-
pass  filters  and  a directional 
coupler  output  system.  No 
changes are made in the head-end. 
In the distribution box at the 

apartment house (see figure 1), 
the  VHF  is tapped  off the 
incoming drop through a 20 dB 
directional  coupler.  This  was 
necessary because this particular 
building had an amplifier located 
on the strand, and the Vikoa 
converter is designed for low level 
operation. The converter used has 
about 3 dB of loss for an output 
of plus 12 dBmV. This output is 
amplified to +40 dBmV with a 
Blonder-Tongue CUB-29P ampli-
fier. The UHF is then mixed with 
the  VHF  through  a Jerrold 
F C 0- 3 2 0  UHF-VHF  splitter-
mixer. The combined UHF-VHF is 
split with a network of splitters to 
feed each apartment. The Jerrold 
1596 and 1597 splitters have a 
pass-band of 20-890 MHz. The 
loss and isolation of these splitters 
are not as good as VHF splitters. 
Loss is typically 3.5 dB VHF and 
4.5 dB UHF. Isolation is 18-20 dB 
VHF and 12-15 dB UHF. With 
these losses, typical levels are as 
follows: 
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UHF —I.-
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"home runs" to each apartment 

combined 
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FSX-131 11 

4 ways = Jerrold 1597 
2 way = Jerrold 1596 
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Figure 1: Block Diagram of Crystal's Apartment House Delivery System. 

Table I: Pass. Band of Vikoa 201-1 Converter 
and UHF Output Band 

VHF in UHF out 

channel frequency 
(MHz) 

channel frequency 
(MHz) 

• A 120-126 14 470-476 

B 126-132 15 476-482 

• C 132-138 16 482-488 

D 138-144 17 488-494 

• E 144-150 18 494-500 

F 150-156 19 500-506 

• G 156-162 20 506-512 

H 162-168 21 512-518 

• I 168-174 22 518-524 

'Channels used for inal system to avoid 
adjacent channel problems. 

VHF  UHF 
8 low level 
runs-out  +18  +17 
50' coax-loss  —3  —4 
TV set level  +15dBmv +13dBmv 
12 high level 
runs-out  +22  +22 
100' coax loss  —5  —8 
TV set level  +17dBmv +14dBmv 

The transformer used at the TV 
set is a Jerrold FSX-1314. We have 
also tested a Vikoa 106. Both of 
these units match 75 ohms to 300 
ohms and split UHF and VHF into 
two separate "twin leads." These 
leads are attached directly to the 
respective  UHF  and  VHF 
terminals of the TV set. 
Tuning on the mid-band chan-

nels is accomplished by simply 
selecting the UHF position and 
adjusting the UHF tuner to the 
desired channel. VHF channels are 
tuned normally. 
Channel  identification  is a 

problem on most UHF tuners. 
This  has  been  decreased  by 
providing non-adjacent channels 
and placing the weather channel in 
the  middle  (channel  18)  to 
provide a constant picture for 
reference. 
The two transformers do not 

reject direct pick-up as well as the 
good shielded and balanced VHF 
transformers normally used (this is 
only a problem on VHF). 
Another problem is the low 

level operation required of the 
Vikoa converter to avoid cross-
mod. This is solved by using the 
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UHF post amplifier. 
The over all performance of the 

above system is good considering 
the use of "off the shelf" items. 
The UHF tuners in the TV sets 
perform  better  than  we  had 
expected. 

Economic Considerations 

Table II lists the additional 
items required to convert the 
standard delivery system to the 
above described system. Fixed 
material costs per b,uilding are 
$138.30.  Additional  labor 
required should not exceed one 
hour. Per unit costs were $3.50 in 
the pilot project, which is at the 
high end of the expected cost per 
unit range. 
Thus a 25-unit building can be 

set up to deliver UHF for $5.53 
per unit, and customers connected 
for an additional $3.60 per unit. 
The need to deliver more than 

12 channels is apparent to all of 
us. Crystal has solved the first step 
in this problem by delivering five 
addition al  channels  to  the 
customer's UHF dial. Customer 

Table II: Bill of Materials 

Per Building Description Quantity Additional Cost 

Vikoa 201-1 converter 1 S 30.00 

Blonder-Tongue CUB-29P UHF amplifier 1 86.30 

Jerrold FCO 320 UHF-VHF filter 1 15.00 

Delta DMT-20 directional coupler 1 7.00 

S138.30 

Per Unit 

Jerrold 1596 splitter 1/20 .10' 

Jerrold 1597 splitter 3/10 1.00' 

Jerrold FSX-1314 transformer 1 2.40' 

•This number represents the cost of the item in excess of the standard 
by the number of units each item can serve. 

S 3.50 

UHF item, divided 

orientation problems are mini-
mized, with this system, through 
use of the customer's own UHF 
tuner. The system is technically 
quite simple . .. can be built with 
"off the shelf" items . . . and can 
be built quite economically — at 
approximately  $9.00  per  sub-
scriber for a 25 unit building. 

Larger buildings, of course, are 
more economical. 
The basic limitation of the 

system is that it "only" delivers 
five more channels. But, we feel 
that this "only" is a vast step 
forward in solving the problem of 
product  distribution  in major 
metropolitan areas. 

Find out how... 
Van Ladder fills the gap between the common 
ladder and the hydraulic arm . .. simplifies your 
operation . . . unconventional in its design. Eco-
nomical, sturdy and safe. Maximum working 
height of 28', no extra power needed ... the 
electric motor runs directly from your ve-
hicle's 12 volt battery. 

Mounts easily on any vehicle...total 
weight is only 300 pounds. 

Included as standard equipment, 12 
volt outlet on the ladder, mounting 
hardware and work platform. 90 
swivel platform and fiberglass 
bucket are optional. The 
swivel platform can 
double as a local 
origination cam-
era station. 

, 
- -P 

4 ".  
I O r  ...IC_ 

• 

Write for our brochure, 
leveling buckets. 

For more 
information 
write: 

I. 
!IP", Ai 
1 

featuring our new model with self 

VAN LADDER INCORPORATED 
620 DIAGONAL STEERT 
ALGONA, IOWA, 50511 
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NOBODY MAKES BETTER 
SOLID SEAMLESS ALUMINUM SHEATHED 

CO-AX THAN PLASTOID. 

Plastoid is the highest quality, but competitively 

priced aluminum sheathed coaxial. The lower attenua-

tion, the longer life design deliver a picture that's 

sharper, clearer, more desirable; a selling plus for new 

subscribers. 

Using Plastoid is like cutting the distance you have 

to cascade. All footage is sweeptested and certified 

for minimum return loss of 26 dbs. (30 db available 

upon request.) This can mean sizable savings in in-

stallation or extension. 

Lengths of up to 2500 feet are available. Make your 

system as long or short as you want. Then call us col-

lect at 212/786-6200 and whatever your distance is, 

we'll do it a little better.  PLaSTO ID 
Z = Zir =̀ - 'C O R P O R A TI O N 

42 51 24TH ST , LONG ISLAND CITY,  Y 11101 

ALL ALUMINUM SHEATHED CABLES AVAILABLE WITH INTEGRATED MESSENGER 
OVERALL 0.0.  OVERALL 0.0.  ATTENUATION IN DECIBELS PER 100 FEET 

0.0. (NOM.)  0.0. (NOM.)  (NOM.)  (NOM.)  NET WEIGHT 
TYPE  CONDUCTOR  DIELECTRIC  UNJACKETED  JACKETED  LB. PER M FT. 

TA-4 

TA-41• 

TA-5 

TA-5.r 

TA•8 

TA-81 • 

.0752 

.0752 

098 

.098 

.146 

.146 

.362 

.362 

.450 

.450 

.690 

.690 

.412 

.412 

.500 

.500 

.750 

.750 

.480 

- - 

.575 

- - 

.850 

78 

100 

102 

132 

218 

274 

CHANNEL 2  3  4 5  6 7  8 9 10 11  12  13 

TA-4, TA-4J .77 .82  .86  .93  .96  1.46  1.49  1.51  1.54  1.56  1.59  1.61 

TA-5, TA-51  .63  .68 .71  .74  79 1.12  115 1.17 1.20 1.22  1.24  1.26 

TA-8, TA-8.I .42  44  .47  .51  .53 30  .81 .82  .84  .8.5  .87  .89 

*"Also available for direct burial with high molecular weight poly jacket, 
self-sealant flooding compound, and rodent repellent jacketing." 
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P RODUCT 
R EVIE W 

NEW COMPONENTS FOR CABLE TELEVISION SYSTEMS 

TWO-WAY FILTER 
OFFERED BY CASCADE 

Operating over the frequency range 
of 5-252 MHz, a new two-way filter by 
Cascade is designed to separate or 
combine VHF (50-252 MHz) and sub 
VHF (5-30 MHz) signals. This filter is 
designed to offer the capability of 
adding sub VHF services (such as two-
way services) to an existing system with 
a minimum changeout of equipment. It 

is compatible with all CATV distribu-
tion equipment. The cast aluminum 
housing measures 4 3/4" x 3 7/8" x 2", 
has center conductor seizing and uses 
5/8-24 connectors. 
For further information on this new 

product contact Cascade Electronics 
Ltd., Port Moody, British Columbia or 
1111 C Street, Bellingham, Washington. 

MICROWAVE SYSTEM 
FROM SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTA 

A completely solid-state, low cost 
microwave system has been developed 
by Scientific-Atlanta for operation in 
the 12.2 to 12.7 GHz general business 
band and in the 12.7 to 12.95 GHz 
CATV CARS band. Both color and 
monochrome television signals may be 
transmitted with this system in single-
or-multiple hops over distances up to 25 
miles, in full compliance with FCC 
standards. The oscillators for both the 
transmitter and the receiver are housed 
in weather-proof enclosures behind the 
antennas so that coaxial cabling may be 
used rather than waveguide. The system 
electronics are housed in 51/4" cabinets. 
Gunn-effect and Impatt oscillators are 
utilized. The transmitter power output 

ost at a Bargain! 
0 

U R— A-11. .IFT 

S3400 will buy you 

26' of uplift. And 

thanks  to  Dur-A-

Lift's heavy channel 

boom,  high  level 

wobble  is now a 

thing of the past. 

Your worker is safe. 

distributors wanted — southeast, west coast, other areas 
To arrange for your own high-level bargain, contact: 

Durnell Engineering Inc. 
2305 Main Emmetsburg, Iowa 50536 

is 10 MW (+10 dBm). System's reli-
ability is rated in excess of 99.9%. 
For further information on this new 

product contact Scientific-Atlanta, Inc., 
Post  Office  Box  13654,  Atlanta, 
Georgia 30324. 

TWO-WAY EXTENDER 
NEW FROM JERROLD 
A new two-way line extender, model 

SDV-30/60, offered by Jerrold Elec-
tronics Corporation for two-way CATV 
systems, is a push-pull amplifier for high 
and lo-sub bands with high and low-pass 
filters included. Plug-in equalizers are 
used in the high-band portion of the 
amplifier and return leg-equalization is 
included in the return module circuitry. 
For further information on this new 

product  contact  Jerrold  Electronics 
Corporation, CATV Systems Division, 
401 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

•  1. 
Manufacturers of 

PLASTIC CONDUIT 

Stocking 
P.V.C./Polly Conduit 

RG 59 
Pulling Compound 

Metal & Plastic Cabinets 

-.pop 

',END FOR FREE I ITFRATUF 

IMPERIAL PLASTICS, INC. 
1015 WEST HOOVER 

ORANGE, CALIFORNIA 92667 
Telephone (7141 532-1671 
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--FULLY INTEGRATED POWER 
' SUPPLIES ... a package deal 

• Effectively cuts maintenance time by 75 % 

• Eliminates unnecesary fittings — cuts costs by 20 % 

• Enhances pole appearance — pleases subscribers 

• Eliminates unsightly pole clutter — appeases utility company 

• Eliminates hazardous pole climbing 

• Four models . . . regulated and unregulated 

. . . with and without meter adapter 

• Quick drop-in field replacement of module 

Somebody had to do it! By integrating elements into one 
weatherproof utility box, your installer can now do the job 
in less than one-half hour. With the GLENTRONICS package 
CATV units, there is less wiring, fewer fittings for reduced 
plumbing costs, better appearance, safer poles, and better 
relationships between you, your subscribers, and the utility 
company. 

GLENTRONICS' fully integrated power supplies feature a 
110-volt convenience outlet, input/output test points, and 
other standard features . . . all within easy access under a 
single hinged cover. UL approved utility box. 

Another plus feature! In emergencies, the convenience outlet 
may be used as an input merely by placing the disconnect 
in the "off" position. Power may then be supplied by a port-
able generator or similar source. 

Drop-in power supply replacement is easily accomplished in 
five minutes by removal of four quarter-turn fasteners. For 
new economy in CATV operation, specify GLENTRONICS' 
fully integrated power supplies. Fully tested and thoroughly 
field proven. 

STANDBY CATV 
POWER SYSTEM 

The Type II Battery 
Pack delivers twice 
the capacity of the 
Type I at only 20 % 
additional cost. 
Although GLEN-
TRONICS recom-
mends two battery 
pack types (I and II), 
any capacity can be 
supplied. Your size 
and weight require-
ments are the only 
limitation.  6.0 

5.5 

< • 5.0 

< 4.5 
cc 
w 4.0 a. 
0 
3.5 

co • 3.0 

< • 2.5 

• 2.0 

0 
1.5 co) 

1.0 
0 
X .5 

Type I  Type II 
24" H x 13" W x 8-1 /2" D  40" H x 16" W x 8" D 

METER ADAPTER 

POWER COMPANY 
TEST BLOCK SECTION 

HINGED COVER 

INPUT LINE TEST POINT 

OU1PUT VOLTAGE TEST POINT 

20 A INPUT DISCONNECT 
AND CIRCUIT BREAKER 

POWER SUPPLY MODULE 

110 VOLT 
CONVENIENCE OUTLET 

15 A OUTPUT 
AUTOMATIC RESET 
CIRCUIT BREAKER 

GROUND BUSS BAR 

GLENTRONICS' standby CATV power systems . . . either 
pole-mounted or underground, are designed to Eliminate the 
type of system failure over which thE CATV operator has no 
control. The complete standby emergency system is housed 
in two c3binets — a battery pack, aid a pole-mounted unit 
connected to the 115-volt line and the TV cable. 

The GLENTRONICS standby system ieatures 
Highly reliable SCR-type inverter • automatic switching (less than 
10 msec in either mode) • automatic  nverter shutoff at 28-volt 
battery level • automatic battery recharglig • commi nications-type 
calcium-k-ad or lead-antimony batteries • low mainter ance • up to 
25-year lie 
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CATV DIVIt•ION, P.O. BOX 64 
748 EAST ALOSTA AVE. 
GLENDORA, CALIF. 91740 
PHONE ;2131963-1676 
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TELSTA INTRODUCES 
SPLICER'S AERIAL BASKET 

Telsta  Company,  a division  of 
General  Cable  Corporation,  has 
developed a new splicer's basket that is 
claimed to improve the technician's 
efficiency. The basket rotates a full 180 
degrees about its own vertical axis, so 

that the operator always works square 
to the cable. The rotation feature means 
the basket is smaller, yet more elbow 
room is provided for increased produc-
tion and proper use of modern tools. A 
complete aerial workshop, the basket 
includes power, air, heat, and weather 
protection, yet it is compact and stows 
well up in the travel position, in no way 
impeding the driver's view. 
For further information on this new 

product contact Telsta Company, 1700 
Industrial Road, San Carlos, California 
94070. 

COLTRONICS INTRODUCES 
HIGH PRECISION 
ATTENUATOR 
A new high precision attenuator, the 

Coltronics type 510, is designed to 

C OLI ROP.I.0 

I I ale 
, 20  20  U OS 

II I I I -I m,tt 510 

provide a maximum of 82.5 decibels 
attenuation in a direct current band up 
to 900 MHz with outstanding accuracy 
and very low return loss. The Coltronics 
type 510 is encased in double-shielded 
die-cast housing.  Slide switches are 

THANK YOU, MR. MOON . 
This letter from Community Cablevision 
of Newport Beach is indicative of the 
established reputation of American Tech-
nology Company as one of the leading 
producers of quality CATV Directional Taps. 

The development and expansion of the 
TECH-TAP line continues with the objectives 
of advanced technology and rugged depend-
ability covering a broad application range at 
competitive prices. 

Make  your  CATV  system  a quality-
engineered system with ATC TECH-TAPS. 
Write or call today for our Applications 
Folder and Price List. 

7fb.Y0'ePC2". 
"?‘‘  c,e02'  vs00 1.,62.0 ,,t1Ce 

designed for rugged construction. They 
feature coil  silver-plated, self-wiping 
contacts. Connectors are of the F type, 
and contain gold-plated contact springs. 
For further information on this new 

product contact Coltronics Limited, 
250 Marcus Boulevard, Hauppauge, L.I., 
New York 11787. 

NEW LOCKING DEVICE 
FOR ANTENNA MOUNTS 
Antenna mounts for cable television 

reception are now being manufactured 
by Up-Right Scaffolds. They offer a 
unique device which locks standard pipe 
at right angles, and  specially aligns 
antennas to receive television signals at 
maximum strength. The flexible new 
lock consists of a loop and saddle. Its 
open loop wraps around the pipe at any 
point desired without taking it over the 
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AMERICAN TECHNOLOGY CO. 
3630 WEST CLARENDON ST., PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85019 (602) 272-6192 
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Sometimes you need 
a new twist. 

Rigid bits are fine for drilling in a 
straight line. But when you need to 
bend a little, there's D'versiBIT. 

Introducing the new drill tool that gives 
you expert control over a flexible spring 
steel shaft of five, six and ten foot 
lengths. It's a fast efficient technique 
that also allows line recovery capabilities 
for in-wall installation. 

For illustration, let's consider the instal-
lation of a thermostat in an existing 
wall. The line is to be run from the 
basement. First a small hole is made at 
the desired location of the thermostat. 
A one inch hole is sufficient. 

Now with the aid of D'versiBIT's handy 
position tool 0 , you insert D'versiBIT 
into the hole and slide the shaft down 
to the purlin or firestop. 0 D'versiBIT is 
held against the inside wall. Now by 
drilling through the purlin or firestop, 
you have a guide for the shaft. By sliding 
D'versiBIT down, you will make contact 
with the flooring at the exact location 
to drill through to the basement. 0 

With completion of this operation, you 
are ready for recovery. Your line is 
attached to a specially designed recovery 
grip.  ° The grip is then attached to a 
hole in the D'versiBIT tip. D'versiBIT is 

0  • 

0 11.11111iali C)....,,CD 

D'versi BIT. 

then pulled back with the line 
attached for recovery. 

In the absence of a midway purlin, 
D'versiBIT is held against the inside wall 
and dropped down to the floor. It is then 
allowed to bow against the back wall. ° 
This technique again positicns D'versiBIT 
exactly where you desire to drill. A 
tiny hole is also located in the chuck end 
of the shaft to give you the option of 
pulling the line from this direction. 

D'versiBIT can be controlled in driling 
both to the basement or attic. It can drill 
sideways or diagonally acrcss the wall 
from a wall switch to a wall socket. ° 
Even heavy conduit lines offer no problem 
for D'versiBIT. And you have the option 
of Auger °or Carbon 0 drill tip to meet 
individual job specifications. D'versiBlT 
comes in bit sizes of 3/4 ", 1/2", 3/4", 
1", 11/2 " and 2" with appropriate grips 
for recovery. Termite shields and wall 
insulation offer no restriction for 
D'versiBIT. It's a new twist to save 
you time and frustration. D'versiBIT. 
It's the better way. 

See your electrical supplier for more 
information or write to Diversified 
Manufacturing and Marketing Co., Inc., 
P. 0. Box 2202, Burlington, N. C. 27215. 
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end of the pipe. The lock is installed in 
seconds by tightening a single screw. 
Any adjustments are made by loosening 
the screw. The lock produces 8,000 lbs. 
of grip to form a strong, rigid mount. It 
is known as the Rota-Lock. 
For further information on this new 

product contact Up-Right Scaffolds, 
1013 Pardee Street, Berkeley, California. 

PRUZAN MARKETS 

NEW "Q" SPAN CLAMP 

A new type Q span clamp that installs 
quickly for use with any drop grip is 
now available from Pruzan. Featuring a 
bridle ring design, it is designed to 
absolutely prevent the drop grip from 
coming off, but allows instant, one-hand 
removal, when desired. The entire clamp 
is galvanized. They are available for 
$32/100 in quantities under 1,000, and 
$30/100 for quantities over 1,000. 
For  further  information on  this 

product contact Pruzan,  1963 First 
Avenue  South,  Seattle,  Washington 
98134. 

62" DEEP LINES PLANTED 

BY KEN/TEL PLOW 

The Midwest Mainline 7 ton trailed 
plow is designed to bury all types of 
CATV distribution cables underground 

without cleanup or backfill, at speeds 
averaging 1 to 2 miles per hour plowing 
time. The Mainline, with full hydraulic 
controls and adjustable plow tooth is 
capable of statically planting up to 4.8" 
O.D. material, to 62" depths. The plow 
blade inserts or raises independently of 
wheels or other functions. According to 
the manufacturer, KEN/TEL, Mainline's 
completely  self-contained  hydraulic 
system controls plow share, sod colter, 
folding tongue, individual wheel height 
and self-loading reel rack of 24,000 lbs. 
capacity. The unit can be trailed by a 
truck between jobs at highway speed. 
For further information on this new 

product contact KEN/TEL Equipment 
Company,  P.O.  Box 446, Candler, 
North Carolina 28715. 

CATV SWITCHING UNIT 

FEATURES LOW COST 

An all new vertical interval switcher/ 
fader, special effects unit  is being 

marketed by Kapco Enterprises, Inc. It 
is billed as a way "to fill the need for a 
reliable program switcher at a reason-
able price." The $975 unit, designated 
TSFE-4, features all electronic switch-
ing, with a vertical interval program bus 
for  a glitch  free  signal.  Silent, 
illuminated switch buttons show camera 
set ups at a glance. The fader section 
provides facilities for dissolves from one 
video signal to another, superimposi-
tion, fade to black, or any combination 
of these effects. Special effects include 
horizontal and vertical wipes as well as 

corner inserts from any of the four 
corners. Split screens and corner inserts 
can be preset on a preview monitor, 
then switched directly into the program 
line.  Individual control  bars adjust 
horizontal and vertical components of 
the  corner  inserts.  The  unit  was 
designed for standard rack mounting, is 
fully transistorized, and has it's own 
built in power supply. 
For further information on this new 

product  contact  Kapco  Enterprises, 
Inc., 947 Janesville Ave., Fort Atkinson, 
Wisconsin 53538.  fia 

DELTA INTRODUCED THE "AHDS" CATV 
APARTMENT HOUSE 
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 

•  INDIVIDUAL CONTROL 

OVER EVERY APARTMENT 

•  ECONOMICAL DISTRIBUTION, 

WITH MULTI-TAP FLEXIBILITY 

•  AVAILABLE WITH A 

BROADBAND, 40dB AMPLIFIER 

•  .412 CABLE INPUT AND OUTPUT 

•  SUPPLIED COMPLETE WITH 

INTERCONNECTING JUMPER CABLES 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 

A*   

DE LTA ELECTRONICS LTD. 

70 RONSON DRIVE • REXDALE • ONTARIO 
(416) 241-3556  TWX 610 492-2707 

CONTACT 

EASTERN USA 

JERRY CONN 8 ASSOCIATES INC . 

1070 S COLOBROOK AVE • 

CHAMBERSBURG, PA , 17201 

17171 263-8258 

B C AND ALBERTA, CANADA 

A L WHITEHEAD LTD , 

P 0 BOX 25, 

WEST VANCOUVER. B C 

16041 922-2210 
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Benco won't 
bug you--
or your 
viewers. 

There's one thing no CATV perfectionist can 

tolerate. Bugs. The kind that gum up the works 

and cause snow, ghosts and off-color reception. 

Which, in turn, bug your viewers. 
At Benco, we've learned the best way to 

not bug you is to bug ourselves endlessly about 

the trifles that make perfection. Result? CATV 
equipment designed to deliver a perfect picture. 

Because it's bugless. 

Built by perfectionists 

for perfectionists. 

•Q 

•  (j)••••  • 

• I -1-

PACEMAKER-T. Model 
DA 45-250-B. Distrbution 
amplifier especially 
designed for MATV stems 
connected to CATV. 
Line or cable powerei. 
Adjustable tilt and 
gain controls. Up to 250 
Mhz bandwidth. Output 
handling capability, 
+51 dBmV. 

Benco Television Corporation 
U.S. Sales and Factory Service, 724 Bugbee Street, 
P.O. Box 10068, Jacksonville, Florida 32207. 
In Canada: Benco Television Associates 
27 Taber Road, Rexdale, Ontario. 



for 10 
good reasons 

Colts? 
-iirCHER 

• No lawn scars 

• No back filling. 

• One man operation. 

• Self-transported. 

• Hydraulically controlled, 
vibratory plow. 

• Lower cost. 

• NEW hydraulic 
self-loading reel. 

• NEW electric winch 
for steep inclines. 

• Pays for itself in 
4 to 5 months. 

• Buries distribution wire, 
drop wires, cables up to 
-I" diameter to 24" 
depth at 30 feet per 
minute. 

Looking for a better underground route? 
Ask "the underground people ", KENITEL 
and MIDWEST, manufacturers of Cable 
Stitcher, Groundhog, Long Horn, Mainline, 
Lawn-Saver. Send for literature 

KEN/TEL 
EQUIPMENT CO. 
P.O. Box 446 • Candler, N C 28715 • 704 667 2521 

88  a subsidiary of The Okonite Company 

Literature 
For CATV 

Tab Books has recently published two 
books that will be of interest to 
CATV technical people. Solid-State 
Circuit  Design & Operation is a  $9.95 
book  written  by  Stanton  Rust 
Prentiss. It is 288 pages and has over 
140 illustrations as a guide to semi-
conductor circuit analysis and design. 
CATV  System  Engineering,  New 
Third Edition is a $12.95 expanded 
and revised version of William A. 
Rheinfelder's original book of the 
same title. Its 256 pages deal with 
planning, designing and operating a 
CATV plant. Tab Books is located at 
Blue Ridge Summit, Pa, 17214. 

A condensed catalog covering their 
entire line has been 
issued  by  GBC 
Closed Circuit TV 
Corp. The free cata-
log includes a wide 

V ega 
selection of video 
equipment  for 
CATV, MATV and .  _ 
industrial TV appli-
cations. Write to GBC at 74 Fifth 
Avenue, New York, New York. 

RCA  has  just  issued  a 12-page 
brochure and series of catalog sheets 
detailing their complete complement 
of color television equipment. They 
provide an overview of RCA color 
cameras priced under $10,000, color 
film systems and video tape recorders. 
For copies, write RCA Professional 
Electronic Systems, Building 15-5, 
Camden, New Jersey 08102. Request 
Form 3J5558. 

The first edition of Pruzan's 
page,  pocket-size 
catalog  contains 
hundreds of items 
of tools and equip-
ment  handled  by 
the company. Write 
to  1 963  First 
Avenue  South, 
Seattle, Washington 
98134, and ask for the 
and Equipment Catalog.' 

Hunt-Pierce Corporation has released 
a new 24-page cata-
log showing their 
complete  line  of 
Servi-Lift  aerial 
platforms.  For  a 
copy,  write  to 
H u nt -Pierce,  230 
Old  Gate  Lane, 

‘ ..Milford,  Conn. 
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Vikoa is offering a new 63-page cata-
log featuring wire, 
cable and electronic 
products for inter-
nal  distribution 
systems.  A  free 
copy of the IDS/ 
MATV catalog may 
be received by writ-
ing to Vikoa, Inc., 
400  Ninth Street, Hoboken, 
07030. 

"The Key to Easy Maintenance ... 
Passives with a Test Point" is a new 
brochure. It describes Entron's new 
CATV line with input and output test 
points that enable signal levels to be 
monitored throughout a cable system. 
Also available from Entron is their 
complete  catalog  of  equipment 
offered for CATV. Write Sales Service 
Dept., Entron, Inc., 2141 Industrial 
Parkway, Silver Spring, Md. 20904. 

A 44-page, full-color catalog is avail-
able from Trompe-
ter Electronics.  It 
features their com-
plete line of coax, 
twinax,  triax  and 
quadrax  connec-
tors, patch panels, 
plugs, jacks, patch 
cords  and  acces-
sories. Write to Trompeter at 8936 
Comanche Avenue, Chatsworth, Cali-
fornia 91311. 

TeleMation, Inc. has recently released 
four publications of interest to cable 
operators.  A  heavily-illustrated, 
24-page  booklet  outlines  System 
Expansion from basic equipment to a 
full-color production system. It is an 
equipment selection guide to help 
avoid obsolescence pf original, small-
studio equipment. Information sheets 
have been published on TeleMation's 
TC G - 1440  Character  Generator, 
TSE-100 Series Screen Splitters and 
TSG-3000 Broadcast Color Synchroni 
Generators. This literature may be 
ordered from TeleMation by writing 
Betty Harris, 2275 S.W. Temple, Salt 
Lake City, Utah 84115. 

A new Pioneer Industries brochure 
describes Pio-Sonic 
sound-insulating 
doors,  'Pio-Seal 
acoustical seals and 
automatic drop seal 
"100."  Write  to 
Pioneer  Industries, 
401  Washington 
Avenue,  Carlstadt, 
N.J. 07072. 

N.J. 
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For In'ormation About: 

ADVERTISING SPACE 

Contact Robert Titsch, Don Steele or Wayne Witson. They will as-
sist you with specialized market and media information. 

PRODLCTION & CREATIVE SERVICES 

Contact Advertising Sales Manager Don Steele. Don will assist 
you with full production information and creative services. Contact 
Traffic Supervisor Karyn Zimmerman for traffic coordination. 

MARKET RESEARCH 

Contact Director of Market Development Wayne Wilson. Wayne 
will assist you with the general market and media information you 
require, including research. 

MARKETING SERVICES 

Contact Marketing Services Manager Phil Cook. Phil will assist you 
with full information on reprint and direct mail programs designed to 
supplement your total marketing effort. 
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THE CATV 

CLASSIFIEDS 
FOR SALE 

Established Cable Company — Three 
network channels, F.M. Music on air and 
on cable, one channel Mexican music. 
All equipment in excellent condition as 
is new — Own poles. Reply to TV COM-
MUNICATIONS, Dept. T870-1. 

What is CATV? 
This question and  many others are 
answered in the new book published by 
The National Cable Television Institute. 

Its 105 pages contain: 
• History and development of CATV 
• Future prospects of the Industry 
• Complete description of each compo-
nent from antennas and headend to 
connection at the subscriber's set all 
described in layman's terms. 

It is excellent in explaining the concepts 
of CATV to: 
• The new employee 
• The  clerical  or  non-technical 
employee 

• The City Official, banker, or other 
professional person 

• The manager of a multiple-subscriber 
installation,  hospital,  apartment 
house, hotel or rest home 

This new book entitled "introduction to 
CATV" is available for a limited time 
only at $9.95 per copy. Marked down 
from its original price of $14.95 to 
$9.95 as an introductory offer, this book 
is designed to give a complete picture of 
the total CATV industry to the non-
technical person. Write today for your 
copy and send your check or money 
order to: 
National Cable Television Institute 

3022 Northwest Expressway, Suite 305 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma-73112 

AVAILABLE—MANAGER 
For  system,  region,  or  MSO.  Mature, 
seasoned,  and  thoroughly experienced in 
CATV. Currently employed. Heavy on sub-
scriber  promotion,  administration,  new 

system start up. 

Degree, excellent past performance record. 
Experienced in feasibility studies, appraisals, 
franchising.  Reply  to TV COMMUNICA-
TIONS, Dept. T870-4. 

GROUND  BLOCK 
FOR RG-59 HOUSE 

DROPS 

Type 59GB 

Available 
with or 
without 

splice fitting 

WESTAY COMPANY 
P. 0. Box 573  Cupertino, Calif. 95014 

SYSTEMS MANAGER 
8,000 subscriber system in northeast. 
College community. Send resume to TV 
COMMUNICATIONS, Dept. T870-6. 

r CLASSIFIEDS ORDER FORM 
I'd like to reach the entire CATV market with the following classified message 

in TV Communications. My check is enclosed. 

CI Please assign a reply  This ad is to  Payment enclosed for  words 
box ($1 chg. per issue)  run  month(s).  at 25C per word ($10 min.) per month. 

NAME   

ADDRESS   

CITY  STATE  ZIP   

ILTV Communications • 1900 WEST YALE • ENGLEWOOD, COLO. 8011,0,) 

REPRINTS 
Write to: 

TV Communications 

1900 West Yale 
Englewood, Colorado 80110 

CANADIANS 
DEPEND 
ON 
CATV 

EXPERIENCE 

DEPEND 
ON 

NORAM 
1780 ALBION RD 
REXDALE, ONT. 
416-741 0566 

CATV CONSTRUCTION 
ENGINEERING—PRODUCT SALES 

LOCAL ORIGINATION 

PRODUCT 
MANAGER 
:CATV 

Major division of prestige NYSE firm, 
headquartered  in  Southern  Con-
necticut,  seeks aggressive,  results-
oriented product manager. 

Individual will have the responsibility 
of managing and planning the expan-
sion of a complete product line and 
of developing the sales strategy to 
achieve optimum sales and profits. 

The successful candidate will have 
2-5  years experience In sales or 
marketing  with  an  industrial 
company, preferably in the com-
munications  or  CATV  industry. 
Strong analytical skills, imagination 
and personal drive are essential. 

We offer an attractive starting salary, 
comprehensive benefit program and 
opportunity for professional growth. 
Only replies indicating present salary 
will  be  considered.  Please  send 
resume in confidence to: 

P.O. Box 1823 
FOR Postal Station 
New York, NY 10022 

An equal opportunity employer lm/f) 
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TO SELL AND SERVICE EXCELLENT BROAD-

LINE OF PRODUCTS. MOST TERRITORIES 
OPEN. ADDRESS INQUIRIES TO: 

MR. ISADORE LIEBERMAN 
ENTRON, INC, 

2141 INDUSTRIAL PARKWAY 
SILVER SPRINGS, MD. 20904 

OR CALL: (301) 622-2000 

CATV SYSTEMS 

AREA  SUBS.  POT'L  PRICE  TERMS  AREA  SUBS.  POT'L  PRICE  TERMS 

South 
East 
NW 
MW 
South 

90 
1290 
165 
253 
357 

450 
3500 
1000 
937 
1700 

22.5M 
500M 
40M 
127M 
110M 

CASH 
NEGO 
NEGO 
NEGO 
CASH 

South 121 
East 
MW (2) 
MW 
South 

335  700  230M  TERMS 
610  645  110M  29% 
4730  8400  2.2M  TERMS 
200  256  20M  10M 
140  600  38.5M  CASH 

CH AP M AN ASS OCI ATE S 

media brokerage so rvirr 

2045 PEACHTREE ROAD 

CATV LINE TECHNICIAN 

Immediate opening for experienced tech-
nician in one of the country's largest CATV 
complexes.  All  solid  state  equipment. 
Excellent benefits, top pay. Contact Rollins 
Cablevision,  P.O.  Box  4041, Wilmington 
Delaware  19807. Phone (302) 658-7127. 
Attention: Chief Engineer. 

FOR SALE 

New CATV material. Connectors, indoor 
splitters and miscellaneous items. For details 
reply to Box T870-5, C/O TV COMMUNICA-
TIONS 

JANSKY & BAILEY 

BROADCAST-TELEVISION 

DEPARTMENT 
Atlantic Research Corporation 

Division of The Susquehanna Corporation 

1812 K Street N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20006 

Phone: 202 296-6400 

ATLANTA, GA. 30309 

VIDEO ELECTRONICS SALE 

Offering includes selected equipment and 
components (new and demo) for CCTV, 
CATV,  Broadcast  and  Audio/Video 
Educational Markets. Cameras, monitors, 
cables, microphones and specialized equip-
ment of many manufacturers. 
For detailed information — 

Write to: 
TV Communications 
Dept. T870-7 

Or phone: 
Norman Wyatt 
212-736-5840 

George Browistein 
TeleCommunications & CATV 

Consulting Engineer 
16345 Bermuda 

Granada Hill, California 91344 
213/363-7058 

3 for 1 Value 

Subscribe to CATV 
The Authoritative 
News Weekly 
of Cable Television 

. . .and get a 515.90 
set of 1970 CATV 
Directories 

FREE! 

ONE YEAR  TWO YEARS 

At The  At An Even Greater 
Rate of — $33.00  Savings — $60,00 

NAME 

FIRM NAME 

TYPE OF BUSINESS 

ADDRESS   

CITY   

STATE   

ZIP   

CATV PUBLICATIONS, INCORPORATED 
1900 W. Yale/Englewood, Colorado 80110 
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ASK THE  MAN FROM 

ANACONDA 

ARE 
YOU 
REALLY 
SAVING? 

... By not getting jacketed Sealmetic ABD 
cable at the same  price as unjacketed 

aluminum cable? 

. . . By stocking three types of cable when Sealmetic 

ABD Cable can be used for Aerial, Buried and Duct 

applications or any of these combinations? 

. . . By foregoing the longer service life only Anaconda 
builds into all Sealmetic ABD Polyethylene jacketed cables? 

. .. By not buying jacketed CATV Cable? 

. . . By not taking advantage of Anaconda's super-flexible, 

resilient Sealmetic ABD Coaxial Cable which maintains 
electronic characteristics despite repeated bending 

and abuse? 

Buy it and try it—prove to yourself that 

Sealmetic ABD CATV Cable is easier, more economical to 

install and maintain. Anaconda Wire and Cable Company, 

Communications and Electronics Division, 

Sycamore, Illinois 60178 

ABOUT SEALMETIC* 
ABD COAXIAL CABLE  70357 



from professional-quality local origination 
. . . all the way to testing, switching and distribution 

DYNAIR OFFERS 
MORE THAN 200 DIFFERENT PRODUCTS 
FOR THE TELEVISION INDUSTRY 
DYNAIR concentrates its major effort in one technical 
area: Equipment for the television industry. More than a 
decade of pioneering design experience has produced a 

FOR THE HEAD END 
DYNAIR's field-proven, solid-state equipment solves 
CATV head-end problems and assures broadcast-quality 
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FOR LOCAL ORIGINATION 
DYNAIR's complete line of low-cost programming ac-
cessories are designed specifically to provide professional 
results without fancy cabinetry or expensive "frills." You 
can assemble a system for your particular needs between 
camera and monitor from dozens of available DYNAIR 
units, including . . . 

• Video Switcher-Faders 
• Special-Effects Generators and Switchers 
• Sync Generators 
• Video Distribution Equipment 
• Pulse Distribution Equipment 

DYNAIR's new "IDEAS" booklet will prove very 
helpful in designing your local-origination system. 
Make sure you add it to your library. 

comprehensive line of equipment that—year after year— 
sets the pace in video signal distribution, switching, modu-
lation and RF demodulation. 

pictures. Here are three tried-and-proven units which be-
long at the head end of every CATV system. . . . 

RX-4B DYNA-TUNE for high-fidelity off-air color. Uses 
completely new filtering and signal-restoration concepts to 
provide superior adjacent-channel color performance in 
either microwave-fed or demod-mod systems. Actually im-
proves the color signal in many critical areas over that pro-
duced by the broadcast RF transmission system. 

TX-4A DYNA-MOD for broadcast quality transmission. 
Supplies signals approximating FCC specifications. Provides 
interference-free pictures in a full 12-channel system ... with 
crisp, clean color. Available for operation on any standard 
VHF channel. 

TS-100B SIDEBAND ANALYZER for broadcast-precision 
testing. Quickly checks overall alignment of video amplifiers, 
modulated stage and RF amplifiers of modulators—in normal 
operation. Provides the same test techniques used by broad-
casters and eliminates tedious point-to-point checking. Tunes 
to all channels for system flexibility. 

A FREE COPY IS 
AVAILABLE TO YOU. 

SEND FOR IT 
TODAY. 

6360 Federal Blvd., San Diego, Calif. 92114, Phone (714) 582-9211 



yaLl ) 
Delivers... 

... from Regional 

centers to You, rapidly 

and efficiently. For cable, equipment, or informa-

tion, call us collect . . . at YOUR Regional Vikoa 

CATV center. 

vikoa 
technically, the One 

• New York, New York (212) 943-5793 

• Hoboken, New Jersey (201) 656-2020 

• Denver (Englewood), Colorado (303) 761-3070 

• Seattle (Bellevue), Washington (206) 454-1446 

• Dallas (Garland), Texas (214) 276-1181 

• Los Angeles (Torrance), California (213) 371-7543 

• Atlanta (Lithonia), Georgia (404) 482-2981 

• Available in Canada from Vikoa of Canada Limited, 
8340 Mayrand St., Montreal 308, Quebec (514) 341-7440 


